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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 SH Origins and Status

The Santa Fe Institute (SFI) is an independent, nonprofit research institute founded in 1984 to pursue
multidisciplinary research and for the synthesis of knowledge about systems that span more than one of
the traditional disciplines. Science at SFI is broadly collaborative and done by mixtures of resident
and visiting scientists from different institutions and disciplines. Most of its research focuses on studies
of what has come to be called complexity and complex adaptive systems.

SH is composed of many dozens of distinguished senior scientists and outstanding yom_ger scientists in
this pioneering research. SH has an active Science Advisory Bom'd of 55 people, as well as an External
Faculty of 47 (shown in Appendix X). This group contains four Nobel Laureates (Philip Anderson,
Kenneth Arrow, Marrfred Eigen, and Murray GelloMann), four MacArthur Fellows (David Rumelhart,
John Holland, Stuart Kauffman, and Nancy KopeU), and more than a dozen holders of named chairs at
major universities, all of whom are engaged in our programs.

In nine years the annual budget of SH has grown to $3.4 million. ,Sources of funding reflect long-term
commitments from several early funders, with steady diversification of sources as well during that
time. The major elements have been, for unrestricted support of research, the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation ($500,O00/year), the Department of Energy ($268,000 in 1993), National Science
Foundation ($341,000 in 1993), businesses and other foundations (,$426,000 in 1993), Trustees ($325,000 in

1993), and individual donors ($100,000 in 1993). In addition, SFI received some 70 grants for specific
projects ($1,440,000 in 1993). This mixture of funding means that about half of SFI's requirements are
assured each year by continuing and predictable sources of funds.

In 1993 SFI took a major step that reflected its commitment as a long-term participant in the nation's
scientific research. As a result of a special fund-raising drive by its Trustees, the Institute purchased a
permanent campus in Santa Fe. This facility, 15,000 square feet of space on a 32-acre site, will permit
stability and long-term expansion of SFI's research program as needed. The Institute will move into the
new quarters in 1994.

1.2 Elements that Distinguish SFI from Traditional Research Institutions

Flexibility and Responsiveness to Opportunities

SFI has no permanent faculty. Research at SFI is done by combinations of short-term visiting and long-
term resident scientists. Resident scientists include 8-10 postdoctoral fellows with two- or three-year
appointments, 2-3 professors on several-month leaves (e.g., sabbaticals) from their universities, a few
graduate students conducting research, and 4 scientists (W. Brian Arthur, Stuart Kauffman, Melanie

Mitchell, and Murray Gell-Mann) in long-term (one year or more) residencies. They are complemented
by the External Faculty, most of whom spend at least one month each year in residence, local External
Faculty (primarily from Los Alamos National Laboratory) who are present f_r perhaps one day a
week, and a steady stream of short-term (one week to one month) visiting scientists. The total number
of researchers on site at any one time (excepting attendees at periodic workshops) is about 40.

SFI provides modest research facilities for those scientists, consisting of shared office space, a modest
library, and networked workstations. The real appeal of residea_cy at SH is the presence of the other
outstanding scientists from a variety of disciplines and the chance to collaborate in free-form ways.
The fact that the composition of the resident body changes continuously assures a constant input of fresh
ideas, skills, and specialties, lt also imparts immense flexibility in choosing the kinds of research

topics to pursue. Groups can assemble themselves quickly for workshops or small working groups, and
the stature of the core group of scientists makes it possible to attract outstanding scientists to these
activities on relatively short notice. Scientists leaving residencies at SFI return to their home
institutions with fresh ideas that often have profo_md impact on their future research and teaching.



In 1993 nearly 100 scientists traveled to Santa Fe for research residencies, and another several hundred
traveled to Santa Fe to participate in more than a dozen workshops or working groups. This mixture of
people, from leading research universities in the U.S. and Europe, from national laboratories, and from
industrial research labs, constitutes the "extended faculty" of SFI. Most of those people, once exposed
to the multidisciplinary research environment, maintain a relationship with SFI and with other
scientists whom they have met at SFI and begun to work with. Dozens of informal research networks
have originated at SH and continue with great productivity for years afterwards, maintained via
Internet communications, visits to one another's institutions, and occasional reconvening at SH to assess
group progress and establish new research agendas.

SFI conducts research of four general types:

1. Modeling and theory of complex systems, and particularly complex adaptive systems, built around
investigation of the concept of simple rules leading to complex behavior. Research in the course of this
program will include behaviors of dynamical systems; nonlinear dynamics; low-dimensional chaos;
complexity, entropy, and the physics of information; limits to computation; theories of biological
organization and origins of life; evolution of systems of adaptive agents on evolving landscapes; self-
organized criticality and scaling; and computation-theoretical and statistical properties of complex
systems.

2. Specific applications of that modeling and theory to research in adaptive computation. SFI will
continue to extend the theory of novel computational methods (such as genetic algorithms, machine
learning, and most recently, cellular automata) and to develop those combinations of tools into more
powerful simulation and problem-solving approaches with broad applicability.

3. Applications of the modeling and theory, as well as the new tools developed from SFl's research in
adaptive computation, to science in general. This part of the program will focus particularly on
complex biological and environmental systemsmuse of new computational approaches to extract
information about folding and functions of proteins based on knowledge of the "sta'ings" of genetic data;
to model the mammalian immune systems as a system of distributed adaptive agents; to track mutations
in virus in conjunction with epidemiological studies of HIV transmission; to model neurobiological
phenomena (sensory and memory); to search for patterns (and the possibility of deterministic
mechanisms producing them) in seemingly random data such as brain waves; and to explore dynamics of

-2 evolutionitself,

4. Applications of the modeling and theory, as well as emerging scientific insights, to understanding
and modeling real world problems. SFI's approach to simulation and modeling provides a means to

develop realistic models of the nonlinear dynamics that dominate real systems. By focusing attention
on autonomous and linked agents following relatively few and simple rules in a local environment, it is

_- possible to simulate the behaviors of complex, nonlinear systems. Moreove , because the agents have
the capability of adapting (learning), it is possible to study these systems with relatively little
programming required to set up the simulation. Several SFI projects are developing generic
programming platforms that can be used for a broad range of applications; specialists can tailor the
models by marrying the generic simulations with their own data and their own insights about rules and
behaviors. Among the areas of application at SFI will be economics (behavior of aggreate ma kets,

_ information contagion effects on business development), origins of life (autocatalytic reactions, protein
-_ synthesis and self organization), sustainable development, and adaptation and learnirg in businesses

and other organizations. In addition, business affiliates of SFI will develop simulations using these
tedmiques for utility markets, telecommunication restructuring, manufacturing processes, and others.

_. As is described in the following sections, the research environment at SFI has enabled a large, diverse

_ group of outstanding scientists to pursue innovative approaches to science and its applications and to
create a world center for the study of the sciences of complexity. Over the past half-dozen years this
environment has been prolific and productive scientifically and educationally, attracting widespread

; attention from academic, business, and policy worlds because of the evidence that this approach to_

science is producing new insights and methods of treating difficult problems.

=
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Santa Fe Institute provides a research environment that complements those of universities, government
laboratories, and business. Visitors typically spend a few weeks to a few months in temporary research
residencies at SFI, then return to their home institutions. Over the course of SFI's short life small

groups of scientists have organized themselves at many of those home institutions to continue research
begtm or accelerated at SH, and most of them continue their research collaborations from afar. In
addition, both SFI's structure for research and its investigations of nonlinear, complex systems have
created a model that is being increasingly emulated in scientific research communities.

Integrative-Synthetic Approach to Science

The two dominant characteristics of research at SFI are scientific synthesis and a multidisciplinary

approach. Obviously, the two go hand-in-hand. SFI's founders saw scientific synthesis as a timely,
and missing, complement to the dominant pattern of twentieth-century science. That pattern, enabled
by the development of superb experimental tools that revealed detailed knowledge about structures
and processes of physical and biological systems, encouraged and rewarded specialization within
disciplines. It was far more difficult to apply comparably rigorous analysis to the structure and
behavior of most natural whole systems, because they were nonlinear, multidimensional, multivariate,

and rarely in equilibrium--ali of which render them difficult to treat with scientific rigor.

In large measure it was the availability of powerful computing in the 1980s that encouraged some
scientists to believe it would be possible to develop new research approaches to understand those

nonlinear dynamics. Research in subsequent years validated that belief. In particular, with the use of
innovative computer simulations, it has been possible to demonstrate that complex, nordinear behavior

of natural systems could be the consequence of relatively simple although perhaps changing rules
governing the action, over time, of a large number of simultaneously interacting agents.

This phenomenon (relatively few simple rules giving rise to complex behavior) has now been seen in
simulations of many different systems.--biological, ecological, economic, computational, etc. That has
encouraged people to think that there may be some common principles, akin to physical laws, that
govern the behavior of complex systems in general. This idea has emerged as a powerful integrating
focus for much of the research done at SFI in recent years.

Very early in the life of SFI it became apparent that collaborations among scientists from different
disciplines could reveal three things: (1) insights coming from commonalities in scientific approach
(though arriving at that point usually required time to understand each other's language); (2) cross-
fertilization with suggestions for approaches to understanding that which had worked in one
discipline and might work in another; and (3) most important, suggestions that common principles
might apply across the fields.

There have been repeated instances of the first two mechanisms, and in themselves those two benefits
have justified the establishment of SFI as a research environment. But it is this third possibility--
common principles--that infuses researchers at SFI with the sense that they may be setting the stage
for fundamental new science directions in future years.

Ultimately, as SFI grapples with trying to identify and quantify common principles governing complex
systems (both adaptive and nonadaptive), it is also defining the nature of new multidisciplinary
sciences. Where this will lead is not clear, but the successful, and provocative, integration of some

parts of science so far suggests that it can have profound consequences both on how science is done and
how science is taught.

Simulation as a Research Tool

Much of the research at SFI involves model building and attacking scientific questions via computer
simulations, rather than by analysis. One of the weaknesses of having to rely on analysis is that it
restricts research to those classes of problems amenable to this mathematical treatment, leaving vast,

important areas of understanding consequently untouched. Adding computation as a tool removes much
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of that bias in problem selection. One of the contributions SFI is making to science is the expansion and
refinement of the set of computational tools so that they can be applied to a broader class of problems
and can eventually offer a level of confidence comparable to that which can be attained using analysis.

Modeling can provide approximations of solutions to problems that are otherwise intractable or can
offer insights by simulating the behavior of systems for which a solution is not a well-defined concept.
Modeling permits multiple hypotheses to be proposed and tried. Many simulations take advantage of
evolutionary mechanisms (mutation, genetic crossovers, selection) to sort and modify the competing
hypotheses, and well-made models improve their performance (i.e., their match to reality) over time
and between iterations to come closer and closer to reproducing the kind of behavior seen in real-world

complex systems. This approach represents a shift from the deductive reasoning of analysis to the
inductive reasoning of synthesis.

Inherent in this kind of research is an interplay among the formulation of theory, the implementation
of the model by computational experiment (simulation at SFI), and the validation of the theory by
comparison to experimental or observational data.

1.3 SFI's Impact on Important Areas of Science

Scientific Computing

SFI's research in adaptive computation underhes, and in turn draws inspiration from, most of the other
research that is done at the Institute. The application of new computation techniques to simulations of
complex systems (such as the human immune systems, for example) has yielded powerful scientific
results, though the main objective of the computation program is to understand better the nature of this
kind of computing. Adaptive techniques such as genetic algorithms, neural nets, classifier systems,
cellular automata, etc., are inspired by observation of "natural" computing systems (the brain, or the

evolutionary process), so it is no surprise that at SFI computer scientists are working intimately with
immunologists, neurobiologists, ecologists, economists, etc. in coevolving _ientific collaborations. For
example, computer scientists observe how the immune system works and incorporate some of those
naturally evolved techniques in their programming, and they offer computing algorithms to the
immunologists to improve their ability to model the workings of biological systems. (One of the
interesting, unexpected outcomes, a collaboration between computer scientist Stephauie Forrest and
immunologist Alan Perelson, is a patent disclosure, now under development by a corporation, of a
mechanism modeled on the immune system to protect computer systems against viruses and intruders.)

SFI is supporting the development of two adaptive modeling platforms (ECHO and Swarm) that are
intended as general tools for use by a wide range of scientists. A preliminary (documented) version of
ECHO was recently released.

Most of the modeling of adaptive systems is i.,xherently parallel in structure--many agents, acting and
reacting repeatedly within local environments, with their combined actions altering the overall
environment at each step in a continuous feedback loop. SFI's research with these parallel systems will
inevitably be important in inspiring software to take advantage of massive parallelism in new
hardware, and probably in encouraging the development of parallel hardware in response to the
availability of programming needs and tools.

In work in part inspired by interactions at SFI and in part done at SFI, Tom Ray (U. Delaware; now at
ARL, Japan) is pioneering new techniques to use the power of mutation and selection to evolve
optimized code.

SFI's long-term goal in computing is to capitalize on the likelihood that the adaptive techniques
already available may represent just a few of the more obvious "natural" computing approaches. There
are likely to be other software and hardware analogs discovered, and there should be continuing
opportunities to improve computing over the years in ways other than by optimizing technologies
already known,



Biological and Environmental Sciences

Part of SFI's work in biology aims at understanding origins of life and the evolution of complex

biological systems, and part focuses on dynamics of ecologies (biological and'nonbiological). Several
software simulation platforms (see above) are being developed that can model ecologies within the
computer--a powerful, flexible, and nondestructive approach to understanding dynamics, evolution,
and coevolution of biological communities. Work done by Thomas Ray with his Tierra model (see
above) suggests that even in very simple evolutionary situations a great variety of familiar biological
and ecological features (parasites, hyperparasites, cooperating species, population crashes, and
punctuated equilibria) arise with no outside influence, simply from the.'competition of organisms for
resources within a system. John Holland's ECHO model, designed as a general simulation tool that
permits agents to compete, cooperate, and reproduce within a conlined space, is now being adapted by
ecologists to study desert ecologies. This step marries a rich, multidecade base of field data from
experimental sites in Arizona with the model, lt not only provides a chance to validate the dynamics
of the model (and modify it based on the experience of the "users"), but it now provides an experimental
ecology, in the computer, to investigate alternative conditions or to go back in time and re-run
experiments with altered conditions.

Additional applications of ECHO that are under study include studies of bird populations in Hawaii
and studies of human populations in the prehistoric Southwest. This same modeling approach is being

developed into a multi-institutional project (Project 2050) partially funded by the MacArthur
Foundation, for scenarios that could illuminate conditions for a sustainable world over the next century.
Unlike traditional scenario modeling, which is necessarily biased by the model-builders' assumptions,
the SFI approach is bottom-up, relying on the computational agents in the nonlinear adaptive model to
compete, learn, and coevolve in the changing environment. While such models can only offer gross
views of possible outcomes of decisions, they may be able to identify those actions that may have large
multipliers downstream.

These same models should be adaptable for looking at more constrained issues such as the impact of
energy use on national and natural resources, including the long-term consequences of differing levels of
energy consumption and types of energy consumed. Both the ECHO model and its more generic
counterpart, Swarm (being developed by Christopher Langton as part of SFI's artificial life research),
are progressing toward the point when they can be adapted and used by non-computer scientists for
exploring adaptation in systems of their particular interest. Such problems as energy usage and price
sensitivity, energy source tradeoffs, even environmental feedback, could be modeled on these platforms.
There is good expectation that useful and increasi.ngly accurate models of these inherently nonlinear
systems could be developed using SFI approaches.

Computational Biology

A continuing area of research at SFI is the search for patterns in seemingly random time-series data.
These series may be from natural sources (e.g., climate, sunspot, or seismic patterns) or from social
systems (e.g., financial markets). Tools developed in part at SFI have shown impressive successes in
discovering patterns in such data, with the major applications to date being in economic data (SFI
researchers J. Doyne Farmer and Norman Packard are founding scientists of The Prediction Company, in
Santa Fe, and use these techniques in investment markets.)

Some related techniques have found another application--in extracting meaningful patterns from large
0 biological data bases. This has direct relevance to taking advantage of the rapidly growing Human

Genome data base. SFI, in collaboration with several scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory

(Alan Lapedes, Rob Farber), is pursuing several projects to derive meaningful biological knowledge
directly from a "reading" of those kinds of data bases. This work, which uses adaptive computation

, approaches in various combinations, offers the hope of predicting the structure of proteins based on the

sequences of amino acids that code for them. Among the results so far are a computational technique
utilizing coevolving adaptive networks that are significantly more successful in predicting protein
secondary sequence than are other methods; progress in the inverse problem of determining what
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sequence of amino acids will fold to a desired protein shape; and Bette Korber's work using statistically
significant, correlated mutations in the HW-1 virus to trace routes of infection. In allied work James

Theiler is applying other computational techniques to searching for patterns in electroencephalograms.
Finding such patterns may then reveal better knowledge of the biological mechanisms giving rise to the
medical data.

Fundamental Physics

Within SFI's core research several scientists, led by Murray Gell-M0nn, have been exploring the
connection between basic laws of physics (the fundamental, quantum mechanical field theory of ali the
elementary particles of the universe, and the boundary condition on the universe) and what is directly
observed in the classical domain where much of SFI's work is concentrated. Among the investigations
underway (discussed in more detail in Section 2.2) are information theory and statistical physics,
information in the quantum universe, quantum information and communication, quantum computation,
and characterization of chaos in classical dynamics.

Economics of Increasing Returns

A general body of research called increasing returns to scale, led at SFI by W. Brian Arthur (Stanford),
is developing theory to improve understanding of the nature of technologically dominated businesses

and economic consequences of their growth. This research presents a much different picture of how
businesses grow, how innovations compete among themselves, and the kinds of investment strategies
that are likely to be successful. Much of the existing theory and practice derives from models of
resource-based industrial development, as opposed to the kind of knowledge-based development that
inceasingly fuels economic growth in leading industrial societies. So a good model for a steel company is
unlikely to offer useful guidance for a software or microchip business. In the past few years this work,
which is based on assumptions about market behaviors and dynamics that are often at odds with

classical economics, has attracted increasing attention and respect from the business sector as well as
the economics community. Arthur will be in residence at SFI throughout 1994 to focus on this area of
research.

'.1.4Impact on Education/Training

Seeding and Supporting Complex Systems Studies in Other Institutions

Because SFI is primarily a visiting institution, hundreds of scientists and students spend time in Santa
Fe each year. Over the past nine years the work being done at SFI has begun to find its way into
research programs at other institutions, as those visitors return to home campuses and continue
complexity studies there. Several new or incipient complexity programs now exist, including these:

* SFI and the University of Michigan have a formal exchange program that brings research visitors
to SFI each year and sponsors aJ-_annual symposium at Michigan each fall. Recent Michigan
participants include John Holland, Robert Axelrod, John Jackson, Rick Riolo, Melanie Mitchell,
and Michael Cohen.

• The long-standing cooperation at University of Illinois was expanded in the past year with the
appointment of a member of the SFI Science Board, David Campbell, as head of the University of
Illinois physics depar_xent. Other active participants from Illinois include David Pines, Hans
Frauerffelder, Atlee Jackson, Alfred Hubler, Gottfi_led Mayer-Kress, and Peter Wolynes.

• There is a large contingent of scientists at Stanford who have long been active at SFI, and in the
past year they have established a regular complexity semh'Lar in Palo Alto. They baclude Marcus
Feldman, W. Brian Arthur, Kenneth Arrow, David Rumelhart, Aviv Bergman, Robert Maxfield,
and John Koza.



• At George Mason University, SFI Science Board member Harold Morowitz will head the new
Krasnow Institute there, which will focus on complexity and the brain,

• There is a growing presence of complexity scientists at the University of New Mexico, including
Stephanie Forrest, Carlton Caves, Linda CordeU, Bruce Milne, and Jomes Brown,

• At leasta dozen scientistsand students from Los Alamos National Laboratory participate

regularlyinSFI research,and severalofthem (AlanPerelson,Alan l._pedes,BetteKorber,James

Theiler,ChristopherLangton)leadjointresearcheffortsbetween SF[and LANL.

• Members ofSFI'sExternalFaculty,ScienceBoard,and Board ofTrustees(AppendixesX, XII,and

XII)represent39 differentuniversitiesor researchorganizations,and allhave been facilitating
exchange ofpeopleand ideasaspartoftheexpansionofinfluenceofresearchbeingdone atSFI.

Postdoctoral Fellows

SFI also has progran_ expressly to promote trair_g and education on siteo For the past six years it has
_ponsored or co-sponsored postdoctoral fellows for residencies of one to three years. Including those
currently in residence, the number to date totals 13. Additionally, SFI has hosted visits of several

postdoctoral fellows with appointments elsewhere, including upwards of a dozen from Los Alamos who
have regularly participated in the SFI program. These young scientists have, as a group, produced an
impressive body of work, some of which is described later in this proposal. Former postdoctoral fellows
now hold academic positions at Carnegie-Mellon, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Chalmers
University (Sweden), University of Vienna, North Carolina State University, JPL, National Institutes
of Health, and Los Alamos National Laboratory, and one has moved into industry.

The postdoctoral fellows are generally appointed to pursue research within SFI's integrative core, but
they often migrate after arrival toward une×pected collaborations. A recent fellow, Thomas Kepler,
came with interests in computational neurobiology but was quickly drawn into research on theoretical
immunology; within a year, as a result of his success, he was offered a faculty position at North
Carolina State University in Biornathematics,

Graduate Students

SFI provides an envirolxment m which a few graduate students come each year to conduct dissertation or
other research. Additional students from neighboring institutions, such as the University of New
Mexico or Los Alamos National Laboratory, also spend time at SFI conducting research and interacting
with SF1 scientists. Several of these students have already completed their Ph.D. degrees (in

economics and computational biology). Currently graduate students are doing research in computer
science, irrtmunology, and neurobiology.

Summer School

The largesteducationalactivityatSFIhas been itsannualsummer schools.Startingin1988,eachyear

some 60 students(primarilygraduatestudents,but includingsome postdoctoralfellowsand some

undergraduates)have come toSantaFe forone month forlectures,seminars,and projectsthatintroduce

them toor strengthentheirknowledge ofthesciencesofcomplexity.Inrecentyearsthestudentshave

begun toincludescientistsfrom industTialresearchlaboratoriesaswell.A number ofthesurer-_r_chool

graduateshave themselvesbecome "complexityscientists,"some throughformalaffiliationwith SFI,
some atotherinstitutions.For example,StephanieForrest,an earlym.munerschoolstucientwho isnow

on thefacultyoftheUniversityofNew Mexico,isa member oftheSteeringCommittee ofSFI'sScience

Board;BillBruno isa postdoctoralfellowatLos Alamos NationalLaboratory;NellGershenfeldisa

facultymember atthe MIT Media Lab;and Andreas Weigend isa facultymember attheUniversityof
Colorado.
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Undergraduates

SFI has had a modest program to provide research experiences for a few undergraduates since its
beginning. The nature of complexity science has made it possible for relatively untrained (but very
bright) students to participate in research and make contributions, Most of the undergraduates who
took part in this program have gone on to serious careers in science, The success of this early effort was
recognized when, in 1993, the National Science Foundation established SFI as a site for its Research
Experiences for Undergraduates program. That permitted six additional undergraduates to spend
upwards of two months at SH during the summer working with senior mentors. The research output was
impressive, and this program will continue in future years.

1.4 Impact on National Needs

Attacking Whole, "Messy" Systems

The fundamental motivation for the formation of SFI was the limitations of traditional,

compartmented science. The founders were well aware of the immense success that this style of science
has contributed throughout the twentieth century and will continue to contribute, but they were also
frustrated that so much of the world--what we call the complex part of it---was largely ignored by

that approach. And yet most of the issues and problems that people, businesses, and governments must
grapple with daily are precisely those kinds of messy, integrated systems that do not fit wholly
within the coP fines of a single discipline. The research that SFI has begun may provide a better avenue
by which science can contribute to understanding, anticipating, and solving societal problems.

Admittedly, research on nonlinear, complex (and often adaptive) systems is in its infancy. Yet even in
these few years it has demonstrated great promise and captured the imagination of many scientists. A
review in the February 1993 issue of Nature of two of the several new books written about complexity
concludes with the statement: "lt is time science relearned how to look outwards as well as inwards, to

think about meaning as well as counting information, and to appreciate nature's semantics as well as its

syntax. This is the core of the complexity manifesto. Read it, think about it, disagree with it, make
television programmes about it, write polemics against it--but don't ignore it."

Transfer of Knowledge and Technology

In the past several years the business world has increasingly recognized the potential practical
importance of the SFI approach to science by supporting our research. SFI's Business Network for
Complex Systems Research, begun in July 1992, currently has 13 members who contributed from $25,000
to $125,000 annually.

One of their areas of interest has been the potential for developing new kinds of software. SFI's
research appeals to these companies from two perspectives. One is the use of different suites of
techniques for simulations (such as the ECHO model's mixture of genetic algorittuns and rule-based
systems) or in attacking particular problems (such as the combinations of neural nets for calculating

4 protein structure from amino acid sequences). The other is understanding more about the potential and
limitations of the techniques, such as what kinds of problems can be best attacked with which kinds of

new computing tools.

Corporations from the manufacturing sector, concerned about the difficulty of managing an increasingly
complex product stream and manufacturing process, seek insights and tools from work on complex
adaptive systems.

Corporations from the investment and financial sector recognize that SFI, in challenging the
conventional rational, decreasing-returns, equilibrium view of economics, is advocating alternatives

that offer the promise of understanding the new high-technology world in which U.S. corporations
must compete.
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Two additional features are worth noting. One is the already-mentioned design of programs and
algorithms to reproduce the kind of behavior naturally suited to computation in parallel computing
environments. The other feature is the potential for "self-programming," a way not only to speed
production of software, but also a way to use evolutionary mechanisms to develop unique and ingenious
solutions to problems that are not likely to result from logical programming. The work by Thomas Ray
in creating a "digital" soup in which organisms evolve by mutation not only rediscovered some well-
known human programmers' algorithms, but also evolved some counterintuitive (but highly efficient)
algorithms without human input at all.

Although SH's focus is on exploration of the sciences of complexity, the tools it develops/or simulating
complex systems, learning and adaptation, and evolution are readily adaptable to many kinds of
application-specific simulations. Two generic modeling platforms for simulating adaptive systems--
ECHO and Swarm--have been developed and will soon be made available to users via the Internet, At

SFI, those and other programming platforms will be used in new efforts to study adaptation and
learning in organizations; to study the evolution of organ lzations and cultures, to study economic
markets (such as how markets evolve prices in trading), to conduct in silico ecological experiments in
connection with collections of long-term field data, to study long-term issues of human ' sustainability

with particular regard to resnurce use and renewal, and more.

SFI is improving these models to the point where they can not only be applied to different varieties of
problems that people wish to study _taking advantage of the growing evidence that there are common
dynamics for all complex adaptive systems), but also to the point where people with lhnited
experience in "running" computer models can readily do so. In particular, the models are being refined so
that the experimenters (who may be business people, government officials, or concerned laypeople) can
vary the parameters in a visible way and see the impact on how the simulation evolves. John Holland
refers to such refined models as "flight simulators for policymakers," in that people can try out policy
options in the simulation, get a better understanding for the sensitivities in the nonlinear system (e.g.,
how sensitive is the system to changes in resource pricing or supply?), and thereby develop a range of
real policies that are less likely to fail because of unsuspected feedback.

2. INTEGRATIVE CORE RESEARCH IN COMPLF._ SYSTEMS

Science, suggests SFI External Faculty member W. Brian Arthur, "is about the creation of metaphor."
Before the 1680s, "people looked at the world and said it was messy, alive, organic. Fifty years after
Newton, all people could see was order, stasis, equilibrium, and harmony." The sciences of complexity
are an attempt to break away from the Galiiean-Newtonian simplicity that has served much of
tradi_.ional physics so well and to tackle those real-world problems that do not yield to this neo-
Platonic view.

The integrative core program is where SFI researchers are most explicitly searching for the components
of the new metaphor of complexity, along with the models and mathematics that engender it.
Integrative research is the Institute's largest program, at the "core" of its work on complexity, focusing
on the most broad-ranging inquiry into the principles that characterize the behavior of complex
systems. This core captures the work of most of the full-time postdoctoral fellows who usually
collaborate on a broad range of different projects, lt also includes much of research done during long-
term visits by members of SFI's External Faculty and Visiting Faculty. In fact, since research at SFI is a
continuous exercise in self-adaptation, every SFI researcher is in a sense a member of this central core--
regardless of nominal program affiliation. Constant interactions encourage SFI researchers' focus to
bounce back and forth between the specific topic at hand and broader, fundamental questions like the
definitions, measures, and behavior of complexity.

The presence of this core initiative assures that SFI maintains a reservoir of first-class researchers
: broadly interested in complex systems and that there are always exploratory projects underway. As

such, the program is a hothouse for new ideas--one of the most visible signs of that being the steady
stream of colloquia, sernir,ars, and informal presentations that occur every week.



The core program is also the source for most of SFI's integrative program activities, those frequent
meetings which bring together the Institute's family of researchers to consider broad "system-wide"
topics and to continue the ongoing task of constructing _ overview of the commonalities in the behavior

of complex systems. In 1993, for example, the External Faculty, SFI's "immediate" scholarly family,
gathered for an extended meeting at the Institute to explore their common scientific interests. "II_is
meeting is likely to be repeated frequently. Next year will also see a broadly multidisciplinary
workshop on "What Is Scientifically Knowable,,' chaired by John Casti (SFI) and Joseph Traub
(Columbia U.) Its aim is to provide a first step toward establishing an actual research program to

foster some definite conclusions on the matter of scientific, as opposed t9 mathematical, knowability.

The annual gathering of the Institute's Science Board provides another opportunity to focus on the
emerging common threads and overarching themes of complexity research. The overall direction of the
Institute's research is guided by this 55-person Board, which is responsible for assuring that SFI
research meets high-quality standards, that the appropriate mix of programs is maintained, that the
central themes of "complexity" continue to guide the programs, and that the core program remains
robust and able to inject new ideas into coUaborations and new directions.

2.1 Understanding the Behavior of Complex Systems

SFI core program researchers are trying to understand at the most basic level how and why complex
systems behave as they do, and in particular how they learn and adapt. Complex behaviors may
evolve from a surprisingly few simple rules controlling individual parts of a system, but such behavior
is not readily predictable from knowledge of individual elements; instead it reveals itself irt the
emergent behavior of the system. Questions need to be asked of the system as a whole, often using
computer simulation. What, for example, are the stages of operation of complex adaptive systems?
Does innovation thrive at the boundary separating order and disorder? What does it mean to have
self-organization and the emergence of hierarchy within a system, and what is the relationship

between the major steps in biological evolution and the levels of organization in complex adaptive
systems? Does evolution, in fact, favor increases in complexity and, ff so, why? How does one measure
complexity, and is it really necessary to do so? By weaving together insights from a wide'range of
interrelated core work, SFI researchers hope to address these and other issues to forge a better
understanding of the commonalities of complex systems.

2.1.1. Toward a Theory of Biological Organization

SFI Postdoctoral Fellow Walter Fontana and Leo Buss (Yale U.) have taken a different tack on the
issue of how new classes of organisms arise (Fontana & Buss, 1993a, 1993b). If the clock were set back to
the beginning of time, what conditions would have to be present to produce contemporary classes or
organisms, such as multicellular organisms? By trying to model mathematically the simplest
interactions in a community, they hope to understand better, not the survival of the fittest, but the
origin of the fittest.

The formal structure of evolutionary theory is based upon the dynamics of alleles, individuals, and
populat:ions. As such, the theory must assume the prior existence of these entities. At the heart of the
existence problem is determining how biological organizations arise in ontogeny and in phylogeny.

Fontana and Buss are developing a minimal theory of biological organization based on two abstractions
from chemistry. The theory is formulated using lambda-calculus, which provides a natural framework

capturing the constructive feature of chemistry--that the collision of molecules generates new
molecules_and chemistry's diversity of equivalence classes---that many different reactants can yield
the same stable product. They employ a well-stirred and constrained stochastic flow reactor to explore
the generic behavior of large numbers of applicatively interacting lambda-expressions. This
constructive dynamical system generates fixed systems of transformation characterized by syntactical
and functional invariances.
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Orga_.uza_,ons are recognized and defined by these syntactical and functio,_a _,regularities. Objects
retained within an organ_ation are characterized by a grammar _nd interactions amo_._ objects by
alg_.,oraic relationships. The objects that maintain themselves in the system realize _ algebraic
s_ructure and possess a grammar that is invariant under the interaction betweerL objects. An
organization is self-maintaining and is characterized by: (1) boundaries established by the
invari_,,nces,(2)strongself-repairc_pabilitiesresponsiblefora robustnesstoperturbation,and (3)a

center,definedas the smallestkineticallypersistentend self-maintaining8eneratorsetofthe algebra.

Impositionof differentboundery conditiortson thestochasticfJLowreactorgeneratesdifferentlevelsof

organization,and a diversityof _rganizationswitl'dv,each level.Level0 isd_finedby self-copying
objectsorsintpleense.mblesofcopyingobjects.LevelIdenotes_tnew objectcla._,whose objectsareself-

maintainingorganizatiortsmade of Level 0 objects,and Level 2 _ definedby self-maintaining
metaorganizat_onscomposed ofLevelIorganizations.

Thes_ resultsinviteanalogy to thehistoryoflife,thatis,tol_e progressionfrom self-replicationto
self-maintainingprokaryotic organizationsthat ultimately yield self-maintainingeucaryotic

organizations.In theirsystem,Jell.maintainingorganizationsariseas a genericconsequence of two

featuresofchemistry,withoutappealtonaturalselection.(DisclosurethroughYale,futurework).

2.1.2.A UnifiedTheory ofBiochemistry

ScienceBoard member HaroldMorowitz (Gec,rgeMason U.)hasbecn inresidenceatSFIfora good deal

of 1993 developing a unifiedtheoryof the biochemicalbasisof the originof life,a projectat the

interfacebetween the vast databases of the biochemicalliteratureand the type of theoretical
synthesescentralto theSFI approach.

For whatever re_son,the universalchartof intermediarymetabolismhas the structureof shellsand

gateways (Morowitz,1992).ShellIconsistsofthe reactionsofenergyprocessingand thesynthesisof

carbonshellsleadingtomembranes; Gateway Iisthecondensationofammonia and alphaketoglutaric
acidtoyieldglutamicacid;ShellIIisthereactior_soi:amino _cidsynthesis;and ShellIIIistheRNA

world. Gateway IIIisthesynthesisofdeoxyribosesleadingtotheDNA world.

Morowitz conjec.turesthatthestructuredetermu',esthesequence ofevolutionarydevelopment,which

opens up scveralpossibilities.He suggeststhatthestz_ctura!featuresofshellsand gateways are of

more seneralapplicabilityand e×tendthroughallofbiolc,gy and maybe intothe noeticsciences."[he

second conjectureisthatthe n_tureof the firstshellisdetermined by the physicaland organic

chemistry,ofsmatlcompounds oi:hydroc_bon at.oioxyge_iinteractingthroughphosphategroup transfer
and redoxreacL;on_.

Behind all this biocher_icaldetaiI are some general principlesrelatingto Dollo's Law, an

evolut;onaryprincipleof irreversibilityrelatingto complexity.For complex highlyintercoru'_ected

syste':nswith a shellstructure,the nestingo.__shellsestablishesa depth wRhin the system. In a

changingc,mpetitiveDarwinianworld asystemmust changeinordertosurvive.Deep changescannot,

in general,be _oleratedbecause of the highlyinterconnectedcharacterof complex systems. They

change too rnu-h. The competitivelyusefulchangeswillbe made at theoutershellor by opening a
gateway t_a new shell.Thus survivingsystemsareconstantlyadding new shells,i.e.,becoming more
complicated.

Thisrelates;_othercore"_,ogramwork inseveralways. lthas thepossibilityofbeinga reificationof

the biologicalorganizationtheoryby Fontanaand Buss althoughitismany hierarclx_callevelslower

on thescheme of things.Nonetheless,itshould_rve asa checkoftheirhypothesisinconsideringthe
causesofmetaboliclevels.

Morowitz'SFIwork in1993has concentratedon deta£1ingtheshellstructure;on developinga detailed

theory,ofhow thebiochenxicalsub_t arisesoutoftheuniversalsetofC1 toC6 compounds; on extending

theshellsby identifyingthegateways intothe cellula_and ,ievelopmentalstagesof biology;and on
lookingforanalogsofthisshelltheoryin otherareasof complex systew_sto ger_eralizethe theoryof
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,increasing complexity with particular reference to economics and related sciences. Ali of this is
eventuallyheaded toward a book on "A UnifiedTheory ofBiologicalOrganization."

2.1.3, Adaptation and Leam_g in the Economy

Untilquiterecentlymost theoreticalreasoninginmodem economics has startedwith theassumption

that agents possess "perfect rationality"; that is, they obey certain axioms of reasonable and logical
behavior. This works well in simple problems, but it breaks down beyond a "problem complexity
boundary" where human computational abilities are exceeded or the assumptions of deductive
rationality cannot be relied upon to hold. W. Brian Arthur is re-examining economic decision making in
light of the general questions it raises about how we acquire and process knowledge, about how complex
systems learn and adapt.

Arthur believes that beyond the "complexity boundary," in decision contexts that are complicated and
potentially ill-de_ed, humans actually use inductive reasoning: they recognize patterns; construct
representations and internal models based on these; use these as working hypotheses, possibly carrying
out a good deal of deduction based on them; and strengthen or replace them as they receive feedback
from their environment. As this learning and mutual adaptation take place, there is a continual

' formation and reformation of the behaviors, technologies, and institutions that comprise the system.
Some part of the economy may be "attracted" to an equilibrium; some parts may continually evolve and
neve _ _etfle.

Arthur, with John Holland, Blake LeBaron, Richard Palmer, and Paul Tayler, has developed a
computer simulation of an artificial stock market in hopes of learning more about how agents adaptmin
this case how traders learn to make profits--and why markets behave the way the do. While some
other models have been based on deductive reasoning, the economic behavior in this market has an
inductive pattern approach with competing ideas and hypotheses. The market has a single stock.
There are about 100 agents who can buy or sell the stock or piace money in the bank; the bank pays a
fixed interest rate. The simulation allows researchers to examine the individual traders and what

makes them successful. Through genetic algorithms traders replace rules with more inventive ones or

they combine and cross over rules to make a new hypothesis. The collaborators plan to continue to refine
and run this artificial market, in particular to generate a simulated time series to see what kinds of
real-world phenomena are replicated in this computer-generated market.

Arthur's SFI work on learning has led him to also address such questions as these: Does learning and
evolution in a system make it more complex? Does evolution, in fact, favor increases in complexity and,
if so, why? And can the process go in the other direction too, so that complexity diminishes from time
to time? In an attempt to answer Arthur draws cumulative data from a broad range of evolutionary
contexts.--includi._g not only biology, but from the domains of economics, adaptive computation,
artificial life, and game theory.

He suggests there ,:re three ways evolution tends to increase complexity irt general systems. First. it
may grow by increases in diversity that are self-reinforcing; this Arthur calls growth in coevolutionary
diversity. This applies in coevolving systems that are open, that is, where the individuals that
interact are not fixed in number, so that new ones may enter from time to time. In such systems the
individuals coexist together in a diverse interacting population, with some forming substrates or niches

"- that allow the existence of others. When the individuals in such systems create a variety of niches

that are not closed off to further newly-generating individuals, diversity tends to grow in a self-
reinforcing way. Growth in coevolutionary diversity can be seen in the economy in the way specialized

: firms within the computer industry have proliferated in the last few decades. (lt also shows up in _e
contexts of Thomas Ray's Tierra system (Ray, 1991), in John Holland's ECHO (Holland, 1993), and in
Kauffman's chemical evolution systems (Kauffman, 1991b).)

g

A second mechanism causing complexity to increase over time Arthur names structural deepening. This

applies to single entities that evolve against a background that can be regarded as their
"environment." Normally competition exerts strong pressure for such systems to operate at their limits

.i
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of performance. But they can break out of these limits by adding functions or sub-systems that allow
them to (a) operate in a wider or more extreme range, (b) sense and react to exceptional circumstances,
(c) service other systems so that they operate be_er, and (d) enhance their reliability. In so doing,
they add to their "structural depth" or design sophistication and become increasingly complex. The

history of the evolution of technology provides many examples of structural deepening. One laboratory
for observing real-time structural deepening is John Holland's genetic algorithm (Holland, 1992).

The third mechanism Arthur calls captured software. This is the taking-over and "tasking" of simpler

elements by an outside system for its own (usually informational) purposes. Typically the outside
system "discovers" the simpler elements and finds it can use them ior some elementary purposes. The
elements turn out to have a set of rules that govern how they can be combined and used--an "interactive
grammar." At full fruition, the outside system learns to use this interactive grammar to "program" the
simple elements and use them for its own multipur?ose ends. An example of captured software is the
way in which sophisticated "derivatives"uThird World debt, Eurodollars, etc.mhave arisen and are
used in recent years in financial markets. An biological example would be the formation of neura_l
systems, and, of course, biologic_ '_ ::_ystems have learned to task DNA and RNA as carrier elements to
their own programmable purposes.

Arthur argues that the operations of ali three of these complexity mechanisms are intermittent,
epochal, and often bidirectional. The first two mechanisms are certainly reversible, so one would
expect collapses in complexity to occur from time to time.

Arti_ur plans to continue this inquiry into the cotmections between complexity and evolution, drawing
from a variety of domains.

2.1.4. Self-Organized Criticality and Scaling

Defining complexity is a problem in its own right. For instance, some systems may be complex, but they
do not adapt. Visiting Fellow Per Bak (Brookhaven Natl. Lab) describes the tendency of such large
dynamical systems to drive themselves to a critical state with a wide range of length and time scales
as "self-organized criticality" (Bal< et al., 1988). This idea provides a unifying concept for la'rge-scale
behavior in systems with many degrees of freedom; it complements the concept of "chaos" wherein

simple systems with a small number of degrees of system display quite complex behavior. Self-
organized critical behavior leads to random fractals as descriptions of state and to scaling laws for the
distribution of "avalanches." Sometimes this criticality is referred to as "the edge of chaos," the
border between order and disorder. In 1994 Bak will continue to conduct theoretical work on models

displaying self-organized criticality, and to consider the connection between the concepts of
complexity, criticality, and adaptability.

On a related front SFI researchers including Phihp Anderson (Princeton), Murray Gell-Mann (Caltech),

and Geoffrey West (LANL) are exploring phenomenological scaling laws. Scaling phenomena occur
over a wide range of fields from biology and economics to classical nonlineax phenomena (under the

_quise of fractals, chaos, self-similarity, and the like) and quantum field theory. Scaling up frem the
small to the large is often accompanied by a progression from simple laws to apparently complex
behavior; typicaUy this occurs while certain properties of a system remain invariant or con_rved. A
possible paradigmatic structure for d'_mcussing some of these questions within a general framework is the
use of the renormalization group. It has a precise formulation and, consequently, precise quantitative

, statements concerning scaling in both elementary particle physics and phase transition phenomena in
statistical mechanics, lt is suggested that anomalous dimensions and the consequent power law

_- behavior that appear in this context are quite analogous to fractal dimensions that occur in classical
complex systems. The response of such systems to a probe (which measures and quantifies its size,
shape, and tempero-spatial structure) has much in common with self-similarity. This suggests that
there may well be an underlying general unified approach to a variety of scaling phenomena occurring

in many diverse areas.
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2.1.5. Adaptation to the Edge of Chaos

Unlike Bal4s complex, nonadaptive systems, other complex systems are composed of agents that are
continuously adapting. How do these agents learn and evolve? External Faculty member Stuart
Kauffman is probing the relationship between self-organization and selection in biological evolution to
answer this question. According to Kauffman, self-organized criticality occurs in models of coevolution
(Kauffman,1991a,1991b;Kauffman& Johnsen,1992).Forexample,communitieswitha subcriticalor
low diversityoforganismslackthemomentum todevelopexplosivelyintoa new breed.Supracrifical
communitiesexpandsorapidlythattheyconsumealloftheiravailablefoodand dieoff.At theedge
of chaos,however,m,:tationand inn.ovationoccur.Kauffrnanhypothesizesthismay be thecase
regardlessofwhetherthecomplexsystemisprebiotic,biological,oreveneconomicorcultural.

The transitionregime,whetherbetwee,_subcriticaland supracriticalmetabolicbehavior,orbetween
orderedand chaoticdynamicalbehavior,isbothbufferedand poised.Smallperturbationsunleash
smallor la_'geavalanches_,fchangethatFropagatethroughthesystem.The expectedsizedistribution
of avalanchesisa power _aw_.,i_many smallavalanchesand few largeones.At thelevelofthecell,
adaptationtotheedgeofchaosimplie_thatmolecularsignalsalteringtheactivityofsinglegenescan
unleashsmalland largeregulatorycascadesalteringtheactivitiesof othergenesand molecular
variablesin a coordinatedway, withouttriggeringchaoticbehavior.At thelevelof coevolving
orga_dsms,adaptationtolJaephasetransitionimpliesthatthesame sm_,_l-scaleperturbationscan
unleashtinyor vastcascadesofmetabolicor morphologicalchangeswhich propagatethroughthe
systemcausing,amo_ otherconsequences,extinctionofoldmolecularand organismicspeciesand
formationof new o,..es.Ifecosystemsnaturallyattainthe edge of chaos,currentnotionsof
"sustainabiiity"may requirerethinking.Ecosystemsmay be poised,foreverchanging,in a
characteri_.ticstationalystate,butnot"stable"atmolecularorcommunitylevelsoverappropriatelong
timescales.

Working with programmer Emily Dickinsonand PostdoctoralFellowWilliamMacready atSFI,
Kauffman thisyearcontinuedtoexploreseveralrelatedconjecturesalongtheselines.One isthat
optimalcomplexcomputationandadaptationinparallelprocessingsystemsoccursattheedgeofchaos.
Anotheristhatunder_turalselection,adap_g parallelprocessingsystemsattaintheedge'ofchaos.
Further,Kauffman islookL-_gatthenotionthatcomplexadaptiveentitiesmodify theirinternal
structureand couplingstoofl_cradaptingentiqessuchthattheentiresystemcoevolvestotheedgeof
chaos.

He isstudyingthenew hypothesisthatin coevolvingcommunities,cellsor singleorganismsare
metabolicallysubcritic_.lwhilethecommunitycanbe subcriticalorsupracriticalasa functionofspecies
diversityand thediversityofnovelmoleculesintroducedintothecommunity.Insubcriticalsystems,
thegenerationofmolecularnoveltyinthesystemfollowingintroductionofa novelmolecularspeciesis
verylimited.Insupracriticalsystemsthegenerationofnew kindsofmoleculesisexplosive.Increasein
speciesdiversityortiaediversityofnovelmoleculesintroducedintothesystemmay driveecosystems
from subcriticalto supracriticalbehavior.Finally,he isexploringthe possibilitythatnatural
evolutionarydynamics causescommunitieslocallyto coevolveto the phase transitionbetween
subcriticaland supracriticalbehavior.Briefly,supracriticalcommunitiesshouldrapidlygenelate
many novelmolecules,some toxictosome species,causinglocalextinctionswhichdrivethesystem
towardthe subcriticalregime.In-migrationofmetabolicallynovelspecies,orevolutionofnew species,
shouldincreasespeciesdiversity,hencedrivethesystemtowardsthesupracriticalregime.He is
assossingwhether theseprocessesgenericallybalanceatthephasetransitionitself.

Kauffman'sthixfldngabouttheedgeofchaoshasimplicationsforthetheoryofbounded rationality,
work he intendstofocuson inthecomingyear. "[hisisthenotionthatagentsarenotall-knowing;
instead,theyformulatestrategiesand expectationswithoutfullinformation,oftenbeginningwith
simplerulesofthumb,learningandadaptingtheirway toimproveddecisions.Theconcepthasproved
especiallyfruitfi_lfortheInstitute'seconomicsprogram. Kauffman hypothesizesthatcoevolving
adaptiveagentsbuildboundedlycomplexmodelsofoneanoth_,r'sbehaviors.Coevolutionarydynamics
offersan orderedregime,a chaoticregime,and a phasetr_nsition.Withintheorderedregime_
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corresponding roughly to the idea of perfectly rational expectations in economics--agents have stable
models of one another and long series of reliable data; each is driven to build an optimal, more complex
model of the others. But such detailed models are more easily disconfirmed, driving the system toward
a chaotic reghne, in the chaotic regime each agent changes his model rapidly, so there is less reliable
data, So to predict optimally, agents should build simpler models, which, while they predict less
detail, are also less easily disconfirmed, driving the system toward an ordered regime. Kauffman is
exploring whether the phase transition is the natural attractor of this dynamics. If so, this approach
offers a theory of optimally bounded rationality in the sense that agents come to use optimally complex
models of one another in order to optimally predict one another's behaviors.

2.1.6. A General-Purpose Modeling Platform: The Swarm Simulation System

The Swarm Simulation System is a generalized programming framework, developed by External
Faculty member Christopher Langton, for simulating and studying the complex behaviors that arise in
systems composed of many components. The project aims to create a fundamental tool for complex
systems research.

Most of the complex systems that occur in nature share a common architecture, which Langton labels a
"swarm." The term refers to a large coUection of simple agents i_teracting with each other. The classic
example is a swarm of bees, whether in flight or inhabiting a nest. The notion of a swarm can be
readily extended to other systems with a similar architecture--ant colonies, a flock of birds, traffic
considered as a swarm of cars, a crowd seen as a swarm of people. Extending the concept even further, a
gas Lsa swarm of molecules, an imm_me system a swarm of cells, and an economy Lsa swarm of economic
agents. The operating requi_'ement of a swarm is tr,at it shows collective behavior (of many types, not
just motion). The essential structure of a swarm is a collection of relatively autonomous entities with no
central organization. In a swarm each of the thousands of individuals makes its own behavioral
choices, based upon its own evaluation of the local envh'onment and upon its communication with other
nearby individuals. There is no central authority directing behavior. What makes such swarms
scientifically important is that, although individuals have limited intelligence and exhibit simple
behavior, their collective behavior can appear to be highly intelligent and complex.

The Swarm simulation platform provides a general-purpose simulation environment applicable to
many contexts. The system allows one to conduct simulations consisting of large numbers of interacting
objects or agents. Each object has a few standard attributes managed by the system, as well as whatever
application-specific attributes, supplied by the modeler, are needed. The user will be able to write
modules to describe t_e types of objects specific to the model, insert them into the general system, and
run the model. Swarm will supply a general user interface that can easily be customized for specific
objects; there will be a library of analysis modules available. The approach to developing Swarm is
intended to make it readily usable on a variety of computing platforms, and particularly on massively
parallel computers.

2.2 Mathematics/Computation

Two distinct mathematical/computational traditions underlie complexity theory. The first tradition
is the child of calculus and traces its origins to the work of Henri Poincar6 on nonlinear dynamical
systems almost a century ago. With the development of modern bifurcation and chaos theory, it has
come to include a range of complex phenomena, from fluid mechanics to brain function. In a related
advance the reaction-diffusion approaches pioneered by Turing and others have used the model of
morphogenesis and pattern formation in biology. The second tradition is a child of the computer and
builds on von Neumann's early investigations of cellular automata. With the refinement of
computational methods for the iteration of simple rules to produce complex aggregate patterns of
behavior, it has yielded novel insights into self-organization and the emergence of order.

A major part of the SFI's core work continues in these traditions, exploring the computation-theoretical
a+'_dstatistical properties of complex systerTls. SFI researchers are thinking about dynamics (meani:lg
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dynamical systemstheory)asa sourceofdiversityand differentkinds ofbehaviorand as a sourceof

understandingsolutionsofequationswithoutclosedforms.They arealsoconsideringgeometricmethods

of analysis and notions of qualitative dynamics separate from quantitative analysis, Computation
theory is being looked at as a way of articulating what these mechanisma are and their structure. And,
finally, connecting things back to the real world, they are working in a third category that can be
broadly labeledstatistics,thatis,the mathematicalmethods thatone findsin statisticalinference
and alsostatisticalmechanics.

The work of SFIpostdoctoralfellowsMats Nordahl and ChristopherMoore productivelyrangesover
many relatedprojects,allfocusingon computation in dynamical systems with emphasis on the

connectionsbetween physics,dynamicalsystemstheory,and theoreticalcomputerscience.For example,

discretemethods enterdynamical systems theorythrough symbolicdynamics,and a more physical

view ofcomputationincludingnotionssuchas continuity,geometry,and probabilityisleadingto new

insightsincomputationtheory.

One projectNordahl has worked on isan extensivenumerical investigationof the propertiesof
Kaufmann's N-K model. When thenumber offunctioninputsissuitablychosen,thereisevidencethat

biologicalscalingrelationssuch asthenumber ofcelltypes(correspondingto attractorsofthenetwork)
as a function of the number of genes in an organKsm can be reproduced, In the limit when ali functions are
connected to each other, the Kauffman model corresponds to random maps of a finite set. Nordahl's
work is on models where probability distributions on the space of mappings of a finite set are defined in
terms of various Hamiltonians, and in particular the phase transitions between various forms of scaling
behavior for average transients and periods.

In another project Nordahl has constructed various classes of higher-dimensional languages (sets of
patterns) and studied their applications to dynamical systems and statistical mechanics. Some work
along these lines has been done by computer scientists, but the theory is far less developed than
ordinary formal language theory. Even in the case of regular languages, equivalent definitions in one
dimension give rise to a hierarchy of language classes in higher dimensions. An example of a
dynamical systems application of this hierarchy is that the highest level, which forms the higher
dimensional analog of homomorphisms of subshifts of finite type, describes cellular automata finite
time sets.

Moore's research focuses in particular on characterizing the complexity of dynamical systems, and on
how computation might be embedded in physical systems. Moore, Kristian Lindgren (Chalmers),
Nelson Minar (Reed College), and Nordahl are looking at the dynamic aspects of complex classes of
two-dimensional languages and the undecidability issues involved in extensions to infinite
configurations. Some of these systems seem to be good toy models of glasses. Glasses are known to
approach mechanical and thermal equilibrium extremely slowly, Models like spin glasses and
disordered Hamiltonians have been proposed to explain this behavior, but the Nordahl/Moore
systems are the first in two dimensions, using finite energies, that seem to possess these slow dynamics,
In addition to possibly contributing to the theory of glasses, these systems are also admirable examples
of "rugged landscapes"--high-dimenslonal state spaces in which a system can wander for extremely
long times before finding a minimum. But they go beyond earlier discussions in showing concrete
examples of how defect structures can range from local to global, creating a variety of quantitative
behaviors, ranging from power law to exponentially slow relaxation,

Moore, Nordahl, and LJndgren have also worked on a number of different coevolutionary models where
the interactions between organisms are either stochastically generated (random or spin-glass-like), or
based on game theory (e.g., the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma). Nordahl and Lindgren, for example,
have constructed artificial ecologies that derive resources from an external environment. The results of

the game determine how resources are distributed. Genomes can encode both strategies and preferences
for play. Hierarchical food webs emerge from the dynamics, and they have studied their statistical
properties and compared them to those of real ecologies. They have also investigated the evolutionary
dynamics of spatial games, where individuals interact only with their neighbors on a regular lattice.
A number oi phenomena of biological relevance are observed, such as coexistence due to nontrivial
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spatialdynamics (spatio-temporalchaos or spiralwaves),and the possibilityof supportinga large

diversityof speciesin complex frozenstates.Moore and Nordahl are lookingat the evolutionary

dynamics ofcompeting growthrulesbasedon L-systems,and alsosystemswhere populationsofsimple

computationaldevicessuch as finiteautomata with inputand outputinteractby exchangingsymbol

strings.

Jim Crutcldield's(U.C.Berkeley)SFI work ison computationalmechanics--theintrinsiccomputation

in nonlinearsystems. One excellentclassof models with which to study the interactionof local
computationand informationflowisnonlinear,spatiallyextendedsystems. Crutchfield'stheoryand

methods allowone toanalyzehow thelatter"implement"complex and potentiallyu_ful computation

in parallel.Aside from the questionsof basicphysicsthiswork addresses,the approach promises

practicalapplicationsin parallelcomputation such as nonlinearadaptive image processingand

improved generaltheoreticalunderstanding,includingtradeoffsbetween informationtransmissionand

localcomputation.

The Institute'sprojectinComplexity,Entropy,and PhysicsofInformationisledby Murray Gell-Mann
with CarltonCaves (U.New Mexico),SethLloyd,and WojciechZurek (bothLANL). Drawing from

quantum-mechanicalfieldtheoryand thesemiclassicaldomain on which much ofSFI'swork isfocused,
and using bothstatisticaland information-theoreticmethods,thiswork takesstepstoward connecting
fundamentallaws with what isdirectlyobserved.

The work has severalthreads. One isinformationtheoryand statisticalphysics--theconnection

between informationand entropy has been exploitedto formulatea new statisticalphysicsthat

includesboth ordinaryentropyand information.The new conceptsare behng used to explorethe

dynamical increaseinentropy,with thegoalofformulatingan information-theoreticcharacterization

ofchaosthatappliesequallytoclassicaland quantum dynamics. A secondfocuseson informationinthe

quantum universe--theneed foraconsistentquantum-mechanicaldescriptionofclosedsystemshasled
to the decoherent-historiesformulationof quantum mechanics,which seeks to explainthe quasi-

classicaldomain ofeverydayexperience.Since decoherencealone,however, isnot sufficienttopickout

the quasi-classicaldomain, infotTnation-theoreticmeasures to distinguishthequasi-classicaldomain

are being investigated, Quantum information and communication is another focus, An _.mknown cluantum
state can be transported to a remote location by transmitting a few bits of classic_.l information and
transmitting via EPR correlations the rest of the information necessary to reconstruct the state, The
rules for manipulating the intrinsically nonclassical information that is stored in a qum'_tum state are
oxdy now beginning to be worked out, A fourth strand is quantum computation--rapid computation
performed by densely packed components results in problems of heat dissipation that suggest a switch
to reversible quantum-mechanical computers, The formal properties of such computers are being
elucidated, and the first investigations of potentially practical quantum computers are under way,
Finally, the project is considering algorithmic complexity in classical and quantum dynamics--the
essential characterization of chaos in classical dynamics (sensitivity of trajectories to initial
conditions) cannot be translated directly to quantum mechanics, Information-theoretic measures may
provide tools, applicable both to classical and quantum mechanics, for characterizing certain kinds of
complexity, In May, 1994, the CEPI _,:ogram will host its third major workshop on these topics, co-
sponsored by SFI, the Center for Advanced Stud! 2s at the University of New Mexico, and Los Alamos
National Laborat_..: y,
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3. ADAPTIVE COMPUTATION

SFI'sresearchinadaptivecomputationunderlies,and atthesame timebenefitsfrom,much oftheother
work done at the Institute.Researchin adaptivecomputationhas severalfoci.ltconcentrateson

buildingcomputationalmodelsofadaptivesystems,ltalsofocuseson usingnovelmethods inspiredby

natural adaptive systems for solving practicalproblems such as large-scalecombinatorial

optimization,patternrecognitioni.r_complex data,and automaticconstructionof computer programs.
Finally,thenotionof "computation"providesa conceptualframework forscientiststhinkingaboutthe

behaviorofcomplex systemsinnature.One might ask ofa complex system,forexample,what sortof

computation isitperforming? How complex isthatcomputation? Such questionsare leadingtoa

broadeningoftraditionalnotionsofhow and where informationprocessingcan takeplace.

These threeissuesforadaptivecomputationmscientificmodeling,technologicalproblem-solving,and

theory--areobviouslyinterrelated,and theyarepursued inparallel.Ydeasdevelopedinthecontextof

technologicalapplicationsimprove existingtechniquesor leadtothedevelopment ofnew techniques

thatcan thenbe incorporatedintoscientificmodels. Likewise,advancesinusingadaptive-computation

techniquesin modeling lead to new ideasfor applications.Finally,in order to use any.of these
techniquessuccessfully,atheoreticalunderstandingofthem isofgreatimportance.

3.1 Overview

Neural Networks

Neural networks are pattern-recognition and learning systems. A neural network consists of a number of
nodes connected by weighted links. Typically, the nodes in the network are divided up into two or more

layers, consisting of an input layer, possibly some internal "hidden" layers, and an output layer. The
task of the network is to take an input instance, representing an instance of something the network is
supposed to recognize or categorize, such as, say, a set of pixels representing an alphabetic letter in a
character recognition task, and _.oassign a category to that instance (e.g., "the letter A"), or sometimes
to determine an action to be performed in response to that instance. The recognition process consists of
presenting an activation pattern representing an input instance to the input layer, and allowing this
activation to spread throughout the network over the links as a function of the weights of the links.
The answer category or action winds tlp being displayed as an activation pattern on the output nodes.
As the network is given more and more input patterns, it gradually improves its performance as a result
of a learning algorithm that adjusts the weights on the various links in response to categorization errors
the network has made. There are many different learning algorithms used in neural networks. The
most common one is known as back-propagation (Rumelhart et al., 1986). In a back-propagation
network, after each network categorization cycle, the network's output is compared to the correct output
value (e.g., what the input letter actually was) and an error value is computed. Each wei,_ht from the
hidden layer to the output layer is corrected according to how much it contributed to the error, and the
error is then propagated back to earlier layers, whose weights are similarly corrected. After a number
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of such cycles, the network is "trained," and can hopefully perform well on the given classification
task.

Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are computational search methods inspired by ideas from biological
evolution (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989). A GA solves a problem by searching a space for highly fit

"chromosomes" representing potential "solutions" to the problem (e.g., numerical values for a nmnerical
optimiza _lon problem, potential tours for a Traveling Salesman Problem, or, as will be discussed in the
followJx_g proposals, mating strategies for ecological agents or bidding strategies for economic agents).
Chromosomes are usually represented by bit strings (or strings over some larger alphabet), with
individual bits representing genes. In the simplest form of the GA, an initial population of
chromosomes (bit strings) is generated randomly, and each chromosome receives a numerical "fitness"
value----often via an external "fitness function"--which is then used to make multiple copies of higher-
fitness chromosomes and eliminate lower-fitness chromosomes. Genetic operators such as mutation

(flipping individual bits in a chromosome) and crossover (exchanging substrings of two parent
chromosomes to obtain two offspring) are then applied probabilistically to the population to produce a
new population (or generation) of individuals. This process is repeated until some criterion is met (e.g.,
the optimum solution has been found, or a "good enough" solution has been found, or a maximum number
of generations has gone by, etc.). "Ihe GA is usually considered to be successful if a population of highly
fit chromosomes evolves as a result of iterating this procedure. When the GA is being used in the

context of function optimization, success is usually measured by the discovery of chromosomes that
represent values yielding an optimum (or near optimum) of the given function. In some other contexts,
the GA is viewed as being successful if the entire population evolves a collective solution.

Classifier Systems

Classifier systems, like neural networks, are learning systems. A classifier system is composed of a
large number of simple agents called classifiers. The system has an input interface and an output
interface. Into the input interface come "messages" about the current state of the environment and the

system's relation to it. The job of the classifiers is to classify messagesuthat is, to decide what to do in
response to them. Classifiers sometimes send messages to other classifiers, and sometimes perform some
action on the environment. Environmental actions sometimes result in rewards from the environment.

Classifiers that produce beneficial messages for the system (that is, ones that contribute to reward-
producing actions) tend to get stronger (via a credit-assignment procedure known as the "bucket brigade"
algorithm) and, thus, are more likely to win competitions with other classifiers (such competitions are
probabilistically decided on the basis of strength). The genetic algorithm caa_ be applied to classifier
systems to effect a kind of natural selection among classifiers in which weak classifiers die out and in
which strong classifiers thrive and, via reproduction (h_volving recombination with other strong
classifiers), pass their "genes" on to offspring classifiers. The combination of the credit-assignment
mechanism and the genetic algorithm should in principle allow the system to adapt (via

reapportionment of strength, deletion of unhelpful classifiers, and creation of new classifiers) to the
environment it faces.

3.2 Program Activities

The program, which existed informally at SFI for several years, was officially launched iI_ Spring,
1992 with a Founding Workshop. Under the leadership of resident director Melanie Mitchell, during
1993 the program included long-term projects carried out by resident scientists, short-term visitors,
short-term meetings and working groups, and the participation in ali these activities by graduate
students and undergraduate interns.
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Modeling Adaptive Systems

As part of the AC work, researchers are developing a suite of general and specific computational
modeling platforms that will allow researchers and applications-oriented developers to accelerate the
production of usable simulations and models of a variety of complex sys' _ms,

(1) Tierra

K, Thearling (MIT), T, Ray (U, Delaware/ATR Laboratories, Japan)

Begun as an attempt to simulate biological evolution in a simple, machine-code form, this work quickly
demonstrated the potential for programming via evolution, Using biological insights to construct
instructions, Tierra evolved surprisingly "flexible" machine language cocie that can evolve to more
efficient forms, as well as develop internal "ecologies" of organisms, parasites, hyperparasites, and

cooperative species--ali using the simplest mechanisms of random mutation and natural selection,

Kurt Thearling and Ray continue to work on a parallel and multiceUular version of the Tierra artificial
life simulator, This collaboration brings them together in Japan for six months at ATR Laboratories
starting in November 1993. The goal of _ work is to bring about a type of Cambrian explosion in the
simulation allowing multicellular artificial lifeforms to evolve.

Future work in Tierra will introduce additional mechanisms such as genetic crossovers to further

investigate the optimization potential for evolving code,

(2) The ECHO Model

J. Holland (U, Michigan), S, Forrest (U. New Mexico), T, Jones (SFI/U, New Mexico) and ], Brown (U,
New Mexico)

John Holland's ECHO model is a simulated ecology. It permits the study of populations of evolving,

reproducing agents distributed over a geography, with different inputs of renewable resources at
various sites and with the capability of resource acquisition and transformation by the agents in the
course of their interactions with each other and the environment. These capabilitY.es allow study of a
rich set of phenomena including mimicry, interactions conditioned on identification, economic
phenomena such as trading, and even emergent hierarchical structures, These systems 'facilitate
explorations of mech,'misms that generate phenomena associated with complex adaptive systems,
ECHO models can incorporate as special cases a wide range of well-established models--from
economics, biology, and political science---that capture relevant abstractions of critical problems h_
these disciplines,

In 1992 Terry Jones, a PhlD. student now at the University of New Mexico, began a two-year residency at
SFI working closely with Stephanie Forrest and John Holland developing a UNIX version of the ECHO
model, Jones' dissertation also concerns ECHO. Jones is working on one of the first real applications of
ECHO in conjunction with James Brown (U, New Mexico), Brown has approximately 25 years of data
from ecologies that have been perturbed by the selective removal of species, ECHO is particularly
well suited for simulations of this kind, and Jones reports ECHO runs that exhibit characteristics of
natural ecosystems.

(3) Artificial Economies

o Based on the methods described here and other related techniques, a variety of agent-based

._ computational models of economic systems, including specific trading systems, are being developed to
explore the evolution and coevolution of economic stnactures under changing circumstances, These
include an artificial stock market composed of many different agents with evolving trading strategies;
use of artificial adaptive agents to model the formation of economic markets; and a model of

tectmological innovation, See. "Innovative Tools" (Section 5) for detailed information,
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(4) Swarm

D. Hiebeler (MIT), H. Gutowitz (Ecole Sup_rieure de Physique et Chemie, Paris), C. Langton
(LANL/SFI)

The development of the general-purpose simulation environment of Swarm is described in the
integrative Core Research section,

Nearly three dozen simulation projects at SFI and elsewhere have been identified as possible
beneficiaries of the Swarm programming framework, At the Institute these include work in cultural
evolution and algorithmic chemistry, several artificial economy applications: and research in
artificial life,

SH's development of the Swarm system has been fundamentally modular, This entails developing
both general-purpose modules that will b_ called by special-purpose experiments and the development
of special experimental subsystems, E%rt on the project has so far been divided between developing
general-purpose modules and work on simple examples of special-purpo::e experiments, There is a
natural interplay between these efforts, _'he development of the special experimental modules has

. greatlyilluminatedthecharacteristicsneededforthegeneral..purposemodules,To datetwo working
simulations--heat-bugsand traffic--havebeenimplementedintoSwarm,largelydue tothe1992-1993
work ofDavid Hiebeler,a progran'tmerfrom ThinkingMachinesCorporationwho was inresidence
throughAugust,1993,InJuly!993undergraduateinternNelsonMinar implementedWalterFontana's
lambda-calculusstudiesusingSwarm, and contributedsignificantlyto theSwarm systemitself,
Additionally,Howard Gutowi,_z,a collaboratorfrcm Paris,spenttwo months ofthesummer of1993
implementingeconomicmodels(particularlyinformationcontagion)underSwarm,

The Swarn't system will be placed in the public domain sometime _in 1994, along with full
_. documentation and a library of analysis tools and predefined experimental scenarios for defining and

working with models of social insects, economies, ecologies, chemical systems, and evolving
populations,

(5) A Population Genetics Model
A, Bergman (Interval Research), M, Feldman (StanJord)

: The evolution of learning capabilities in organisms is one of the more perplexing issues in evolutionary
biology. While the simplest organisms have information encoded in DNA, for higher organisms extra-
genetic means of storing and transmitting information become important. The objective of Feldman and
Bergman's work on a population genetics model is to determine what it is about the structure of the

= environment and the structure of the orgeu_sm that make it advantageous to expend resources in storage
and transfer of information by nongenetic methods, This work pertains to natural as well as artificial

__ organisms and uses analytical and numerical studies of the dynamics of population uPder different
.' environmental conditions, (For relevant background information, see Ewens, 1979; Gillespie, 1973;
- Harley, 1981; Harley & Maynard Smith, 1983; Houston & Sumida, 1987; Karlin & Lit)erman, 1974,

1975; Levins, 1968; Maynard Smith, 1982; and Stephens, 1991.)

For their current work Feldman and Bergman define learning as the ability of an individual to construct
_ a correct model of its environment and, by proper use of the model, to be able to predict future states of

its environment. Individual behavior strategies that use conditional probabilities for future
environments and information about past environments are studied. The environments are random and
Markovian, The individual uses the information available to it to prepare for the next environmental

- statein ordertoincreaseitsfitness,The fitnessdependson thediscrepancybetweentherealized
_- environment and that for which the individual is prepared. Additive and multiplicative
- combinations of the fltnesses accruing to the individual at each environmental epoch are studied. A
: semi-optimal strategy is found, which maximizes individual fitness given the depth of information
=. about the environment available to the individual, Randomly varying fitl_esses and error in

_- individual's perception of environmental parameters may be included in the model,
_=

_
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This work by Bergman--an alumnus of the Complex Systems Summer School, former SF! Graduate
Fellow, and frequent Vtsitin 8 Fellow at SFI---ts supported in part by Interval Research Corporation as
a member of the lnstitute's Business Network (see Section 5,7),

(6) Measurements of Compute_rModel,_
M, Bedau (Reed), M, Mitchell (SFI), N, Packard (Prediction Company, Santa Fe)

Mark Bedau, a philosopher of science, will visit SFI in 1994 to work on qualitative measures of
adaptation in computer models of evolutionary, systems, Bedau, with colleague Norman Packard, has
been working on developing measures of global, emergent properties such as "rate of adaptation" in a
particular model (the "Bugs" model), He will continue working on these measures, and wfU extend
their use to other models, in effect developing dimensions along with different models that can be
usefully compared, One possible goal is to organize a workshop on this topic, inviting people working
on various models (e,g,, Bugs, ECHO, and Tierra),

Next year Mitchell also plans to form a working group to consider the possibie measures of complexity
in real and artificial systems, There has been much work on different ways to measure complexity, and
much question about what the various measures are good for in science, There are additional questions
about complexity as its relates to biology or economics, such as whether complexity increases in
evolution? If so, what are the mechardsms for the increase? _Ihegroup will consider these and other
issues,

(7) Auditory Display
G, Kramer (Clarity Research and SFI)

Late in 1992 ICAD '92, the First International Conference on Auditory Display, took place at SFI, Plans
are currently underway for another ICAD, to be convened in November 1994,

The ability to hear many sounds at once, and to hear one sound change in many ways simultaneously,
may help scientists present complex information from high-dimensional systems, To date, computer
interfaces have focused almost exclusively on vision as the information conduit, Researchers within
the audification project are extending this conduit with new uses of sound.

The major topics of ICAD '92 were sonification, audification, and auditory displays. Simply put,
soniftcation is "data-controlled sound." It is the auditory equivalent of data visualization, the
technique of "looking at data" to help analysts comprehend everytl_ng from weather information to
financial or medical data. Audi.fication is rendering audible such data as seismograms, radio telescope
information, mechanical simulations, or equation-generated waveforms. Auditory displays are the
sound aspect of general computer user interfaces, such as the icons and menu bars found in most computer
software,

Participants described work on using sound to discern seismic events, such as earthquakes; diagnosing
supercomputer software; looking for trends in financial data; designing computer interfaces and
chemistry lab equipment for vision-impaired persons; monitoring patients under anesthesia;
understanding chaotic systems; reviewing census data; and using sound in virtual reality as well as
other application areas. There was discussion of the pattern recognition capabilities of the human
auditory system, long ignored (with the notable exception of sonar) in information presentation, The
proceedings of ICAD '92 will be published by Addison-Wesley in March 1994 as part of SFI's Studies in
the Sciences of Complexity Series and will be the first volume dedicated to the field of auditory
display.

In the meantime the Audffication re_.earch network is working on the auditory representation of global
dynamics in ECHO, Both the global nature of the variables and the relative frequency of agent
interactions in ECHO present formidable problems for graphic display, Auditory display offers a
possible solution, Kramer is focusing his initial efforts on developing a display that informs the
system user of the status of nine distinct variables, specLficaUy the volume of trading, mating, and
combat infractions of three agent species,
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Applications of Adaptive Computation Techi_tques

(1) Evolving Cellular Automata
J, Crutchfield (U.C. Berkeley), R, Das (Colorado State U.), j. Hanson (SFI), M. Mitchell (SFI)

Melanie Mitchell and Jim Crutchfield are heading a project on applying GAs to evolve desired
behavior in cellular automata (CA), Cellular automata (CA) are spatially extended parallel
computers whose _chitectur_s have many desirable features for a large class of parallel computations.
In scientific modeling applications, for example, CA have been used to simulate _ number of physical
processes such as magnetic spin systems (Cre,ltz, 1986; Vichnlac, 1984), fluid dynamics (d'Humi_res et
al., 1988; Frisch et al., 1986), chemical oscillations 0_iadore & Freedman, 1983; Oono & Kohmoto, 1985),
crystal growth (Mackay, 1976; Packard, 1986), galaxy formation (Gerola & Selden, 1978), stellar
accretion disks (Scargle et al., 1993), dynamics in cytoskeletal lattices (Smith et al., 1984), and the
formation of biological patterns (Campbell et al., 1986; Young, 1984). These simulations have been used
as a new way of modeling natural systems. In many cases this computational approach is more
appropriate--and has been more successful and efficient--than traditional modeling approaches such
as partial differential equations. This wide range of modeling applications reflects the belief that CA
can capture essential features of many physical systems in which large-scale behavior arises from the
collective effect of large numbers of locally interacting components (Toffoli, 1984; Vicl_xiac, 1988). In
the realm of engineering applications, CA have been used to perform a wide range of image proce_sing
tasks (Meriaux, 1984; Preston & Duff, 1984; Rosefeld, 1983; Sternberg, 1980;Zamperoni, 1986), including
applications in medical image processing (Preston, 1979), CA also could, in principle, be used in a
number of other engineering applications in which spatial parallel computation is called for, such as
parallel forecasting, spatio-tex_'_poralnoise reduction, the discovery of coherent structures in data,
texture detection, and so on. The massive parallelism and local connection architecture of CA, as well as
their potential for resistance to error and noise (Gacs, 1985, 1986), means that hardware
implementations have the potential to be extremely fast and reliable even when faced with noisy
input data and component failure. CA and other classes of parallel, spatially extended automata with
local interactions represent an area of computational science that is rich in potential applications but is
as yet largely unexplored and is relatively lacking in theory.

There has been much work on CA in recent years and much new insight into the mechanisms by which
complex behavior can arise from simple, locally interacting components (Farmer et al., 1984; Gutowitz,
1990; Toffoli & Margolus, 1987; Wolfram, 1986). However, little is known about how to harness this
complex behavior to perform useful computations. This research is aimed at further developing a
theory of computation in CA and using it to apply genetic algorithms to the problem of designing CA
with desired computational behaviors. This work can be seen as part of a larger and longer-term
research effort on understanding and harnessing the computational capability of dynamical systems.

Current work is focusing on providing experimental grounding for this project, lt involves extensive
simulation of evolutionary mechanisms on relatively simple computational goals with the aim of
better understanding what guides and limits the emergence of desired computational ability in CA and
related dynamical systems. Future work will focus or_ theoretical development including the
development of a theory of (i) the evolutionary mechanisms studied initially, and (ii) the GA's
performance as a function of the complexity of the desired CA behavior. This development will use
tools from existing GA theory, statistical mechanics, and mathematical genetics. Ultimately, the
project will consider applications to image processing, noise reduction, texture detection, and the
automatic discovery of coherent structures in spatial pattern time series.

In September, 1993 James Hanson began a two-year postdoctoral fellowship at SFI. Hanso_'s expertise
lies in the computational structure and qualitative dynamics of cellular automata. He is closely
associated with th/s project.

This project has obvious practical applications, but it has also led to insights into the behavior of
GAs--especially the mechanisms by which GAs can create individuals with increasingly complex
behaviors. Mitchell and Crutchfield have been using frameworks from both statistical mechanics and
from population genetics to understand the behavior of GAs on this task, and this work is very closely
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relatedtothe"FoundationsofGAs" project,RajaDas,acomputersciencegraduatestudentatColorado
State(workingwith DarrellWhitley)anda studentinthe1993SFISummer School,hasbeenworking
on l:dsown on relatedprojectsconcerningevolvingcellularautomata.He alsohasworkedon evolving
neuralnetworkswithGAs and on thetheoryofGI,deception.InJanuavl1994hewillcome toSFIto
work withCrutc_fieldandMitchellon the"EvolvingCA" project(hiswork atSFIwillbeincludedin
hisdissertationatColoradoState),andalsoworkingwithSFI's"FoundationsofGAs" group.

(2) Protein Folding Pred(ction and Engineering
J, Bryngelson (NIH), Rot; Farber (LANL), Alan Lapedes (LANL) and Evan Steeg (U, Toronto)

Collaborators at SFI are using novel, adaptive computation techniques for d_ta analysis to address one
of the most important unsolved problems of molecular biology and biophysics: the prediction of tlu'ee-
dimensional protein structure from amino acid sequences.

!G
A proteinismade up ofa linearsequenceofamino acids,butitistheprotein'sthree-dimensional ! ¢:!_
structurethatprimarilydeterminesitsfunction.Thisthree-dlmensionalstructure(i,e.,how theprotein _.:.,_
"foiLdsup" inspace)isdeterminedby thelinearsequenceofaminoacids,butitisnotcurrentlyknown _'_
preciselyhow agivensequenceleadstoagivenstructure.A successfulpredictionmethodwouldnotonly
be a tremendous advance in our understanding of the biochemical mechanisms of proteins, but, since such
an _flgorithm could conceivably be used to design proteins to carry out specific functions, it would have a
profound, far-reaching effect on biotechnology and the treatment of disease.

The existing massive amount of data on amino acid sequences surpasses unaided human capacity for
analysis, and it completely overwhelms any current techniques of protein structure determination, such
as x-ray crystaUography, which is very time consuming and difficult. A main hope for making progress z
is the development of automatic methods of data analysis and prediction. There have been a number of ._
attemptstoaddresstheproteinstructureproblemusingstandardneuralnetworktechrdquesand other
machinelearningmethod.s(DeLisi,1988;Robsonetal.,1978;Holley& Kaplus,1989;Friedricks&
Wolynes,1989),buttheresultshavebeendisappointing--thebestalgorithmstodatehavelessthana
65% predictionaccuracyrate,whereasmuch greateraccuracyisneeded forany realapplications
ffJt01orzetal.,1992).

The Institute'sapproachisbased on thebeliefthatprogresswillmost likelyoccurwhen the
computationalaspectsarestudiedwith,and relatedto,thephysical,chemical,and biologicalaspects
of _e problem, and, therefore, several related projects, each employing novel adaptive computation _

me'tJ_ods,are ongoing,

The work by Rob Farber, Alan Lapedes, and Evan Steeg focuses on protein secondary structure
classifications that are predictable from sequence, The precise definitions of the protein secondary
structure classes alpha helix, beta strand, and a default class of random coil that are in widespread use
today are due to Kabsch and Sander, Accurate prediction of these classes from primary sequence has
long been an imFortant unsolved problem of computation,'d molecular biology, with ramifications for
sequence alignment and calculation of tertiary structure, These collaborators have developed a
co:mputational technique utilizing coevolving adaptive networks that define new classes of protein
secondary structure that are significantly more predictable from sequence than are the conventional
cla_sses, Interestingly, there is a nontrivial relationship between one of the new predictable classes and
conventional alpha helixes, r

In a related project Mitchell and Lapedes are collaborating with Jeffry Skolnick at Scripps Research
Institute, graduate student Jeff Inman (SFI/St. John's College), and Bryngeison (NIH) to apply GAs to
the "inverse folding" problem--the search for amino acid sequences that are likely to give rise to a
de.sired protein structure. The usual forward foldi_g problem is, "Given an amino acid sequence, predict
the shape." The inverse problem is, "Given a shape, find a sequence that will fold to it." The group
has been using recent development in potentials of mean force/contact potentials to attack this problem,
The potential is a function of both shape and sequence. Fixing the shape leaves an optimization
problem over sequence space. One wishes to optimize the energy gap between a candidate sequence
threaded through a shape of interest and the energies of that sequence when threaded through

=
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members of a libraryof proteinshapes. This willoptimize stability.They are using genetic

algorithmstoperform thesequenceoptimization,and are testingresultsby comp_ing calculationsto

publishedstabilityresultsof mutations.The goalisultimatelytoengineercomplete sequencesthat

willfoldtoa desiredshape. ActivecoU_borationwithexperimentalistsisbei#tgsought.

(3) Learning and Adaptation in Robots and Situated Agents
N. Nilsson (Stanford), M. Mitchell (SFI)

In Spring 1993 SFI sponsored two working groups related to learning and adaptation in artificial
systems. "Reinforcement Learning in Robotics: The Challenge of Scaling Up" was organized by Nils
Nilsson and Melanie Mitchell. Reinforcement learning is an approach {o machine learning in which
learning agents act in an environment and are intermittently given reinforcements for certain actions.
This approach has, in recent years, emerged as a central area in machLne learning but it has not yet
achieved success on large-scale learning problems, such as learning in real robots in a complex
environment. TRis small working gro"v brought together rcsean:hers to discuss what is necessary to
"scaleup" reinforcement learning techniques to larger-scale problems. Progress was made on isolating
some central issues, especially those related to credit assignment, and on means ior addressing these
issues. There was also discussion of what are appropriate problems for reinforcement learning.

"Learning and Adaptation in Robots and Situated Agents" brought together people currently working on
"bottom up" approaches to learning and adaptation, especially in the context of robots and other
artificial agents. These approaches include neural networks, classifier systems, subsumption
architectures, behavior networks, "schemechanisms," and certain reinforcement learning techniques.
Discussion focused on comparing the strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches and on how
to develop new techniques. One workshop participal,t, graduate student Jonathan Mills (Indiana U.)
will likely return to SFI to continue his work on adaptation in robotics. His work at Indiana University
focuses on developing solar-powered, programmable, adaptive, autonomous robots, and his
demonstration of his "Stiqu'_to" robots at the meeting was impressive.

(4) Application of Lattice Gas Techniques to Biophysical Problems: Lattice Boltzman Simulations of
Water and Macromolecules

S. Y. Chen (LANL), M. Dembo (LANL), T. Lookman (U. Western Ontario), and A. Lapedes (LANL)

These collaborators have extended the parallel lattice Boltzmann algorithm for hydrodynamicsmthis

is a massively parallel algorithm related to cellular automatamto include the interaction of rigid
bodies and water. They have successfully compc-ed the calculation of spheres in a hydrodynamic flow
to exact analytic calculations. In addition they have simulated a simple model of polymer in water
consisting of rigid spheres connected by springs in a bath of Lattice Boltzman water. The goal is to
extend the simulations to cytoskeleton, as well a lipid bi.layers, membranes, and vesicles.

(5) Computer Virus Detection
S. Forrest (U. New Mexico) and A. Perelson (LANL)

Forrest and Perelson have recently developed a computer virus detection system based on immunological
principles. The algorithm has several advantages over current detection methods: it is probabilistic
and tunable (the probability of dectection can be traded off against CPU time); it can be d_;stributed
(providing high system-wide reliability at low individual cost); and it can detect novel viruses that
have not previously been identified. In the next year they plan to extend this work to other data and
security problems with the eventual goal of building an artificial immune system (say, for a
workstation environment) which will learn each user's personal usage patterns and be able to
distinguish between "self" and "foreign" activities.
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TheoreticalFoundations

(1) Foundations of Genetic Algorithms
L, Booker (Mitre Corp,), J. Crutchfield (U.C, Berkeley), M. Feldman (Stanford), S. Forrest (U. New
Mexico), T, Jones (U .New Mexico/SFI), J. Holland (U. Michigan), M. Mitchell (SFI), R, Riolo (U.
Michigan)

The development and applicationof adaptivealgorRhnu_cannot make trueprogresswi_out the

concurrentdevelopment of a theoreticalunderstandingof thesealgorithms.Essentialtheoretical

questionsconcerningthesealgorithmsincludethefollowing:On what .generaltypesofproblems isa

givenalgorithmlikelytosucceed,and why? Can predictionsbe made about theexpectedperformance

ofa givenalgorithmon a givenproblem? To what degreedoes therepresentationof theproblem affect

theperformanceofthe algorithm?

Geneticalgorithms(GAs) aresimplebut surprisinglyeffectivesearchand optimizationtechniqueson a

varietyof problems,and theyarealsonow beingused ina number of models ofcomplex systems in

various disciplines.Though _he algorithmis simple to stateand program, itsbehavior is often

complex, and, in spiteof itspopularityand widespread use,thereisstilllittleunderstanding of

preciselyhow thealgorithmworks and littleknowledge ofwhat characterizestheclassofproblems on
which itisexpectedtoperform weil. Making progresson theseissuesisof_entralimportancetothe

fieldof adaptivecomputation:understandingthe GA betterisboth of intrinsicinterestand also

necessaryinordertogivesome guideas towhen and how itshouldbe used insolvingproblems and in

making models.

Forrestand Mitchellare conducting an in-depthstudy of GAs with the goal of answering three

fundamental questions:(I)What makes a problem easy or hard for a GA--that is,how can one

characterizetheproblems on which the GA works welland thoseon which itdoes not?(2)To what
extentdoes the GA scalewell--thatis,towhat extentwillthe GA continuetoperform well as the

complexityof theproblem increases?And (3)What does itmean fora GA to perform well--thatis,
what areappropriateways ofmeasuring thealgorithm'sperformance?

: They have addressed these questions by studying in detail the GA's performance on a set 'of hand-
constructed "fitness landscapes" containing various configurations of features that are particularly
relevant to the GA. Initial simulation work on this project yielded some unexpected, counterintuitive
results about the way the GA processes "building blocks" or schemas. In 1993 Forrest and Mitchell, in
coUaboration with SFI associates Terry Jones, John Holland, Lashon Booker, and Rick Riolo, continued
their work to gain a better understanding of the causes of these results and to apply similar simulations
to more complex landscapes. Forrest and Mitchell are also working with University of New Mexico
graduate student Tim Preston on using GA's to study simple models of the evolution of recombination.

! The goal is to learn more about the class of envu'onments in which a capacity for recombination will be
selected by an evolutionary process and how the evolutionary viability of recombination in related to

: its ability to improve fitness in a population.

The existing theory of GAs does, in fact, provide one framework for understanding the process by which
GAs search a fitness landscape and by which they achieve "efficient adaptation"--i.e., high fitness in
a relatively short time. Yet this framework--given in terms of schemas, implicit parallelism, and
recombination of schemas--- is by no means a complete theory of GA behavior. There are many versions
of _e GA, yet a complete theory for the simplest GA is still lacking. A number of outstanding issues

" remain. These include reaching a better characterization of the effects of crossover on a fixed or

changing fitness landscape; identifying what are the appropriate features to use in characterizing
fitness landscapes; and exploring in depth the relationships between GA theory and population

genetics and statistical mechanics.

Ongoing residential work will address these questions in 1994, and, as mentioned above, graduate
: student Raja Das will join the on-site work in January. In addition Mitchell plans to schedule at least

two working group periods to bring together researchers from the GA, population genetics, and
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physics/statisticalmechanicscommunities(L.Booker,F. Christiansen,J.Crutchfield,M. Feldman,S.
Forrest,T.Jones,R,Palmer,andILR olo)toworkon selectedproblems.

(2) Foundations of Supervised Machine Learning
D. Wolpert (SFI)

SFIPostdoctoralFellowDavidWolpertisexploringthegeneraltheoreticalfoundationsofsupervised
learningsystems,orsystemsthatlearnfromexamples.Suchsystemsareatpresentthemost widely
investigatedand usedlearningmethodsinthemachine,learningcommunity.The classofsupervised
learningsystemscanbedescribedasfollows:One is_ven a "tr'ainingset"ofinputvaluesalongwiththe
corresponding(thoughperhapsnoise-corrupted)outputvalues,and fromthisfinitesetmust inferthe
entireinput-outputmapping.Familiarex_',anplesofsuchproblemsincludevisualletterrecognition,
where theinput-outputmapping isfrom a setofvisualpatternstothe26 lettersofthealphabet;
speechrecognition,wherethemapping isbetweensonicwaveformsand a lexiconofwords;and the
sequence-to-protein-structureproblemdescribedpreviously.Typically,onewantsasupervisedlem-nir_g
systemnot merelytolearna mapping which reproducesthetrainingdata,but ratherto learna
mapping thatpermitsaccurategeneralizationtonew situations.Some ofthebetterknown examplesof
suchsystemsarevariousneuralnetsystems,classificationalgorithmssuchas ID3 (Quinlan,1986),
memory-basedreasoners(StanfiU& Waltz,1986),locallinearsurface-iitth_galgorithms,and some
formsofHolland'sclassifiersystems(Hollandetal.,19_;6).

Neuralnetworksand othersupervisedlearningsystemsarenow beingwidelyusedina largenumber of
applications.However,thereiscurrentlyno generaltheoreticalframeworkforunderstandingand
predictingthebehaviorofsuchsystemsthatisbothformaland rigorousand isalsoofrealuseto
practitionersinthefield.Therearea number offormalapproachestosupervisedlearning,suchas
Valiant'sPAC framework (Valiant,1984),Bayesiananalysis(e.g.,Cheeseman, 1986;Smith &
Erickson,1989;Good,1959),and the"statisticalmechanics"school(e.g.,Tishby,1989;Sompolinsky&
Tishby,1990;Schwartzetal.,1990)but,as yet,theseformalismshave had quitelimitedpractical
valueforresearchersdesigningand applyingnew learrAngmethods.On theotherhand,therearemany
practicalheuristicsthatarewellknown inthesupervised-lean,ingcommunity--forexample,very
generalOccam's-razorheuristics(whichstatethat,giventwo mappings inducedfrorathesame
trainingset,thesimplermapping islikelytogeneralizemore accurately)ormore specificheuristics
which suggestways toavoidover-training--butas yetsuchheuristicshave no rigoroustheoretical
foundation.

WoIpert'swork atSFIisdirectedtowardsdevelopixlga rigorousand usefulframeworkforsupervised
learningsystems.In1993heworkedon anumber ofprojects,many ofwhichwillbecarriedinto1994.In
1994 hiswork willbe supportedby TXN, Inc.,a member of theSFI BusinessNetwork. TXN is
particularlyinterestedinWoIpert'swork on thefounda_onsofpatternextractiontechniquesor"data
mining." "[hispastyearWoIpertfinisheda paperwithBruceMaclennananalyzingneuralnets
consistingofan uncountablenumber ofneuronswhichevolvecontinuouslyintime(ratherthanvia
discrete"updates").Incontrasttoconventionalneuralnets,theneuronsinthesystemstheyanalyzed
were purelylinearfunctionsoftheirinputs.The primaryresultof thepaperisdemonstratingthe
computationaluniversalityofthesesystems.

Wolpertalsoupdatedpreviouswork withAlan Lapedeson themachinelearru_gtheoryknown as
"exhaustivelearning"and completedwork with Alan Lapedes,BetteKorber,and Rob Farberon
estimating and analyzing mutual information between sites in the V3 loop of the HIV virus.

Finally, Wolpert completed a paper reconciling Bayesian and non-Bayesian statistics and presented it
at MaxEnt93. He also finished two papers with David Wolf on Bayesian procedures for estimating
functionals of probability distributions from a finite set of samples of those distributions. Adopting the
Bayesian perspective on neural net training, he has also derived a correction term to conventional back-
propagation with weight decay. These results will be presented at NIPS93. In related work, he
collaborated with Charles Strauss and David Wolf analyzing the "evidence approximation" in
Bayesian analysis, in particular in the context of image reconstruction with an entropic prior and in the
context of regression with neural nets. Several papers resulted from this and one more is forthcoming.
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4. ORGANIZATION AND BEHAVIOR IN COMPLEXBIOLOGICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

Biological systems are the frost cha!lengL_g examples of complex systems, having been shaped by
evolution over long periods of time. Consequently they reflect evolutionary "accidents" frozen in place,
redundancies, and both elegant and obsolete structures to carry out their functions, As noted in the
previous section, SFI is deeply involved in devising computational systems capable of processes of
adaptatk_n and evolution shx_lar _o that seen in biology. In an equal effort the tools of adaptive
compu_ticn are being applied to some fundamental anu important problems in biology.

These applications offer a way to grapple with a growing flood of data emerging about biolo_- at the
molecular level. The understanding of biology gained from research at the molecular level has
revolutionized life sciences over the past 40 years. Yet this wealth of detailed knowledge still does not
fully explain how organisms, or major systems, actually fur_=_ion. More and more, the critical problems
in biology are beceming problems of how to understand the representation and communication of
_formation in living systems.

Work in this area at SFI foBows approaches similar to tho_ taken in modeling and uaderstanding
other nonlinear systems. The major difference is that biology requires even more overlapping models
because of its convoluted evolutionary path. SFI encourage_, the use of many different methodologies to
look at the same thing in alternate ways, then synthesize results back into models of the whole, in
dc,ing so it encourages much-needed intradiscipinary collaboration between theorists and

. experimentalists.

The Institute's interests and work in biology include common features in information-generating systems;
learning and memory, especially commonalitles among systems (immune, brain, olfactory); computer
modeling of protein and RNA folding; ir._eraction of genes and genome evolution, including gene
interaction in morphogenesis, and repetitive sequence_ in genes; evolution of genomes and organisms on

: fitness landscapes, folding and functions of RNA, maturation of the immune system, population
genetics, and the origin of life; and multigenic determination of disease.

4.1 Com_tational Approaches to Genetic Da_a

(1) Dtsco_ ermg Structure/Function Attributes from Covaryhng Mutations
R. Farber (LANL), B. Korber (LANL/SFI), A. Lapedes (LANL), G. Stormo (U, Colorado), D. Wolpert
(sFI)

The V3 loop of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type-1 (HIV-l) envelope p_otein is a highly
: variable region that is both functionally and immunologically important,. This group has used an

information-theoretic quantity called mutual inf:Jrmation, a measure of covariation, to quantify
dependence between mutations in the loop using available amino acid sequences from the V3 region.
Certain pairs of sites, including nonccntiguous sites along the sequence, do not have independent
mutations, but display considerable, statistically significant, covarying mutations as measured by
mutual information. For the pairs of sites with the highest mutual information, specific amino acids
have been identified that are highly predictive of amino acids in the linked site. The observed
interdependence between variable sites may have implications for struc!'ural or functional
relationships; separate experimental evidence indicates functional linkage between some of the pairs

_i of sites with high mutual information.

A natural hypothesis for why certain pairs of positions (that are perhaps distant along the sequence)
= can display covarying mutations is that they are proximate in ttu'ee.-dimensional space. The group is
,. testing this hypothesis by a careful statistical analysis of variable protein families for which there

are many available sequences and fc,r whom the structure is known. Examples are the globins and serine
- proteases. Interestingly, the analysis is complicated by phylogenetic effects which pose difficult

" computational problems.
z
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(2) DNA Sequence Data and Pediatric AIDS
A, Amman (Pediatric AIDS Foundation), I, Chen (UCLA); A, Gffford (SFI)_ D, Ho (Aaron Diamond
AIDS Inst,), B, Korber (LANL/SFI), A, Lapedes (LANL), J, Mulllns (Stanford), G, Myers (LANL), B.
Walker (Massachusetts General Hospital), S. Wolinsky (Northwestern)

The Pediatric AIDS foundation has initiated a multilaboratory project, ARIEL, that brings tosether

the expertise of several of the top ,kIDS laboratories in the country. The goal is to explore many aspects
of mother-infant transmission of HIV-l, the virus that causes AID'3, Bette Korber from the Theoretical

Biology and Biophysics Group at Los Alamos National Laboratory is at SFI on a half-time basis to
w_rk on this project,

Not ali pregnsnt HIV-1 inf_:cted women transmit the virus to their offspring; epidemiological studies
indicate that there is a transmission rate of 15-30%, Many elements of this transmission are still a

mystery, Why does transmission occur in some, but not all, women? When transmission occurs, is it
predominantly happening early during pregnancy, across the placenta, or is it happening during bix_?
Does the mother's immune system play a role in prevent-L,'tg transmission? Do viruses that are
transmitted to babies have common characteristics? Understanding the answers to these questions maY

give insight into methods that could _elp reduce the risk of transmission. (For background, see Allain
et al., 1991; Fenyo et aL, 1992; Fontelos et al., 1991; Hague et al., 1991; Halsey et al,, 1992; Johnson et
al., 1991; Kreiss et al., 1991; Nel & Gojobori, 1986; Parekh et al.,. 1991; Rossi et al,, 1989, 1990; Wike et
al,, 1993; and Wolinsky et al,, 1992,)

An important aspect of this study is the richrless of information available about each of the mother-
infant pairs. Complete clinical histories are obtained for every mother entered in the study. "[he
project has a goal of entering 120 mothers, and to date 40 mothers have enrolled in the studye and 16
babies have been born. Surprisingly, ali 16 babies are HIV-1 negative; detailed experimental work will
begin when there is a set of HIV-1 positive babie_ to compare with the negative babies, Blood samples
are being taken from l_tother-infant pairs, and virus is currently being isolated from the mothers'
samples. The effectiveness of the mother's immune response against the virus obtained from her own
blood samples, as well as virus isolated from her baby, will be assessed. The viral load in the mothers
is e_timated, and the biological properties of the viral isolates wil} be characterized. Because HIV-1
is highly variable, and varies even within a person, the evolution of the virus in the mothers will be
studied throughout gestation, and will also be followed in infected infants after birth, by sequencing
viral DNA obtained directly from blood samples.

The studies described above will be conducted in different laboratories, each lab with different

expertise (immunology, viral biology, viral sequencing, etc,), Ali of the laboratories will be working
together, using the same samples, and so will be able to interpret their own results in the context of the
larger study. Ali of the data will be brought together at the Santa Fe Institute, along with patier '_

profiles describing the health status of mother-infant pairs. The group will look for meaningf_)
patterns in the DNA sequence data, and correlations between the disparate kinds of data sets. The
ultimate aim is to use these results in designing an effective means of intervention.

Work so far has been to create an on-computer database of ali clinically related information for the
en_roll_d mother-infant pairs, and initial experimental results are being entered, Korber has designed a

system with the capability of linking biological information to genetic sequence data sets. She and
collaborators have been developing analysis methodologies for finding patterns in variable sequences
that will eventually be applied to the ARIEL t-IW-1 data. Also, they have created the first summary

report of the data available, and have incorporated the suggestions of colleagues made at a board of
scientists meeting in New York in early October 1993, and are automating its production, These reports

will be provided to coUeagues on a quarterly basis.

A previous study on HIV-1 protein sequence variation (see above) has yielded interesting results
concerning covariation of amino acids located in specific sites along HW-1 envelope protein sequences,
the result of an SFI nurtured collaboration between Alan Lapedes (physics), David Wolpert

(statistics), Rob Farber (programming), and Korber (biology), As the data sets from the study begin to
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fill out in 1994, interactions with other members of the SFI community should result in extracting the
meaning from the complex data that is becorr_ing available,

(3) /£nalysis of DNA Sequences Using Machine Reconstruction
J, Crutchfield (U,C, Berkeley), J, Hanson (SH), C, Macken (LANL)

These collaborators are working on the analysis of DNA sequences. Their approach uses finite machine
reconstruction, the theory for Which has been developed by H_, and Crutchfleld et al,, and is a use
of functions of Markov models to model the structure, of sequence data, In particular, they are using
machine reconstruction to discern the hierarchical structure that ia postulated to exist in DNA

sequences. This approach is novel in that it is aimed at describing patterns of unknown function in
sequence data, To date, DNA sequence analysis has focused primarily on recognition of known features,
such as splice sites, promoters, and genes (Bowie et al,, 1991; Goldstein et al,, 1992; Levitt, 1976; Levitt
& Warshel, 1975; Ltithy et al,, 1992; Paine & Sc_:eraga, 1985; Skolnick & Kolinski, 1989), While they,
too, are attempting to recognize patterns of known function, they are most interested in developing
approaches for analyzing the long stretches of anonymous DNA that experimentalists will be
sequencing in the future, They are working closely with experimentalists in the Life Sciences Division
of Los Alamos National Laboratory, for help in interpreting patterns found in the DNA sequence,

(4) Protein Structure Prediction from Energy Function

Joseph D, Bryngelson (NIH)

Methods for predicting protein substructure typically seek structures that minimize some approxhnate
energy hmction, given that this energy is a function of the three-dimensional structure of the protein.
Most efforts in tertiary structure prediction have gone into creating approximate energy functions and
especially into discovering algoritl'uns for minimizing these functions. Bryngelson has been addressing
a complementary issue', when is an energy function sufficiently accurate for protein structure prediction?

The major result of this investigation is that the probability of predicting the correct structure is given
by

probability = 1 - k((N1/2rl)/B)

where B is the scale of the monomer-monomer interaction energies, T1is the scale of the inaccuracy of

the these interaction energies, N is the number of monomers, and/c is a constant of order one. This
equation implies that, if a potential function is to predict the correct structure, tt_e monomer-monomer

interactions energies must have proportional error of less than 1/N 1/2 For a globular protein N will
typically be between 50 and 400, so the required accuracy in monomer-monomer interactions is about five
to fifteen percent.

lt is m_portant to note that this result is the accuracy required for getting all of the monomer-monomer
contacts rightmthat is, predicting the entire contact map with perfect accuracy, a stringent requirement
for a potential function. Proteins with 60 or more percent of correct contacts are usually considered to be
structurally homologous. Therefore, the protein calculation should be extended to calculate the
probability of predicting a structure with a specified fraction of correct contacts, and this will require
that the formalism and the model be improved so that it can be used to calculate the probability of

predicting one of many, rather than just one, low-energy state.

(5) Computational Approaches to Macromolecular Structure Prediction
P. Stolorz (Caltech)

Biological macromolecules share several distinctive features with heterogeneous physical systems
such as spin glasses (e.g., the presence of quenched disorder) that are suspected of contributing very
strongly to their structural and folding characteristics. However, little progress has been made at
analyzing in a precise way models incorporating these features. In particular, analytical approaches
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are notoriously difficult, SFI Postdoctoral Fellow Stolorz, now at California Institute of Technology but
in residence at SFI through Spring, 1993 instead approached these questions using computational
methods,

Stolorz developed a set of novel enumeration procedures based upon a recursive transfer matrix

approach, which are able to describe the low-energy states of lattice heteropolymer models, This
allows the low-temperature regime of these models to be very carefully explored, resulting Ln
calculations which have not until now been possible, The methods have much in common with the study

of self-avoiding walks and related models of homopolymers_

Using essentially the same methods, Stolorz also was able to measure the Parisi order-parameter
function for spin glasses in three dimensions, together with the susceptibility, at _aro temp.'_rature on
small lattices, with no equilibration problems at all. The basic method can also be used to investigate
the low-energy configurations of RNA secondary structures, 'I3ais is an advance over previous
approaches since it enables one to compute observables of interest at a series o,_ arbitrazy temperatures
without requiring that the entire calculation be redone each time.

(6) RNA Seconds D, Structure
W. Fontana (SFI), P. Schuster (U. Vienna, Institute for Molecular Biotechnology, Jena), P. Stadler (U.
Vienna)

These collaborators are concerned with the simplest genotype-phenotype relation that is realized in

nature: RNA. Complementary base pairing provides a replication mechanism by templating and, at
the same time, causes a single-stranded RNA to fold back on itself into a structlrre. They see the folding

of polynucleotide sequences as a map that assigns to each sequence a minimum free-energy pattern of
base pairings, known as secondary structure (hereafter referred to as "shape"). Considering only the
free energy leads to an energy landscape over the sequence space. Taking into account structure generates
a less visualtzable nonscalar "landscape," where a sequence space is mapped into a space of discrete

shapes. The shape affects replication and degradation rates, recognition processes involvia_g proteins,
and catalytic activity. The evolutionary dynamics of viral and structural RNA, therefore, ,depends
highly on the properties of the map that assigns to each sequence a structure (Fontana et al,, 1991,
1992a, 1992b, 1992c).

In 1993 Fontana, Schuster, and Stadler continued to work on a statistical characterization of RNA

secondary structure, on the correlation properties of the landscapes mentioned above, on the
distributions of energy aa_d structure distances with respect to distance in sequence space, and on the

reverse folding problem.

For fixed chat_ length the nl_'nber of secondary structures is much smaller than the nttrnber of sequences,
This raises the question about the distribution of structures over the space of sequences, The
collaborators have provided a_ answer with respect to a standard folding algorithm for minimum free

energy structures by studying its statistical features, The frequency distribution of structures follows a
:- generalized Zipf law. lt is shown, by application of a heuristic inverse fold_g algorithm, that

sequences folding into the same structure are distributed randomly in sequence space. They have
defined a distance measure on the set of structures _d investigated the distribution of structure

distances as a function of sequence distance. Combining both results leads to the conclusion that all
common sta'uctures can be accessed from any random sequence by a small number of mutations compared to

the sequence length. For RNA sequences of length 1(30 a neighborhood with a diameter of about 18
mutations is sufficient, The sequence space is percolated by extensive neutral networks which connect

nearest neighbor sequences folding into identical structures. Implicatic, ns for evolutionary adaptation
- and for applied molecular evolution are evident: finding a particular structure by mutation and

selection is simpler than expected, and even if catalytic activity should turn out to be sparse in the
space of RNA structures, it can hardly be missed by evolutionary processes.
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(7) Applications

The goal of the 1994 conference "Designing Active Biological Sequences" to be co-chaired by Alan
Lapedes is to stimulate communication between researchers engaged in simultaneous efforts on DNA,
RNA, and protein sequences; and to foster further advances by bringing together experimentalists and
theorists in an interdisciplinary, interactive conference, There have been significant advances in the
past years in experimental approaches for producing active biological sequences, These approaches
include: appUed molecular evolution experiments; sequence selection according to desired properties
from complete, random sequence libraries; genetically engineered modification of wild-type sequences;
and complete, de novo design and construction of sequences, The sequences of interest range from DNA to
RNA to proteins, There have been concurrent advances in theory, includtng_ theory of evolution on
"fitne_ landscapes"; knowledge-based contact potentials for the *'inverse protein folding problem"
(designing an amino acid sequence to fold to a desired shape); and recent advances in understanding how
the immune system recognizes and reacts to antigens, A number of these ideas and approaches form the
basis of nascent biotechnology companies, It appears that a synergistic combination of biotechnology
and computational biology has the potential to increase understanding of basic biological processes, and
to provide novel approaches to production of active biological sequences including vaccines,
therapeutics, and catalysts.

Alan Lapedes (LANL), Gerry Myers (LANL), and Alan Perelson (LANL) have formed an
interdisciplinary working group focusing on topics in molecular medicine. The group had an initial
meeting in October which covered topics including the biology of the V3 loop and available data sets;
work on HIV and immune system modeling and its relation to the development of vaccines; review of
common analysis methods like mutual information and neural nets; and a general discussion of potential
therapies. _[hegroup is generating a major funding proposal to support future work on this project.

4.2 Complexity, Learning,and Memory in the Immune System

The mammalian immune system is a classic example of a complex adaptive system---a distributed
collection of specialized cells that self-org_u_izes to perform highly complex, predictable tasks, Its size
is comparable to the brain, and it is capable of highly sophisticated pattern recognition. Although the
individual components live only for days, the system itself has a "memory" that persists for decades,

The goal of SFI's work in immunology is to use ideas and methods from the newly developing field of
complex systems research, including adaptive computation, computer simulation, modeling and
nonlinear dynamical analysts, to solve significant problems in immunology. A long-term goal of this
program is to develop a better theoretical tmderstanding of the rules or algorithms that govern the
operation of the immune system. This year the program has sponsored a number of diverse activities
involving two resident postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, an undergraduate student, and numerous
visitors.

(1) Somatic I'-Iypermutation and Maturation of the Immune Response
T. Kepler (North Carolina State U.), A. Perelson (LANL)

Postdoctoral fellow Thomas B. Kepler and research program director Alan Perelson developed a new
model for affinity maturation. During the course of a humoral immune response the affinity of
antibodies for the immunizing antigen increase 10 to 100 fold. At the level of single antibody-secreting
clones, this increase has been shown to be due to an extremely rapid process of somatic mutation in

which nucleotides in antibody variable region genes are replaced at a frequency of 10-3 to 10-4 per base
pair per generation. Kepler and Perelson showed that in order to optimize the affinity of the
antibodies produced by the end of the immune response, the mutation process needs to be controlled,
with mutation being turned on in bursts, and then followed by a selection process (Kepler & Perelson,
1993c). They showed how the architecture of a germinal center might implement such a phasic
mutation schedule (Kepler & Perelson, 1993a).
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Perelsonand Keplerareexploringtherelationshipbetweenstochasticand deterministicmodelsof
somaticmutation,with theparticulargoal of findingapproximationsthatallowone to solve
optlm'izationproblems,Thiswork may havebroadapplicationtoproblemsinbiotechnologywhereone
hopestooptimizethedesignofnew moleculesthroughmutation,

(2)CanImmune NetworksC_amerateImmune Responses?
R,DeBoer(LT,Utrecht),A, Perelson(LANL),R,Rose(SFI/St,John'sCollege)

UndergraduateInternRandallRoseandAlanPerelsonhavebeenusinglarge-scalesimulationmodelsof
immune networkstoexaminetheroleofintmunenetworksinprotectiveimmune responses,By
incorporatinggrowingpathogensintoa previouslydevelopednetworkmodel (DeBoer& Perelson,
1991),theywere ableto show thattheantibodysecretedby networkactivity(sometimescalled
naturalantibody)wasabletoprotectagainstslow and intermediatelygrowingpathogens(Rose&
Perelson01993),However,fastgrowingpathogenscouldescapetheprotectionprovidedby network
activity,Thus,networksmightbe partofa primitivedefensemechanism,Fororganismstosurvive
rapidlygrowingpathogeru_morespecificimmune responseswouldbeneeded,

Roseand Perelsonarecontinuingtostudy,viasimulationmodels,theabi!ityoftmm'aaenetworksto
respondtovariouschallenges,They hope throughtheirmodelingto gainfurtherinsightintothe
physiologicalrolesofimmune networks,

" (3) Modeling B-Cell Proliferation and Differentiation
R, DeBoer (U, Utrecht), A, Neumann (SFI/Weizmarm Inst,), A, Perelson (LANL), B, Sulzer (LANL)

Postdoctoral fellow Avtdan Neumann and visiting student Bernhard Sulzer have generalized the AB
model (antibody B-cell model) by De Boer and Perelson (De Boer & Perelson, 1991; De Boer, Perelson, &
Kevrekidis, 1993a,b), .This model, which follows the birth, death, and growth of B-cell clones and the
concentration of antibody they secrete, has been used as the basis of Immune network modeling for the
last four years, Neumann and Sulzer showed that including the differentiation of B cells from
lymphocyte to plasma cell state increased the realism of the model and provided an explan'atton for
the experimentally observed bell-shaped dose response in many immunological phenomena (Sulzer et
al,, 1993).

Neumann and Perelson have begun and plan to continue exploring the role of T-cell help h'l immune
- network models. Previous models of immune networks have neglected T cells, Preliminary work by

Neumea_n has shown that including T cells can prevent global excitation of networks (percolation), This
is a desirable and stabilizing feature,

(4)EvolutionofAntibody-VariableGenes
S,Forrest(U,New Mexico),R,Hightower(U,New Mexico),A,Perelson(LANL)

GraduatestudentRon Hightower,StephanieForrest(ld,New Mexico),and AlanPerelsonhaveshown,
usinggeneticalgorithms,how informationaboutthepathogenicenvironmentcan influencethe
compositionofantibody-variablegenelibraries,Thishasbeena pexplexingquestioninimmunology,
since each individual's genome contains gene _ragments that get rearranged to assemble intact antibody

- molecules, Any particular antibody may or may not be made, and thus even ii one's genome contained
the information to construct a protective antibody that molecule may not be present at the time it is
needed, Further, since eacll gene segment by itself has no protective value and may be useful only when

: correctly combined with other segments, it has not been clear how selection could operate, The
simulations performed now give the first insights into this evolutionary process (Htghtower, Forrest
and Perelson, in preparation),

Forrest and Perelson plan to continue explo_'ing the cognitive abilities of the immtme system, pattern
recognition and learning, so as to elucidate fundamental algoritl_ms. They also plan to continue to
explore aspects of the evolution of the immune system,
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(5) Memory Capacity of Immune Networks
M, Oprea (LANL), A, Perelson (LANL), G, Welsbu_ (Ecole Normale Sup_rieure, Paris)

lt has been suggested that immune networks can carry memory of previous antigen encounters, SFI
external faculty member G,_rard Weisbuch and graduate student Mihaela Oprea used both analytical
estimation procedures and simulation models to determine how many antisens an immune network of
size n could remember, They showed that "stupid networks" had a memory capacity that scaled as the
square root of n, but that, ii immune responses were correctly controlled, the capacity of a "thrifty
network" could approach being proportional to a (Weisbuch &Oprea, 1993),

A workshop, immune Memory: Experlments, Interpretations and Models, held September 19-21, 1993,
was organized by Alan Perelson, Avidan Neumann (SH), and Polly Matzlnger (NIH), The workshop
brought together experimentalists arid theorists interested in immune memory, The most important
outcome of the workshop was the decision to form a permanent group, which will work together to
design, carry out, and analyze a set of experiments, Furthermore, all six of the laboratories represented
at the meeting agreed to collaborate and work on a single inununologtcal system, at least part time,
This in itself is somewhat of a breakthrough since up to now immunological laboratories have tended to
each specialize on different topics, Further, an attempt is being made for ali of the labs to obtain
quantitative irJormation (De Boer & Perelson, 1991),

4,3 Evolution of Structures in Neurobiology

1his program started at SFI in 1992 with a six-week working group led by Charles Stevens of Salk
Institute to create an environment in which theorists and experimentalists could work together, The
group was motivated by three things: theory is necessary in neurobiology; theory must relate closely to
experiments; and no existing theory has materially changed our imderstanding of the brain, Yet the
fact that theories that make use of general principles are starting to be successful in accounting for
common experimental observations indicates a developing maturity in neurobiological theory, A
common theme identified by participa_ts as important for theory in the future is the representation of
information by the brain, and there was a concentration among the theorists on exploring what is known
about visual neurobiology, Many saw techniques for acquiring and handling, in parallel, data from
neurons as cruci_ for the development of neurobiology,

"I_isgroup reconvened in 1993, led by IViichaelStryker (U,C, San F,'ancisco) and Nancy Kopell (Boston
University) to continue work on vision and introduce an additional focus on how the central nervous
system comes to be organized so that it is both flexible and robust, This theme touches on questions at
many different levels of organization and time scale, from rapid signals among neurons to neural
development, Questions range from how properties at the cellular level affect emergent network
behavior to how learning within a network can be accomplished in a stable mariner, One theme of
general interest was interactions between neural networks governing motor control _md the biomedical
environments in which they operate, Another was the role of oscillators in the motor control networks,
as well as some sensory processing,

A number of collaborations have resulted from the workshops, For example, L, Abbott (Brandeis) and S,
Lockery (U, Oregon) began a collaboration involving the properties of the C, elegans neurons, _Ihey
plan to study how information is encoded in the distributed processing representation found in the leech
bending interneurons, They are going to try to reconstruct the location of the sensory input from the
pattern of interneu,'on or motor neuron activations that it produces and their known variancea using a
method Abbott has developed for looking at cortical representations,

G, Laurent (Caltech) and KopeU have started an ongoing collaboration focused on the insect olfactory
networks, which exhibit coherent oscillations; the aim is to understand both the mechanisms of the
oscillations and their computational relevance, H, Chiel (Case Western Reserve) has begu,'_ a
discussion with KopeU and G, B, Enmentrout (U, Pittsburgh) about dynamical systems analysL_of small
networks to approach questions related to the ability of organisms to respond in a stable, yet flexible
m_3er,
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Finally, P. Heilbrtm (U. Utah) has found that the concepts used by the other participants related to
motor behavior can be applied to analysis of abnormal motor behavior tn Parkinson's Disease. There
were relevant discussions on tTansitions from, ,it_t;:_lityto flexibility in motor activity at multiple time
scales, stereotypic motor activity at different, _Jiaases of development, and the role of oscillator
coordination ha modeling motor behavior, These discussions have led to speculation by Heilbrun on the
originof thedeficitsseenin Parkinson'sand theirrelationtodynamicalmechanisms, A further
outcomemay be aworkshopthatbringstogethermedicalprofessionalsand dynamicalsystemsexperts
todiscussthisissue,

In_tdditiontothework above,thisyearsaw a new researchinitiativeinwhichresearchersarelooking
atbraindevelopmentand memory organizationwithina complexsystemsperspective,One aim isto
establishwhetherrecentdiscoveriesofcorticalmalleabilitywarranta new lookat learningand
rehabilitationofhuman In_antsand adults,

InMay GeorgeCowan (SFI)and BelaJulesz(Rutgers)co-chalreda workshopthatbroughttogether
' participantsfrom a varietyoffieldsand researchcentersto seeknew evidenceofbrainplasticity,

Discussionscoveredthedevelopmentof thecerebralcortex;corticaltopographicorganizationand
reorganization;activity-dependentprocesses;memory consolidation;behavioralplasticity;
developmentofhigherfunctions;and rehabilitation,

Participantsconsiderednew evidenceofbraindevelopmentand sensoryprocessing,among which are
evidenceofdynamicreshapingofthesomatosensoryand visualcortex;textuallearningand Hebbian
chainformationinearlyvision;theroleofsleepinmemory consolidation;and constraintson plasticity
ofhigherfunctions,The emergingnew principlesshouldhelpusbetterunderstandthemechanismof
learningand memory and the dynamicsof nervoussystemdisorders,The generalprinciplesof
strengthenedintracorticalinteractionsviaa cascadeoflocalcormectionsand thefillinginofweak gaps
by strong,surroundingactivityunifiesthevarioustopics,Equallyimportant,theseprinciplessuggest
new techniquesinrehabilitation,suchasenhancingcertaincircuitsa_iddiminishingothers,

Proceedingsvolume fromtheworkshopshouldbe availablein1994,The book promisestobe unique
becauseitjoinsbasicresearchwiththework ofrehabilitation,presentingexperimentalwork from
researchersfrom sensory,visual,and auditoryfieldsusingallaccessibletechniquesin anatomy,,
physiology, psychophysics, behavioral methods, linguistics, and modeling.

4,4UnderlyingStructuresinSeeminglyRandom Data

Time seriesanalysisproblemsarecentraltoawide rangeofdisciplinesincludingphysics,biology,and
economics(Babloyantzetal,,1985;Babloyantz& Destexhe,1986;Basar,1990;Dvorak etal,,1986;
Glassetal,,1993;Roschke& Basar,1985),SFIispioneeringtheuseofnovelcomputationalapproaches
toextractpredictableinformationfromwhatappeartoberandomsequences,

Inthearenaofbiology,JamesTheiler(SFI)and collaboratorsDoyne Farmer(PredictionCompany),
DanteChialvo(SFI/U,Arizona),Andre Longt-ln(U,Ottowa),and graduatefellowBrandtHinrichs
(Beckman Inst,,U, Illinois)arecurrentlyinvestigatingallegationsthattheelectroencephalogram

- (EEG) is chaotic and, in general, are exploring the use of nonlinear time series methods in the
characterization of the dynamical behavior of the nervous system (Hunter & Theiler, 1992; Longtin,
1992; Theiler et al., 1992a, 1992b), The aim of this work is to discover if there is any underlying
deterministic structure that may lie hidden in apparently random neural phenomena. Postdoctoral
Fellow Milan Palus is also working on this issue, supported by a separate N'IH award. Although the
group has seen that unambiguous evidence for nordJ.nearity has been found in some EEG time series, in no
case have they found good evidence for chaos in either normal EEG or in epileptic EEG, despite
widespread claims to that effect,

_" While the evidence for nonlinearity is relatively unambiguous, the Issue of chaos is still unresolved,
By looking at a spectrum of statistics, including one that compares forward to backward prediction,
they are addressing thk_ issue in the context of their EEG time series, The group has recently acquired
some EEG data taken not from the scalp, but directly from the brain's surface, and they are now
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_malyzing these sets for evidence of nonlinearity, Because these are also multivariate time series, they
willbe abletouserecentlydevelopedtoolsforgeneratingmultivariatesurrogatedataaspartofthe
tests,

The collaboratorsarealsocompilinga softwarelibraryfornonlineartimeseriesm_alysis,"[he
]_ackage--calledTs/tools--willsoon be releasedto thepublicdomain (partsof itare already
41vailable),Currentlythepackageincludesroutinesfordimensionestimation,nonlinearforecasting,
surrogatedatageneration,recurrenceplots,and a hostof general-purposetoolssuchas Fourier
transformsand convenientrandom number generators,

',

4.S Artificial Life
C, Langton (LANL/SM)

The emergingfieldof ArtificialLi/e,pioneeredatSFI,isthemost obviousexampleof thedeep
connectionbetweentheh_stitute'swork inadaptivecomputationand biologicalsciences,With the
leadershipofChristopherLangtonoverthepastseveralyears,researchatSFIhas vlrtuallysingle-
handedlycreatedthisnew field,one thatpromisesbroadinsightsforourunderstandingoftraditional
biologicalsystems,butalsoholdstantalizingtechnologicalimplications,

ArtificialLife("AL" or "Afire')studies"natural"lifeby attemptingto recreatebiological
phenomena from firstprincipleswithincomputersand other"artificial"media,Alifecomplements
theanalyticapproachof traditionalbiologywitha syntheticapproachinwhich,ratherthan
studyingbiologicalphenomena by takingapartlivingorganismsto seehow theywork,researchers
attempttoput togethersystemsthatbehavelikelivingorganisms,Artificiallifeamounts to the
practiceof"syntheticbiology,"and,by analogywithsyntheticchemistry,theattempttosynthesize
biologicalphenomena inalternativemediashouldresultnotonlyina bettertheoreticalunderstanding
ofthephenomena understudy;but alsoinpracticalapplicationsofbiologicalprinciplesthatwillbeof
useforindustryandtechnology,By cxtendlngthehorizonsof empiricalresearchinbiologybeyondthe
territorycurrentlycircumscribedby naturallyoccurringlife--life-as-we-know-it--thestudy of
ArtificialLifeprovidesaccessto thedomain of possiblelife--iife-as-it-could-be--anditisonly
withinthisvastlylargerdomain thata firmfoundationcan be establishedfora generalbody of
biologicaltheory,

The SantaFe Institutehasbeen primarilyresponsibleforthe birthand developmentofthefieldof
ArtificialLife,An initialworkshopin1987,co-sponsoredby theSantaFe Instituteand the Centerfor
NonlinearStudiesatLANL, hasbeenfollowedup by two successiveinternationalconferencesrunby
SFI,onein1990and anotherin1992,ThesepioneeringeffortsoftheInstitutehavegivenrisetoseveral
parallelconferenceseriesinArtificialLifeworldwide,The nextArtificialLifeconferenceintheSFI
series--AfireIV--willbe heldatMIT inJuly1994,InEurope,two EuropeanConferenceson Artificial
Lifehavebeenheldinthelastthreeyears,oneinPa1_sin1990and anotherinBrusselsin1993,witha
thirdplannedfor 1995in Granada,Spain, Japanhas initiateditown seriesof ArtificialLife
conferencesthisyear,and willhostand co-sponsorthefifthin theSFIseries----AlifeV--inKyoto in
1996,Japanisaggressivelypursuingthepracticalapplicationsofthisnew field;inlate1993theATR
Labs irtKansai,Japan,hosteda majorconferenceon thistopic,From thelargeattendanceatthese
conferences,fromtheenthusiasmoftheparticipants,and from thequalityoftheresearch,itisclear
thatthefieldofArtificialLifehastakenholdintheworldwidescientificcommunity asa legitimate
fieldofscientificand engineeringresearch,

"IntegrativeCoreResearch"and "AdaptiveComputation"inthisreportdescribesSFI's1993work on
theSwarm system,a general-purposesimulationsystembeingdesignedtounderlieArtificialLife
studies(aswell as having a number of otherpotentialapplications),Durint_thenext year,
developmentofSwarm willcontinue,SFIwillholda workshopinmid-1994towhichitwillinvite
othergroups,bothacademicand industrial,who are worldngon similarmodelingtechnologies,to
explorethe establishmentofan acceptedsetofstandardsforSwarm-likesimulationsystems,Langton
and hiscollea_leshave alreadyidentifiedapproximately40 researcheffortsinvolvingthisclassof
computationalarchitecture,allinvariousstagesofdesignor completion,and allapparentlybeing
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carriedout essentiallyindependentlyfrom one anotherwith much duplicationof effort.The hope is

thatby working towards a setof standardsfordistributedsimulationsystems,a collaborativeeffort

on a common system,with each group contributingitsown areaofexpertise(graphics,networking,

parallelprocessing,etc.)isencouraged.

Meanwhile the Swarm system willbe applied to severaldifferentcategoriesof ArtificialLife
research. First, SH will continue study of the structure of the evolutionary record, seeking fundamental
understanding of such evolutionary features as intermittent periods of slow and chaotic evolutionary
development (sometimes referred to as "punctuated equilibria"), the nature end scaling of extinction
events, the onset and maintenance of speciation, the origin and maintenance of sex, stability to external

' perturbations(_ la asteroidimpacts),and adaptive radiationsand explosionsof diversity(_ la

"Cambrian Explosion").Second,Swarm willbe used toexploretheconditionsfor,and the adaptive
advantages of,socialorganization,viaa large-scalesimulationof socialinsects.Understanding the

workings of a colony of social insects will significantly advance understanding of social organization in
general, as well as provide insights into the basis for higher intelligence. This research will include
experiments devoted to studying the origin and maintenance of new hierarchical levels of biological
organization---such as the emergence of multicellularity. Third, studies will continue on the conditions

i for comple), !-ehavior in distributed systems and on the relationship between complexity and
computational capacity, as observed in cel!ular automata and other distributed dynamical systems.
Swarm will play a sigrtificant role in these studies as weil.

Several relatively small, highly focused workshops are planned. These will concentrate on the
application of Artificial Life techniques to specific open problems in the theory and practice of
biology. The first of these workshops, Computational Approaches to Evolution and Population Biology,
organized by Christopher Langton and Charles Taylor (UCLA), will be held at the SFI in February
1994. lt will bring together a small number (about 20) of the world's experts in this area, both biologists
and computational modelers. Participating biologists includ_ John Maynard Smith, Richard Lewontin,
Peter Schuster, Marcus Feldman, and others of their stature. Computer modelers include Daniel Hillis,

John HoLland, Thomas Ray, and Stephanie Forrest. The puxpose of this first workshopDand indeed
this series of workshopsmis to bring together the people having the best theoretical grasp on
outstanding problems with the people in possession of the most promising new computational
techniques for addressing thos.- problems. The aim is to initiate a number of specific collaborations
between the world's leading biologists and computer modelers, each aimed at making significant

progress on an outstanding problem in the biological sciences. Topics for future meetings include:
Computational Approaches to Growth, Development, and Differentiation; Computational Approaches

_ to the Origin of Life; Computational Approaches to Ecological Dynamics and Community Structure;
Advances in Artificially Directed Molecular Evolution; and Computational Approaches to Ethology--
the Study of Behavior in Natural and Artificial Orgardsms.

The Institute will continue to act as repository and dissemination site for Alife information. The first
issue of Artificial Life, a new quarterly scientific journal edited by Christopher Langton, will appear
in early 1994. It will be augmented by an interactive electronic journal.--ALlI:E_which will serve as
an interactive news-server allowing real-time, concurrent discussion, information exchange, and debate
on Alife topics; as a pre- and re-print archiver and server; as an on-line bibliographic data base; and as
an archive service for uploadi_g and downloading softw_Lre and data to enhance and encourage
collaborative and repeatable research.

A newly created Society for the Study of Artificial Life will take over the direct management of large
workshops, in collaboration with the local irustitutions hosting them. (SH will continue to co-sponsor
and be actively involved in these conferences, and Christopher Langton will serve on their program
committees.) The next such workshop---A.life W_will be held at MIT in early July, 1994---co-sponsored

: by the SFI, the MIT Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Labs, and the MIT Media Lab. Alife V will be
held in Kyoto, Japan, in 1996, co-organized by several Japanese Artificial Life societies, and co-
sponsored by the SFI and several Japanese corporations (including ATR near Kyoto, who will host the
workshop at theirfacility),
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The proceedings of the Artificial Life workshops are available in the SFI series: Artificial Life,
edited by Christopher G, Langton, Artificial Life II, edited by Christopher G. Langton et al., and

Artificial Life III, edited by Christopher G. Langton (the latter volume will be available in February
1994),
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5. INNOVATIVE TOOLS AND MODELS FOR THE STUDY OF COMPLEX, REAL-WORLD SYSTEMS

Although the Institute's primary focus is on advancing the sciences of complexity, at the same time the
methods developed for simulating complex systems, learning and adaptation, and evolution are
relevant to many kinds of application-specific simulations. Particular examples in the computational
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and biological sciences are described above, Beyond these fields the methods and modeling platforms
being developed at SFI promise important applications to the study of other "messy" real-world
phenomena; these range from pa_erns of traffic flow, natural disasters, econom2c markets, adaptation
in organizations, to explorstion of long-term issues of human sustainability with regard to resource use
and renewal, A number of corporations with_ the national business community have already
recognized the potential of these practical applications, More than a year ago SFI inaugurated its
Business Network for Complex Systems Research as an mechanism for companies to affiliate with SFI
and to help support its research, and some BusNet efforts are described at the end of this section, The
specific applications below grow directly out of SFI's basic research°

S.1 Systems Engineering Based on Self-OrgLnization

Many large, marm_ade systems have a distributed nature and are thus difficult, or even impossible, to
control using centralized controllers. But new concepts and tools drawn from work on a_ificial life,
intelligent agents, and object-oriented software are making possible a new systems engineering.
Approaches based on s_mulation-based representation of many interac_g objects, analysis of emergent
behavior among the objects, and the exploitation of local and emergent global phenomena to control
large systems are becoming possible due to these advances. Moreover, many, if not all, large manmade
systems Lnvolve human interpretation and cognitive intervention. Representation of these activities
pose special chaLlenges to advanced systems engineering.

Steen Rasmussen (LANL) and his colleagues are currently applying simulation tools to two different
systems engineering problems, carrying on work done at SFIby Rasmu_en as a visiting fellow. The first
is a transportation system analysis problem, and the second is a global communication system designed
to support a satellite surveillance system composed of hundreds of satellites. The transportation
system is an example of a distributed system of locally interacting, intelligent objects with a range of
complex emergent dynamics. The satellite system is an example of a distributed system of locally
interacting, simple objects where control and part of the intelligence are emergent, global system
properties.

(1) TRansportation ANalysis and SIMulation System, TRANSIMS
K. Nagel (U. Cologne) and Steen Rasmussen (LANL/SFI)

This advanced transportation analysis system consists of functional prototypes of inter- and
multimodal route plarming and high-resolution vehicle representations in simulation that attempt to
execute those route plans. At one end is specified the interface of the prototypes to travel demand
models and at the other end the interface of the prototypes to high-resolution atmospheric pollution
models. Rasmussen and Nagel are currently focusing on: (1) a bottom-up representation of simple and
complex vehicles and drivers in the complex end, including the abductive processes undertaken by the
drivers; (2) analysis of emergent traffic phenomena such as congestion, atmospheric effects, and
accidents; (3) the kind of information that defines the state of a traffic system; and (4) the impact of
different implementations of intelligent vehicle highway systems. For example, under which
conditions, and in which form, can local and/or global traffic information enhance the trip density,
safety, and air quality? Simulation results are continually compared with real-world data.

In the future these collaborators want to simulate whole road networks and they plan to simulate
individual routing decisions on these networks. In this context, traffic may be seen as a market: the
infrastructure provides capacity supply, the customers have a transportation demand, and the result is
a market with noncooperative agents.

(2) Global Satellite Swarm Communication
C. Barret (LANL) and S. Rasmussen (LANL)

The satellite communication and surveillance system is a global system based on a "swarm" of simple,
inexpensive, locally communicating satellites (250-500 of them). The global system is able to
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(1) propagate a message from anywhere to anywhere else in the constellation or on the globe; and
(2) propagate a message from anywhere to survey an area somewhere else on the globe and continuously
send information about this area to yet another location (e,g., weather data, tracks). The dynamics of

the system are largely governed by the probability of rebroadcasting a message, which depends on the
current position together with the origin and the destination of the message. Barret and Rasmussen are
currently focusing on (1) the basic communication design of each satellite and (2) how the emergent
dynamics (e.g., message path(s), message capacity, message speed) depend on the local communication
rules,

5.2 Nonequilibrium Economics and Learning in Knowledge-Bued Markets

The economics research program at SH is building an adaptive, complex, evolutionary viewpoint into
the central body of economic theory. This effc_rt, now six years old, was inspired by a challenge by
Citicorp Chairman John Reed to consider an alternative approach to economics, one that might provide
better understanding of the world financial market. Reed was reflecting the practitioner's view that,
while academic economics had made progress in quantifying the _vc'ienceand developing rigorously
mathematical theories of economic behavior, it had done so with the requirement for simplifications
that seemed to increasingly diverge from the real world. The long-term objective of the Institute's
program is to more fully articulate its new viewpoint--and to provide methods, theories, frameworks,
and solutions that will help catalyze a change.

In 1993 residential director Blake LeBaron (U. Wisconsin) moved many of the new SFI _echniques and
strategies out of the testbed and began to apply them to explain real-world economic facts. In tandem
with theoretical work, under LeBaron's direction the program this past year has looked at things like

technical trading patterns in financial markets and the dynamics of trading volume from the SFI
perspective. The economics work has been integrated with other empirical programs at the Institute,
especially research in low-dimensional chaos. This encourages information transfer about methods
that can be equally useful for a stock-price time series as well as, for example, observations coming from
brain wave data. (In 1991, in fact, SFI External Faculty members Doyne Farmer and Norman Packard
founded the Santa Fe-based Prediction Company, which makes a business of applying time series
analysis tools to financial market prediction.)

As noted previously, LeBaron, along with Brian Arthur (Stanford U.), John Holland (U, Michigan),
Richard Palmer (Duke U.), and Paul Tayler (Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte), have developed an
artificial stock market model. Tlzis simulation provides an environment for studying the behavior of a
collection of artificially intelligent agents trying to forecast the future of a traded asset that pays a
varying dividend. The agents develop trading rules (based on a variety of market data) by which they

-_ determine when to buy, sell, or hold the asset. The aim is to tmderstand what phenomena result from
= the interactions of different learning algorithms working in a simple stock market trading environment.

This model is being used to generate a simulated time series that will be compared to actual time series
to see what kinds of real-world phenomena are replicated iri this computer-generated market.

The Artificial Economy Project--coordinated by David Lane (U. Minnesota)retakes an engineering
approach to the problem of how the economy coordinates itself as a coherent whole, with large-scale
structure. The model includes five types of agents within a closed system. One firm manufacturers
machinery, which is, in turn, purchased and used by a second firm to produce a consumer product. Both
finns employ individuals who use their paychecks to purchase the consumer product. The first firm
employs researchers to design new machinery, A bank accepts savings from the workers and the firms
and provides loans. The gross domestic product (GDP) can be computed at any time on the basis of all
the interactions. The individuals interact within the institutions in the market for machinery,
consumer goods, and labor. The simulation looks for global regularities and addresses whether it is
possible to describe conditions under which an economy will produce particular manifestations of
coordination or stability at the macrolevel that last much longer than the micro agents making
decisions. First attempts to implement the model were not successful because the prototype was over-
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designedand agentbehaviorwas too restricted.The researchershave now switchedto an
oblect-orientedversionusingtheSwarm platform,

Some tradersoffinancialassetsclaimthatcertainsimplerulescan be used tohelpforecastfuture

prices,althought1_sclaimhaslongbeer_disputed.AnothercurrentSFIprojectissheddinglighton
thisdebate,Buz Brock(LI,Wisconsin),JosefLakordshok,and BlakeLeBaronhaveusednew statistical
teststoshow thatcertainsimpletechnicaltradingrulesdo findstatisticallysignificantpatternsin
bothstockpricesand foreignexchangerates,The SFItriouseda simplemoving averag_and trading
rangetypesofrulesasspecificationtestsforseveraldifferentstochasticprocessesofstockreturns,But
whilethe tradingrulesbehaved as tec_udcaltraderswould have predicted,none of the tested
processeswereabletoreplicatetheunusuallylargereturnsduringbuy periodsandsmallreturnsduring
sellperiodsthatwerefoundintheoriginalseries,Nor didthestudyadjustfortransactionscostsand
risks,Thisremainsan importantempiricalcomponentthatstillneedstobe explained,

Human experimentson auctionsfindthatsubjectsmake systematicbiddingerrorsthatcannotbe
explainedby standardbiddingmodels,lamesAndreoni(U,Wisconsin)and JohnMiller(Carnegie-
Mellon)areconsideringtheseerrorsusinga modelofadaptivelearningbasedon a geneticalgorithm.
They arefindingthatartificialadaptiveagentsexhibitmany ofthesame biddingpatternsasthose
observedinauctionswithhumans. Andreoniand Millerthird<thatadaptivelearningmay provide

explanationforthediverge";cebetweentheoreticaland experimentalresultsinauctionmarkets.Their
findingssuggestthataddingadaptivebenchmarkstoexperimentaland theoreticalresultshasbroad
potentialforeconomicanalysisingeneral,

Anotherpuzzleforeconomictheoryisexplainingtheobservedinstabilityofeconomicaggregates.A
number ofreasonsexistforvariationint.hepaceofproductionandconsumptionatthelocallevel,butit
ishard toseewhy thereshouldbe largevariationsinthosefactorsthataresynchronizedacrossthe
entireeconomy.Inartefforttounderstandthisreal-worldphenomenon PerBak (BrookhavenNational
Laboratory),K. Chen, JosdScheinkman(U.Chicago),and MichaelWoodford (U.Chicago)have
constructeda simplemodel ofa multisector,multistageproductionprocess,ltillustratesthat,infact,
smallshocksdo not "cancelout" in theaggregate.Conventionalreasoningfailsas a resultof
significantlynonlinear,stronglylocalized_teractionsbetweendifferentpartsoftheeconomy. The
typeofmacroscopicinstabilitythatcanresulthasbeenstudiedm a v_rietyofothercontextsunderthe
name of"self-organizedcriticality."

5,3 Prediction, Mitigation, and Reduction of Natural Hazards

It has been estimated that within 50 years, more than one-third of the world's population will live in
seisml.cally and volcanically active zones (ACIDNHR, 1987, 1989; Bryant, 1991; CEES, 1992) so it is
becoming increasingly vital to explore ways to reduce and mitigate the occurrence of devastating
natural hazards such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, and landslides (Bilham, 1988). The
International Council of Scientific Unions, together with UNESCO and the World Bank, have endorsed
the 1990s as the Internal Decade of Natural Disaster Reduction and are planning a variety of programs
to address problems related to the predictability and mitigation of these disasters, particularly in
Third World countries.

New computational capabilities now make it practical to simulate many of these hazardous systems in
the computer, thus allowing systematic study of these natural instabilities i.na way not possible before.
At the same time a variety of new tools of analysis have been developed in statistical mechanics and
materials science, raising hopes that the precursors to these in_tabi.lities that can be identified.

In early 1994 SFI will host a workshop---chaired by John Rundle (LT.Colorado), Don Turcotte (Cornell),
and William Klein (Boston U.)--to assess the applicability of these new approaches. As it turns out,
this meeting is timely, inasmuch as under the aegis of JUST, the Japanese-US Science and Tecl'u'tology
cooperative agreement, a workshop on Applications of Remote Sensing Technology to Natural Disaster
Reduction was held in Tsukuba, Japan, in late 1993. An emerging theme at this meeting was the extent
to which prediction algorithms can be used together with remote sensing data to anticipate pattel"ns
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associated with the onset of natural disasters (Hertz et al,, 1991; Basdali & Eubank, 1,992), The SFI

organizers are optimistic that further systematic study of simulations using percolation maps, scaling
analyses, and nonlinear prediction algorithms may yield tangible progress In predicting or mitigating
real instabilities in nature, If the outcomes of the SFI conference are promising, it may be followed by a

more formal, longer term SFI program,

5,4 Modelln 8 Chang_ in Humor Org_tions

The Institute's work on the evolution of human culture is moving beyond its initial focus on the

prehistoric Southwest, Through this more comprehensive approach--_which results from several
working group meetings in 1993--SH seeks progress in understanding the evolution of human cultural
behavior from its earliest beginnings, some three million years ago, and into the next century, A

founding workshop on the broader issues of quantitative approaches to cultural evolution--chaired by
Marcus Feldman (Stanford) and Timothy Kohler (Washington State U,)--was held in Fall 1993, It
marked the beginning a systematic, long-term program to investigate rule-based (and specifically
agent-based) approaches to allow experimentation with relatively simple models of sociocultural
change. This is a nearly open niche in terms of current intellectual competition for which the
interdisciplinary strengths of SFI are well suited,

Previous approaches to modeling and simulating culture change have had limited success, Genuinely
quantitative or formal attempts have been few and have been most frequently expressed as systems of
differential equations applied to portions of larger cultural-ecological systemz_, These quantitative

attempts have not generated strong explanations for the emergence of highex levels of political or
, economic coordination in extant or prehistoric societies; even less progress has been made tovcards

isolating general principles that might be extended to ali human cultures, Among the easily
identifiable problems that have hindered modeling cultural systems include the representation of
schema that could provide mechanisms for "cultural memory" and differential "planning depth"; the

-_ identification of the units of cultural inheritance; accounting for social learning and individual, trial-

and-error learning; allowing for differential action according to social or kinship distance among

agents; and providing a meaningful role for technological change and resource availability and, use,

The specific purpose of the workshop was to consider the feasibility of applying agent-based methods
to the problems of culture change; to consider how to narrow the research towards feasible goals; and to
discuss productive strategies for designing and developing computational platforms for these
investigations, A short-term outcome will be a proposal for support of the development of an agent-
oriented simulation system useful for studying various problems in cultural transmission,
human/environment interactions, and social change in small-scale societies,

Feldman brings particular expertise to this program, He and Stanford colleague L. Cavalli-Sforza,

along with L. Zhivotovsky (Russian Academy of Sciences at Gubkin) have developed a "quantitative
theory of cultural evolution," an approach to modeling the evolution of learned behaviors in cultures
using mathematical applications, To examine the myriad ways nongenetic (i.e., learned) traits are
transmitted within a culture, Feldman and his colleagues identify and sort them into behavioral

q_

components, or atoms. An atom can refer to a behavioral pattern of a particular group or to a specific
trait of an individual's behavior, The pair studies these, atoms to devise "sensible" ways of describing
their rules of transmission among individuals. In a cultural setting, nongenetic atoms can be transmitted
in numerous ways, such as between work associates, via nonparental influencers such as teachers or
other appointed mentors, or through such vehicles as books and electronic media, The cultural
evolution rood ,t can be applied also to quantify changes in learned behaviors and how variation of the

: changes and other conditions such as genetic predisposition can affect the evolution of a culture. They
_. have applied their cultural evolution theory to an assortment of anthropological groups and situations

ranging from a consideration of the "behavioral trait" of dairying to the evolution of sign language
within a genetic minority, the deaf. Emphasis has been on using the model to determine how cultural

and genetic traits are related and how the interrelationship affects evolution of both the traits as well
=.

=_
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as of the culture itself, (See Aoki & Feldman, 1991; Aoki & Feldman, 1993; Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman,
1973a, 1973b, 1981,)

Complementing this comprehensive approach is a specific project concerned with evolution and
learning in modern organizations, Kenneth Arrow and Murray GeU-Mann co-chaired a founding
workshop on this topic late in 1993, This meeting has captured the keen interest of the national
business community, and participants will include representatives from Xerox, Perot Systems,
TransAmerica, and McKinsey & Co, lt has been noted that in the real world, high-technology firms do
not operate according to the classical theory of the firm (echoing much of the SH External Faculty
member Brian Arthur's work on why knowledge-based companies respond to markets differently than
resource-based companies), SH will consider these modern trmovattve enterprises, which are examples
of rapidly evolving complex adaptive systems and may be particularly amenable to study, Specific
topics may include research into the relation of selection pressures to the evolution of an organization,
particularly because selection pressures on individuals within firms can vary significantly from
selection pressures on the firm itself; here there are obvious paralhls with biological communities and
ecologies, This work could shed light on understanding of why modern organizations seem to break so
catastrophically, Other possible case studies may be evolution and learning in government
bureauclactes; change in military organizations, which tend to be introspective because they conduct
formal analyses of failures and successes; and perhaps the study of university organization, A
segmented approach might be appropriate, one that will be specific to corporations and other
organizations by class but that would then include cross-organizational aspects,

5,5 Climatic Change

On a related topic, SFI will hold a 1994 workshop on the interface between climatic and culture
systems, "The Medieval Warm Period of the Ninth to Fifteenth Centuries: Large-Scale h_tera,:tion of
Climate, Ecosystems, and Human Behavior in North America" will be chaired by Henry Diaz
(NOAA), Malcolm Hughes, and Jeffrey Dean (both from U, Arizona), To probe the complex interactions
among climate, the geosphere, biosphere, and culture, the meeting will focus in-depth on the climate of
the Medieval Warm Period and its effects on the prehistoric environments and populations and North
America, This particular case study has been chosen for several reasons', the Medieval Warm Period
(MWP) was a time when global climate was markedly different from the present, with temperatures in
the Northern Hemisphere averaging perhaps 1°C warmer than during the twentieth century, This
period is of particular current interest because tt comprises a range of climatic variability that may
serve as a useful analog to future climate conditions forced by h_creases in atmospheric greenhouse gas
concentrations, Not only are considerable paleoenvironmental, hlstorical, and archaeological data
available for this period, but the relationships between environment and culture are especially distinct
in prehistoric Southwest societies,

One aim is to develop a spatial model of climate in North America from A,D, 850 to A,D, 1450 and to
relate the results to contemporary climate, A characterization of MWP environmental variability
should provide a basis for investigating climate-biosphere-culture interactions and for assessing the
potential effects of global warming in North America, A second objective is to investigate the degree to
which human cultural changes, as revealed by historical and archaeological evidence, can be linked to
changes in the physical envirorunent, In addition to looking at systematic Interactions during the
MWP, the meeting will also consider the impact of the environmental change immediately following
this era that inaugurated the Little Ice Age, Focus on behavioral adaptations to both low-impact,
infrequent environmental changes and rapid "regime transitions" should shed light on the interactions
among complex adaptive systems deriving from a wide range of time scales, lt also promises an
empirical basis for evaluating the consequences of changes in our current climate in light of projected
greenhouse-gas-induced change, (See Bradley & Jones, 1992; Briffa et al,, 1992; Cook et al, 1991;
Graumlich, 1993; Graybill & Shiyatov, 1992; Villaba et al,, 1990; .LS, Department cf Energy, 1989,)
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5.6 Transition to Sustainability

Project 2050 is a collaborative effort involving SH, the World Resources Institute, and the Brookings
Institution to use modeling to develop scenarios that could illuminate conditions that could lead to a
sustainable world over the next century, Unlike traditional scenario modeling, which is necessarily
biased by the model-builders' assumptions, the SFI approach Is bottom-up, relyh_8 on the
computational agents in the nov_near model to compete, learn, and coevolve in a changing environment,

Graduate Fellow Terry Jones and External Faculty member Stephanie Forrest are preparing to use the
artificial world of ECHO as a modeling tool on this project, Among the applications they are
considering for this platform are model_ 8 the population levels of introduced species in Hawaii and
modeling observed changes in desert ecology under experimental conditions (see Adaptive
Computation), Jones is now looking at speciation in this model, Some of the questions he ts asking are:
When does speciation happen? How long does it take? With what frequency? Is geographical
isolation required for speciation? How does the ECHO model relate to the real world in terms of
speciation? Once speciation occurs, do the reproductive barriers between species perslst---do the new
species tend to diverge genetically, or do they hybridize? How does the mate recognition algorithm
affect speciation? Do we see something akin to punctuated equilibrium? Is the model close enough to
the real world that we should expect to see that sort of thing in the first place? Does phyletic
evolution ever get us anywhere? Is there anything analogous to species sorting? Finally, is there a
meaningful analogy in ECHO between economic and reproductive adaptations to that in the real
world?

In another 2050 modeling project, Robert Axelrod is developing a simulation model to account for the
emergence of new political actors, Ch_eof the main problems to attaining sustainability is the so-called
tragedy of the commons, The tragedy of the commons arises when many independent actors (people,
villages, states, or whatever) each "over graze" because there is no mechanism to enforce the collective
interests of ali against the private interests of each, This leads to resource depletion, elimination of
biodiversity, overpopulation, war, and other major social problems, A major route to the prevention of
this situation is the emergence of a political actor based upon the organization of previously
independent actors, Today there are actors at the national level, but there are no very 'effective
political actors at the transnational level to regulate resource use at the global level, Political
scientists have a variety of theories to analyze the emergence of new political actors, but als yet they do
nc,t have any formal models that account for this emergence endogenously, Axelrod is developing a
simulation model that takes as given the existence of lower-level actors and generates higher level
actors from the interactions among them, His criteria for a new political actor are subordination of
members of the group; collective action; and recognition by others of the group as an actor, A minimal
goal is to provide an existence proof, that is, to show that a set of rules about individual choices, along
with set of rules about the physical world, can lead in a natural way to a set of actors forming
themselves into a group that meets the criteria for the emergence of a political actor at a higher, A
maximal goal is to understand the condition under which new political actors not only emerge, but are
able to solve joint problems such as common defense and sustainable growth,

Josh Epstein and Robert Axtell (both at Brookings and SFI) have developed Artificial Social Life
o (ASL),a simulationthatmay eventuallygiveinsightintoa broad rangeofsocialissues, ASL

simulatestheinteractionofadaptiveagentsthaisearchforfoodand canmate,form groups,fight,
trade,and transmitculturalattributes(e,g,,tastes),Eventsunfoldon an artificialresource
topography_asugarscape,Sug_ canbe eaten,storedindefinitely,and traded,Agentscome intothe
worldrandomlydistributedon thesugarscapewithrandomlydistributedtraits,Some ofthese(e,g,,
vision,metabolism,and sex)are"genetic,"fl×edfortheagent'slife,Others(e,g,,tastes,or group
membership)canchangethroughsocialinteractionand areInterpretedas"cultural,"Inthesimplest
versionthereisonlythebehavioralrule:fromallsiteswith.inyourvision,findthenearestunoccupied
site with maximum sugar, and then eat the sugar, The agent's stomach is then Incremented by the value
of that sugar and de-incremented by its particular metabolic rate. If the result is negative, the agent is
dead _d removed from play. Otherwise the cycle repeats itself. The asserted tendency of market

" systems to achieve equilibrium_a state in which supply equals demand_is being challenged by ASL.
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In fact, the agents self-organize into a Pareto distribution, If individual preferences evolve
endogenously, ox' ii information is imperfect, or if space is explicitly represented, the system can
maintain itself far from equilibrium indefinitely, AxteU and Epstein hope to soon provide a version of
ASL with easy-to-use interfaces with which to study epidemics, economics, ecosystems, international
relations, and cMl violence,

5,7 Applications Within the SFI Buslness Network Community

Over the past year SFI's research has attracted comities'able, and diverse, attention from businesses
interested in transferring the scientific results into products and services, In June I_2 SFI organized its
Business Network for Complex Systems Research, By November 1993 it had 13 member companles, ead'_
having contributed at least $25,000 per year in support of SFI research, Their interests are grouped
roughly in two areas: computation, and economics/financial markets, Both of those areas make
extensive use of novel simulation techniques developed and refined as part of SFI's research,

One of the long-term relationships has been with Maxis Software, which continues to pioneer the
developmentofadaptivesimulationswithstrongeducationalgoals,Thiswas seenearly(andwith
increasingsophistication)in itsapproachto"Sire"programs(SimCity,SimEarth,SimAnt,SimLife),
These Maxis softwarepackageshave developeda strongfollowingnot onlyin the consumer
marketplace,butalsointhescb.ools,As theNew YorkTimesriotedh'tan articleon November 7,1993,
Maxishasprovidedstudentswithtsimulationsinwhichtheycanunderstandthetrade-.offsnecessaryin
realdecisionmakingand plarming,More recentlyMaxishasbegun todevelopspecializedsimulations
forbusinesspurposes(SimReflnery,developedforChevron,isa well-knownexample),Irtmid-1993
Maxis,incollaborationwiththemanagementconsultingfirmCoopers& Lybrand,begandevelopinga
telecommunicationsindustrysimulation(TeleSim)thatdrawsdirectlyon researchatSantaFe Institute
on adaptationand learninginsystemsand organizations,At thesame timeMaxis isdeveloping
simulationsthatareaimedatthepolicyworld,beginningwitha simulationofhealthcarepolicythat
is,again,inspiredby thesimulationapproachesatSFI,

InJune 1993theAdvanced ResearchProjectsAgency (ARPA) and theNaval ResearchLaboratory
(NRL)joinedtheBusNetasa way tostayabreastofnew simulationand computationresearch,The
primaryinterestwithinNRL isin thework inartificialintelligenceand machinelearning,while
ARPA iseagertoexpo_ many ofitscontractorsandcollaboratorstonovelapproachestosimulationand

' computation, Similarly, the Electric Power Research h'_stitute plans to take advantage of SFI work in
simulation for its needs in understanding the dynamics of power systems and in developing new control
systems for energy systems,

A small firm near Santa Fe, TXN Inc,, is interested in research done by one of SFI's postdoctoral fellows,
David Wolpert, in the area of machine learning, TXN intends to apply that work to extracting
patterns from large biological and economic data bases,

C'_aeof the first companies to join SFI's Business Network was the newly formed Interval Research, an
R&D firm exploring long-term potential applications of new approaches to computing and
commtmications, One of the scientists there, Aviv Bergman, maintains an active role in SFI research as
well, having been an SFI Summer School student several years ago, The company will probably
increase its support for research in 1994 by funding a postdoctoral fellowship in computation,

Finally, an early Bush'_ess Network member, John Deere, has been attracted by the virtually untapped
potential of the application of complexity sciences to manufacturing, Additionally, SFI has inspired a
loosely organized group of manufacturixlg engineers to pursue these approaches within their own
companies, and several dozen of them have become eager audiences for SFI's increasing distribution of
research results via the Internet,
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6, EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Since its founding SFI has been committed to speeding the infusion of complexity science into h'aditional
science practice, and to promoting understanding of the implications of this kind of interdksciplinary
research, With a nationally known summer school, innovative undergraduate internships, a popular
series of community talks, and a thriving postdoctoral program the Institute pursues this commitment on
m_'myfronts,
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6,1 Education

Any discussion of SFI educational programs starts with the Complex Systems Summer School which
has become a premier training experience for science students considering research careers in complexity
science, The stx-year-old program hu now brought nearly four hundred graduate sttldents and postdocs
to Santa Fe and introduced them, in many cases for the first time, to different aspects of the sciences of
complexity, Both lecturers and students return to SFI for research and form an international network
advancing this new discipline, The School also serves as a comprehensive educational resource for
Undergraduate and Graduate Fellows otherwise in residence at SFI, The Proceedings, which are
published in book form within a year of each school, have spread the gospel much further, contributing
to both the evolving definition and the direction of the field of complexity,

The original, and still=primary, idea of the school (held every June) is to provide a concrete
manifestation of the notion that a new science of Complex Systems has emerged, While many of the
topics can be found individually in some university courses or other summer schools, there is no othex
school which tries to bring together such a varied assortment of problems, approaches, and subjects
under a unifying idea, Each session gathers about 60 outstandin 8 advanced graduate students (along
with a few postdoctoral fellows and even some undergraduates) from a broad range of academic
disciplines for a month of instruction by leading researchers from fields as diverse as neurobiology,
nonlinear dynamics, and computation theory,

The School captures these students at a critical juncture of their careers and, consecluently, often has a
major impact on their intellectual lives, A zoology postdoctoral fellow from Duke, Lee Altenberg,
described his Summer School experience this way: "I came away from it with the sense that I knew
some of the basic underpinnings of neural networks, chaos, genetic algorithms, condensed matter,, ,I hope
to have two papers cih'ectlycoming out of having been here, one on genetic algorithms and one on rugged
landscape evolution, I may even have a job for this year from a connection I made in part through
participation at SFI,"

The School is a national effort, supported by a number of institutions, national labs, and funding
agencies, Since the beghxning the program has had strong support not only from SH but also from CNLS
at Los Alamos; the Universities of Arizona, Michigan, illinois, Texas, and New Mexico; and Sandia
National Laboratories, It has also had financial support from the University of California system,
Brandeis, Stanford, Columbia, Yale, Princeton, and the Universities of Pennsylvania and Florida,
NSF, DOE, NIMH, and ONR provide core funding,

An Organizing and Steering Committee representing the consortium of sponsors provides general
guidance, Co-Directors for the School since 1991 have been Daniel Stein (U, Arizona) and Lyru'_Nadel
(U, Arizona), By virtue of administrative experience with the School and because Santa Fe is a prime
site for such a summer activity, the likelihood is great that the Complex Systems Summer School will
continue to be run irt Santa Fe by SFI, While at the School students are particularly encouraged to
attend SFI seminars, workshops, and public lectures, and many do; every year some Summer School
faculty are chosen from the SFI postdocs, External Faculty, or Science Board members; and certain
sessions are set aside for the students to learn more about research activities at the SFI,

Summer School alumni including Aviv Bergman, Bill Bruno, Stephanie Forrest, Nell Gershenfeld,
Wentian Li, John Miller, and Andreas Weigend have gone on to conduct research at the Institute, and
the schools have also played an important role in introducing more senior _ientists to the Santa Fe
Insti,*ute, Several members of the Institute's research community--including Jay Mittenthal, Joe Traub,
Peter Wolynes, and Bernard Huberman--initially came to Santa Fe as Complex Systems Summer
School faculty,

if they are in residence at the right time, the Institute's various Graduate Fellows often attend parts of
the Summer School, Along with SFI's weekly colloquia and seminars, it gives them insight into the
broad basis of complexity research, in 1993 the Institute hosted the residencies of twelve graduate
students, The_tr work is described elsewhere in this report, (Ali in ali the Institute has hosted nearly
three dozen such residencies in the past five years,) In most cases--like that of Ten'y Jones' work on
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ECHO---GraduateFellowsareinresidenceon a long-termbasis,oftenforatleasta fullacademicyear

They dividetheirtimebetweenthesispreparationand relatedwork on SFIprojects,bothconducted
undertheclosedirectionofa seniormentorattheInstitute,AlthoughSFIisnota degree-granting
institution,itcan alreadypointtothreePh,D.degreesforwhichthethesisresearchwas done atSFI,
andseveralmoreareintheworksnow,

The Summer Schoolal_ providesacomprehensiveintroductiontocomplexitysciencefortheInstitute's
undergraduateinterns,mostofwhom areinresidenceatSFIduringthesummer months.ThisyearSFI
had sixstudentsonhand,supportedinpartby a grantfromtheNationalScienceFoundationthroughits
ResearchExperiencesforUndergraduatesProgram.TheInstitutehasaparticularlystronginvestment
inthesuccessofthisprojectwhichcapturesstudentsata veryearlypointintheircareersand isaimed
especiallyatminoritiesand women--particularlyfromsmallercolleges.As partoftheprogrameach
studentworks wRh a facultymentor on an individualprojectfocusingon some aspectof the
computationalpropertiesofcomplexsystems,(ThementoralsooftenincorporatesSummer School
attendanceintotheproject,)Thissmnmer theresearchprojectswere variedand sophisticated:they
ranged from an explorationof theeffectivenessof spatialdifferentiationin the Fontana/Buss
ALchemy modeltothedesignofamethodforcomparingthetechniqueofDNA signatureanalysiswith
more traditionalphylogenetictoolsinstudiesoftheepidemiologlcallinkageofHIV sequences,ltis
expectedthatseveralarticlesin thellteraturewillresult,SFIlooksforwardtohostingthesame
ntmtberofundergraduatesin1994.

SFIPostdoctoralFellowsBetteKorber,MatsNordahl,WalterFontana,and CrisMoore wereamong the

mentorsforthisyear'sUndergraduateInternprogram,justonereflectionofthekey roletheseyoung
scientistsplayattheInstitute.The Institute'sPostdoctoralProgramhasbeeninplacesince1988and to
datehasinvolved15full-tlmeappointments.In1993SFIwas thehome institutionto11 postdoctoral
researchers.In additionto theindividualsnamed above James Hanson,BillMacready,Avidan
Neumann, MilanPalus,JamesTheiler,PaulStolorz,and David Wolpertworked atSFI.Sixofthese
appointmentsaresupporteddirectlybyInstitutefunds;fivearesupportedby restrictedmonies.

°I11ework ofeachofthesefellowsisdescrR_dindetailelsewhereinthisdocument.

SFrsabilitytotraintheseyol.mgscientistsextendsitswork asthefellowsmove intopositionsatother
universitiesand researchorganizations.The Institutekeepsinclosetouchwithitssixpostdoctoral
alumni, whose ongoing collaborations intermittently bring them back from Europe m_d throughout the
United States to Santa Fe. Tom Kepler, now in the Bi.mathematics Department at North Carolina
State University, continues to work with Alan Perelson on maturation of the immune response. Among
other projects at SFI Wentian Li worked on long-range correlations of DNA sequences; now at Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratoz._Li is spending time on computer simulation projects in Tom Marr's laboratory.
Paul Stolorz moved on from SFI in April 1993 to a position at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the

: California Institute of Technology. John Miller, an Assistant Professor of Social and Decision Sciences
: at Carnegie-University, is an External Faculty member who is deeply involved in the Institute's

adaptive computation and economics programs. The Institute's first Postdoctoral Fellow, Martin
Casdagll, now conducts research in financial trine series data at C, S. First Boston in New York. After
threeyearsinSantaFe MatsNordahlinSeptemberaccepteda prestigiousappointmentinTheoretical
PhysicsatChalmersTechnicalInstitute,Sweden. (Buthe was backatSFIwithina month attending
the Fontana/Lm'le workshop on artificial worlds.) Finally, in January, 1994, Walter Fontana will move
from SFI to the Urriversity of Vierma. Fontana's work on RNA secondary structure and the structure of
biological organization is deeply embedded in the Institute's current research agenda; it is likely he
willreturntoSFIon afrequentbasis.

In1994SFIanticipateseightpostdoctoralfellowsinresidenceatSFI.

6,2InstitutionalRelations

PartofSFrssupportforitsgrowingpostdoctoralprogramrequiresforginga strongweb ofinstitutional
com_ections. In this way it begins to build a professional career network for the young scientists who

m
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have assumed the risks of working in a relatively new field, SFI sees itself as synergistic rather than
competitive with the great research universities, m_d it strives to build strong connections with them,
and with the national research laboratories, tba,._ughits External Faculty connections, visiting fellows
program, Complex Systems Summer School participation, enidstudent residencies,

The relationship between SFI and the University of Michigan has established a highly successful
precedent, Since 1991 nearly two dozen University of Michigan faculty have spent time in residence at
SH, joining collaborations with new colleagues from other institutions, There is an am_ual joint complex
systems seminar at the University of Michigan campus at Ann Arbor every November,

While no other SH university relationships approach Michigan in ,stzel there are growing clusters of
SFl-influencedresearchattheUniversitiesof California(Berkeley),Chicago,Illinois,Minnesota,
New Mexico,Pennsylvania,and Wisconsin;and attheCaliforniaInstituteofTechnology,Stanford
University,and YaleUniversity,InternationallytherearegroupsattheWeizmann InstituteirtIsrael,
attheUniversityofVienna,theMax Planckinstitutes,and ChalmersUniversityinSweden, SFIcan
claimsome parentagefortheComplex SystemsCentersatthe Universityof Arizonaand Duke
University,and inMay, 1993,thenewly foundedKrasnow Instituteof Advanced Study held its
foundingworkshop "The Mind, the Brain,and Complex Adaptive Systems"which featured
presentationsby severalSFIassociates,

SeveralofSFrsvisitingscientistshaveintroducedformalcourseson complexityand complexadaptive
systemsattheirhome universities,These includeSethLloydand MurrayGell-MannattheCalifornia
InstituteofTechnology,HarrySwinney atUniversityofTexasatAustin,JohnMilleratCarnegie-
MellonUniversity,PeterCarruthersattheUniversityofArizona,David Lane attheUniversityof
Minnesota, and John Holland at the University of Midxigan,

Two SFI-sponsored competitions--a computerized market and a time-series analysis problem--also
have encouraged link-ups with academic and research communities at large, The Arizona Token
Exchange--a computerized market in which a fictional commodity is traded--h_ been created by SFI
and the University of Arizona's Economic Science Laboratory to compare the performance of human and
program traders, Human players play against computer programs, and dollar earnings accumulate in
individual accounts until time of cash out, In 1991 SFI researchers Neff Gershenfeld (Harvard) and
Andreas Weigend (Xerox PARC) ran a time-series prediction and analysis competition to help compare
various techniques in this field, A workshop last year studied the results of the competition,
Although this competition is now formally over--in fact, a proceedings volume stunmarizing the results
appeared this year--the experimental data remains available and is still frequently accessed,

As mentioned, SFI researchers are developing novel simulations and modeling applications in
conjunction with several of the Institute's Business Network members, The Network was established in
1992 in response to the growing interest in SFI research by companies, BusNet members have the
opportunity to meet with and explore problems of mutual interest with SFI associates, On the one
hand, the Network gives corporations a chance to become part,of the many ongoing re.arch networks
that are centered at SFI; on the other, re,searchers get a "reality check" on the technological concerns of
cutting-edge ventures, To date the SFI Business Network has 13 members,

6.3 Publications

SFI makes a large investment each year (on the order of $200,000) to its publications program, To speed
the impact of the Institute's work in complexity science, it has a strong investment in making sure the
results are well known and easily available, At the end of the 1993 there are nearly 25 books in print as
part of SFI's ongoing series published by Addison-Wesley, This year more than 10,000 volumes were
sold, bringing the total sales figures for the series to more titan 46,000 books, At least four more volumes
are slated to appear in 1994,

This year SFI published more than 70 research papers as part of its Working Paper series, an annual
number that has increased since the series began in 1991, More than 10,000 copies of wu_louspapers were
distributed in 1993, This year the Institute also inaugurated publication of the Research Update, a
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newsletter distributed to SFI's research family on a monthly basis. It joins the more in-depth SFI
Bulletin which comes out twice a year. The Update and Bulletin along with a growing number of
working papers, are now available through the Santa Fe Institute Bulletin Board System (SFIBBS)
which came on-line in March of this year. Finally, the premier issue of Complexity: An International
Journal of Complex Adaptive Systems is slated to appear in September, 1994, published by John Wiley
and Sons. The magazine's home offices will be at SFI. The journal will cover ali aspects of the sciences
of complexity from a readable, topical slant. Half of each issue will be devoted to tutorial papers,
commentary pieces, news items, letters-to-the-editor, and book reviews, with the _:emainder of the
issue consisting of relatively short technical communications. The target audience for Complexity
consists of professional scientists and engineers, teachers and students in ali branches of science,
engineering, social science, and the humanities who are involved with complex systems. Although
independent of SFI, the venture involves several memben; of the Institute's intellectual family. Harold
Morowitz (George Mason) is Editor; John Casti (SFI) is Executive Editor. Associate Editors are lVlichele
BoIdrin (Northwestern), Peter Carruthers (U. Arizona), Marcus Feldman (Stanford), and Wojceich
Zm'ek (LANL).

6.4 Community Outreach

Some of the Institute's programs provide a chance for nontechnical audiences to consider the
implications and uses of the_ new approaches to understanding the behavior of complex systems.

Since 1990 the Institute has hosted monthly talks for the community on a wide range of topics within
the sciences of complexity. Speakers have included John Archibald Wheeler, John Maynard Smith,
Murray Gell-Mann, Oliver Sacks, and James Gleick. The talks are free, and draw audiences of
anywhere from 200 to 700 people. In 1993 three local banks and a Santa Fe-based foundation joined the
Institute in supporting this prograrn, testament to the value of the series to the community. Speakers
confirmed for 1994 are Leon Lederman, Walter Alvarez, John Holland, Brian Arthur, and Murray Gell-

Mann. The SFI librarian catalogs and circulates videos of colloquia and public lectures to a nationwide
network of SFI friends. This service is free of charge.

SFI has _,lso extended the concepts of complex systems to local secondary schools in a 1992-93 pilot
project to see how those ideas could stimulate interest at earlier stages of education. The program
combined in-school lectures by the Institute's research staff with a seminar program for a more limited
number of students. Fifty students from five public and private high schools took part. Topics covered
artificial life, immunology, cellular automata, and scaling phenomena. The program has been popular
with participants--students and teachers alike. Based orr this initial project, SFI is considering next
steps which may include local teacher training and networking and possible software development.



APPENDIX I

1993 SFI WORKING PAPERS

93-01-001 Smooth Maps of the Interval and the Real Line Capable of Universal Computation
Cristopher Moore

93-01-002 The Evolution of Secondary Organization in Immune System Gene Libraries
Ron Hightower, Stephanie Forrest, and Alan S, Perelson

93-01-003 Political Parties and Electoral Landscapes
Ken KoUnmn, John H, Miller, and Scott E, Page

93-01-004 Aggregate Fluctuations from Independent Sectoral Shocks: Self-Organized Criticality
in a Model of Production and Inventory Dynamics
Per Bak, Kan Chen, Josd Scheinkman, and Michael Woodford

93-02-005 The Quasi-Periodic Oscillations and Low-Frequency Noise of Scorpius X-1 as Transient
Chaos: A Dripping Handrail?
Jeffrey D. Scargle, David L. Donoho, James P. Crutchfleld, Thomas Steiman-Cameron,
James Imamura, and Karl Young

93-02-006 Pathways to Randomness in the Economy: Emergent Nonlinearity and Chaos in
Economics and Finance
W. A. Brock

93-02-007 On the Use of Evidence in Neural Networks

David H, Wolpert

93-02-008 The Santa Fe Art Market
Martin Shubik

93-02-009 Combining Generalizers Using Partitions of the Learning Set

David H, Wolpert

93-03-010 Turbulent Pattern Bases for Cellular Automata

James P, Crutchfield and James E, Hanson

93-03-011 The Evolution of Interface: Reduction of Recombination Among Three Loci
. David B. Goldstein, Aviv Bergman, and Marcus W. Feldman

93-03-012 Some Advantages and Disadvantages of Recombination
Sarah P. Otto, Marcus W. Feldman, and Freddy B. Christiansen_

93-03-013 Generic Excitable Dynamics on a Two-Dimensional Map
Dante R. Chialvo

93-03-014 Revisiting the Edge of Chaos: Evolving Cellular Automata to Perform Computations
-- Melanie Mitchell, Peter T. Hraber, and James P. Crutchfield

93-03-015 Memory in Idiotypic Networks due to Computation Between Proliferation and
Differentiation

; Bernhard Sulzer, Avidan U, Neumann, J, Leo van Hemmen, and Ulrich Behn

93-03-016 On Overfitting Avoidance as Bias
David H. Wolpert

-_ 93-03-017 Chaotic Time Series Analysis: Identification and Quantification Using
Information-Theoretic FunctionMs.

" Milan Palus

93-04-018 Rea.l-Valued, Continuous-Time Computers: A Model of Analog Computations, Part I
- Cristopher Moore
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93-04-019 Predicting the Size of the T-CeU Receptor and Antibody Combining Region from
Consideration of Efficient Self-Nonself Discrimination

Jerome K. Percus, Ora E. Percus, and Alan S. Perelson

93-04-020 How Diverse Should the Immune System Be?
Rob J. De Boer and Alan S, Perelson

93-04-021 News from the Northern American Southwest: Prehistory on the Edge of Chaos
Timothy A, Kohler

93-04-022 A Model for the Immune System Response to HIV: AZT Treatment Studies
Denise E. Kirschner and Alan S. Perelson

93-04-023 Echoing Emergence
John H. Holland

93-04-024 Reverse Hillclimbing, Genetic Algorithms and the Busy Beaver Problem
Terry Jones and Gregory J. E. Rawlins

93-05-025 Implications of Creation
David E. Hiebeler '

93-05-026 Don't Bleach Chaotic Data

James Theiler and Stephen Eubank

93-05-027 Evolution of Recombination Among Multiple Selected Loci: A Generalized Reduction
Principle
Lev A. Zhivotovsky, Marcus W. Feldman, and Freddy B. Christiansen

93-05-028 Fluctuation Spectroscopy
K. Young and J. P. Crutchfield

93-05-029 The Escape Problem for Irreversible Systems
R. S. Maier and D. L. Stein

93-05-030 The Cognitive Revolution?
Jol'u_ L. Casti

93-06-031 Random Walks and Orthogonal Functions Associated with Highly Symmetric Graphs
Peter F. Stadler

93-05-032 The Theoretical Grapples with Complex Systems
Lee A. Segel

93-06-033 The Calculus of Self-Interest in the Development of Cooperation: Sociopolitical
Development and Risk Among the Northern Anasazi
Timothy A. Kohler and Carla R. Van West

93-06-034 MogoUon Manos, Metates and Agricultural Dependence: Pithouse Villages, A.D. 200-
1000
Michael W. Diehl

93-06-035 "Observing Complexity" and "The Complexity of Observation"
James P. Crutchfield

93-06-036 The Effect of Focusing and Caustics on Exit Phenomena in Systems Lacking
Detailed Balance
Robert S. Maier and D. L. Stein

93-06-037 When Will a Genetic Algorithm Outperform Hill-Climbing?
Melanie Mitchell and John Holland
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93-06-038 A Biologist's Guide to Internet Resources
Una Smith

93-06-039 Swarms, Phase Transitions, and Collective Intelligence
Mark M. MiUonas

93-06-040 Dynamics, Computation, and the "Edge of Chaos": A Re-Examination
Melanie Mitchell, James P. Crutckffield, and Peter Hraber

93-06-041 Prediction and Adaptation in an Evolving Chaotic Environment
Alfred Hubler and David Pines

93-06-042 Linear Operators on Correlated Landscapes
Peter F. Stadler

93-06-043 Statistics of RNA Melting Kinetics
Manfred Tacker, Walter Fontana, Peter F. Stadler, and Peter Schuster

93-07-044 Fast Folding and Comparison of RNA Secondary Structures
Ivo L. Hofacker, Walter Fontana, Peter F. Stadler, L. Sebastian Bonhoeffer,
Manfred Tacker, and Peter Schuster

93-07-045 From Sequences to Shapes and Back: A Case Study in RNA Secondary Structures
Peter Schuster, Walter Fontana, Peter F. Stadler, and Ivo L. Hofacker

93-07-046 Estimating Functions of Probability Distributions from a Finite Set of
Samples; Part I: Bayes Estimators and the Shannon Entropy
David H. Wolpert and David R. Wolf

93-07-047 Estimating Functions of Probability Distributions from a Finite Set of Samples;
Part II: Bayes Estimators for Mutual Information, Chi-Squared, Covariance, and Other
Statistics

David R. Wolf and David H. Wolpert

93-07-048 Immune Networks Modeled by Replicator Equations
Peter F. Stadler, Peter Schuster, and Alan S. Perelson

93-08-049 Perspectives and Growth Areas of Basic Research in Germany
Siegfried Grossmann

93-08-050 Modeling Defective Interfering Virus Therapy for AIDS: Conditions for HW
Survival

George W, Nelson and Alan S, Perelson

93-08-051 Thl/Th2 Cross-Regulation
Michael A. Fishman and Alan S, Perelson
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preparation,
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submitted,
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submitted,
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Tim Kohler Washington State University

Ansela Linse University of Washington

David Pieczkiewicz Case Western Reserve, Undergraduate Intern

Matt Root Washington State University

The Economy as a Complex, Adaptive System

James Andreoni University of Wisconsin

W. Brian Arthur Stanford University, External Faculty

Larry Blume Cornell University

David Easley Cornell University

Dan Friedman University of California, Santa Cruz

David Lane U rtiversity of Minnesota

Blake LeBaron, program head University of Wisconsin

Martin Lettau Princeton University, Graduate Fellow

Franco Malerba Bocconi University

Robert Marks Stanford University

John Miller Carnegie-Mellon University, External Faculty

John Moody Oregon Graduate Institute

Luigi Orsenigo Bocconi University

Richard Palmer Duke University, External Faculty

Robert Savit University of Michigan

Martin Shubik Yale University

William Sudderth University of Minnesota

Miguel Virasoro University of Rome

Nick Vriend University of Bonn

Patterns in Chaotic Data

Michael Angerman Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dante Chialvo State University of New York, Syracuse

Peter Chu Santa Fe Institute

Do_nae Far_ner The Prediction Company, External Faculty

Brant Hinrichs Beckman Institute, University of Illinois, Graduate Fellow

James Theiler, program head Los Alamos National Laboratory/SFI Postdoctoral Fellow

Computational Approaches to Genetic Data

Bill Bruno Los Alamos National Laboratory

Joe Br3,ngek_on Los Alamos National l.,aboratory
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Rob Farber Los Alamos National Laboratory, External Faculty

Walter Fontana SFI Postdoctoral Fellow

Jeff In_an St. John's College, Member

Bette Korber Los Alamos National Laboratory/SH Postdoctoral Fellow

Alan Lapedes Los Alamos National Laboratory, External Faculty

Michael Lowenstein Undergraduate Intern

Paul Stolorz SI_I Postdoctoral Fellow

ComplexiOy, Entropy and the Physics of Information

Murray Gell-Marun California Institute of Technology, External Faculty

Tino Gramss California Institute of Technology

James Hartle University of California, Santa Barbara

Seth Lloyd Los Alamos National Laboratory, External Faculty

Wojciech Zurek Los Alamos National Laboratory, External Faculty

Artificial Life/Swarm Project

Christian Van Den Broeck Limburgs University

Stefan Helmreich Stanford University, Visiting Graduate Fellow

David Hiebeler Thinking Machines Corporation

Chris Langton, program head Los Alamos National Laboratory, External Faculty

Bill Macready University of Toronto, SFI Postdoctoral Fellow

Mark Millonas Los Alamos National Laboratory

Steen Rasmussen Los Alamos National Laboratory

Tom Ra)' University of Delaware

Bruce Sawhill St, John's College

Josh Smith Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Media Lab

Evolution of Structures in Neurobiology

Valerie Gremillion Los Alamos National Laboratory

Julian Jack Oxford University

Nancy Kopell Boston University

Charles Stevens Salk Institute

Integrative Core Research

Philip Anderson Princeton University

theory of disorder; computers and complexity; scaling phenomena;
origin of life and other biophysical topics; neural nets
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Michel Baranger Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Los Alamos National
Laboratory

periodic trajectories as a tools for understanding chaos; the
quantization of nonlinear systems with many degrees of freedom
with emphasis on low-lying excitations; the philosophical and
ethical implications of the chaos revolution--working on a popt_ar
book on this topic

Aviv Bergman Stanford University/Interval Research

evolutionary biology, population genetics

Leo Buss, Biology Yale University

theoretical biology, RNA secondary structure

David Campbell University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

nonlinear dynamics

John Casti Santa Fe Institute

theory and application of metabolism-repair systems; the structure
and dynamics of road traffic networks; writing a general-reader
volume on complex systems to be published by Harper Collins

George Cowan SaJata Fe Institute

maturational phenomena and development of mental abilities/
competence in the very young; integrated themes in complex
adaptive systems

Jim Crutchfield University of California, Berkeley, External Faculty

computational mechanics, state space structures in high-
dimensional systems. Joined by his U.C. students Dan Upper, Jim
Hanson, and Karl Young.

Jean Czerlinski New College of University of Southern Florida, Undergraduate
Intern

dynamics of evolutionary systems

Emily Dickenson Santa Fe Institute

-- works with Stuart Kauffman on the implementation and testing of
a model of technological evolution based on Kauffman's

autocatalytic polymer set model for the origin of life

Kari Eloranta Helsinki University of Technology

cellular automata

Walter Fontana SFI Postdoctoral Fellow
_z

-- theoretical biology, RNA secondary structure

Leon Glass McGill University

high-dimensional models of gene and neural networks

_. J_m Hanson SFI Postdoctoral Fellow
_

computation in spatially extended systems
z
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Brosl Hasslacher Los Alamos National Laboratory

nanotechnology

Alfred Hubler University of Illinois, External Faculty

control of chaotic systems, pattern formation and principle of
minimum resistance, nonlinear chemistry, algebraic integration of
nonlinear oscillators

Atlee Jackson University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

foundations of science

Erica Jen Los Alamos National Laboratory, External Faculty

cellular automata

Stuart Kauffman Santa Fe Institute and University of Pennsylvania, External
Faculty

behavior of parallel processing, disordered networks of binary
elements governed by Boolean functions; the "origin of life"
problem; structure of rugged fitness landscapes in biology and some
solid state physics problems; adaptation in complex systems;
coevolution and game theory

Danielle A, M, Konings University of Colorado

working with Peter Stadler on investigating the relation of
genotype and phenotype using the folding of RNA sequences as a
computational model

Greg Kramer Santa Fe Instihate and Clarity, SFI Member

audification, the use of changes in sound to display the status of a

multidimensional system

Gottfried Mayer-Kress CCSR, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

nonlinear dynamics, chaos, and synergetics; applications to medical
and security problems; computational mathematics; scientific
visualization

z

Pamela McCorduck

complex adaptive systems in the arts, hypertext, artificial life,
' knowledge-based systems

Bill Macready University of Toronto, Postdoctoral Fellow

working with Stuart Kauffman

Nelson Minar Reed College, Undergraduate Intern

What distinguished spatial functional organizations from the
* mean field counterpart? Minar is exploring this question within

the lambda-calculus modeling framework of Buss/Fontana,

Cris Moore SFI Postdoctoral. Fellow

1 the complexity of physics, exploring the limits of the physical
-- Church-Turing thesis that the behavior of physical objects is_

computable

_
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Vamsi Mootha Stanford University, Undergraduate Intern

secondary structure robustness of introns; the calculation of the
density of states of an RNA

Randall Morck University of Alberta

economics and thermodynamics

Harold Morowitz George Mason University, SFI Science Board Member

currently, a unified theory of biological organization

Mats Nordahl SFI Postdoctoral Fellow

models of coevolution, spreading rates and Lyapunov exponents for
spatially extended systems, statistical mechanics of random
dynamical systems, reversible cellular automata and physical
modelling; evolutionary approaches to neural networks

Milan Palus Prague Psychiatric Center

applied nonlinear dynamics including information and entropy
properties of chaotic systems and spatic_.temporal chaos

Luca Pelitt University of Naples

Darren Pierre Case Western Reserve, Undergraduate Intern

working with Alfred Hubler

David Pines University of Illinois, Urbana-Champagne, External Faculty

condensed matter theory; theoretical astrophysics, integrative
aspects of complex, adaptive systems

Alexia Manaster Ramer Wayne State University

mathematically bridging the descriptive evolutionary approach to
language and the Chomskian approach

Peter Schuster Institute for Molecular Biology

statistical characterization of RNA secondary structure and
derived properties

Andreas Schwienhorst Max Planck institute

working with Peter Stadler on investigating the relation of
genotype and phenotype using the folding of RNA sequences as a
computational model

Roger Shepard Stanford University

biological evolution; learning and categorization; Bayesian and
maximum entropy influence; science of mind

Mike Simmons, program head Santa Fe Institute

novel artifical per_lrbation and variational tecl'miques for treating
nonlinear problems

Peter Stadler University of Vienna

in collaboration with Walter Fontana and Peter Schuster,

investigating the relation of genotype and phenotype using the
folding of RNA sequences as a computational model



David Stork Stanford/Ricoh Research

machine learning and Bayesian analysis

Ed Thorpe Thorpe & Associates, San Diego

guest of John C_ti; research interests in games in the stock market

Bill Tozier University of Pennsylvania

working with Stuart Kauffman and' Bill Macready on subcritical
and supercritical reactions in complex chemical systems

i

Joe.Traub Columbia University

computational complexity; issues relating to what is scientifically
knowable

David Wolpert SFI Postdoctoral Fellow

supervised machine learning relating to the fields of neural nets, AI
and statistics; time asymmetry, the foundations of statistical
mechanics, and the thermodynamics of computation

Larry Wood GU'E

vi_ting Stuart Kauffman to discuss bounded rationality in economics
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APPENDIX V

LIST OF 1993 COLLOQUIA

Topology from a Time Series
Mark Muldoon, UNversity of Warwick

The Calculus of Self-Interest in the Development of Cooperation: Sociopolitical Development and
Risk Among the Northern Anasazi

Tlm Kohler, Washington State Urdversity/SFl

Autocatalytic Group li lntron Splicing
Kevin Jarrell, Harvard University

A Technologically Feasible Quantum Computer
Seth Lloyd, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Continuous ComputerswA Theory of Analog Computation
Cris Moore

Searching for Patterns in Highly Variable HIV Proteins
Bette Korber, Los Alamos National Laboratory/SFI

Oscillation and Chaos in High-Dimensional Neural and Gene Networks
Leon Glass, McGill University

The Cerebelh_m as a Neural-Net Associative Memory: An Inspiration for Robot Design
Pentti Kanerva, NASA Ames Research Center, Tampere University of Technology

Reverse Hillclimbing, Genetic Algorithms and the Busy Beaver Problem
Terry Jones, University of New Mexico/SFl

Emergence of Mutualism
G6rard Weisbuch, Ecole Normale Sup6rieure

Chemical Reactio_ Automata; Some Dcsigrl Considerations
Per Bro, Southwest Electrochemical Company

Coffee Price Wars and the Genetic Algorithm: Estimating Strategies in a Real-World Oligopoly!
Robert Marks, Stanford University/University of New South Wales

Complexity Increases in Evolution, NOT/
Dan McShea, University of Michigan

Making Genetic Algorith.ls Fly: A Lesson from the Wright Brothers
David Goldberg, University of Illinois

Are Morphological Characters Recursively Defined by the Genome?
Gi.inter Wagner, Yale University

Incomplete Observation .._ Infinite States
Dan Upper, University of California, Berkeley

Natural Selection and the Evolution qf Evolvability
Gunter Wagner, Yale University

Evolutionary Dynamics of Spatial Games
Mats Nordahl, SFI

Dimensional Scalfllg qf" Dynamical Correlations
Dudley Herschbach, Harvard University

Economic Tt_eoru Past and Futl_re: Eco_wmics, Physics, and Biology
" Martin Shubik, Yale University
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Claasificatton of Patterns Using MLP-Networks Trained by a *Direct" Iterative Procedure
Stefano Fanellt, University of Rome

Coherent Structures in Cellular Automata

jim Hanson, University of California, Berkeley

.Complexity and Chao_ on the Modern Battlefield
Dudley Miller and Mark Sulcoski, University of Virginia

Migraine Aura: Self Organization and the Visual Cortex
Oliver Sacks, Albert Einstein University and New York University

An Application of Genetic Function Approximation to Quantitative Structure. Activity Relationship
(QSAR) Analysis

David Rogers, Molecular Simulations, Inc,

Quantum Teleportation and Other Re_'ent Results in Quantum Information
Charles Bennett, IBM T. J, Watson Research Center

Catching Slippery Quanta: Following Changes in Quantal Size with Changes in Synaptic Efficacy
Julian Jack, Oxford University

Social Relations and Economic Changes Among Prehistoric Mogollon Pithouse Dwellers
Michael Diehl, University at Buffalo/SFI

High-Performance Analysis and Control qf Complex Systems Using Dynamically Reconfigurable
Silicon and Optical Fiber Memory

Laurence Wood, GTE

Large Ising and Immu_ology Lattices as Testi_lg Ground for Modern Super-Computers
Martin Shubik, Yale University

What ABOUT t.anguage?
Alexis Manaster Ramer, Wayne State University

Hurricarte AndreT__ and the Ideal Cat

Eric B, Kraus, Director Emeritus, NOAA/University of Miami

What's Missing h'om the "Standard Model" of Complex Systems, Part One and Two
Mark Millonas, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Complexity a.d the Study qf Privacy in the Digital Age
Tom Joluason, Columbia University and San Francisco State University

Poincard vs, Einstein7

Nandor Balazs, State University of New York at Stony Brook

A Simple Theory qf Learning from Examples
Christian Van Den Broeck, Limburgs University

Decision Trees: Constructi_lg and Deconstructing
Cullen Schaffer, CUNY/Hunter

Lattice Polymer Automata and the Emergence of Elasticity
Josh Smith, Cambridge University

What is Goi_lg to Replace "Microreductionism" and "Universal Laws"?
E, Atlee Jackson, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

; A_I Evolutionary Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma Game with Choice and Refusal of Partners
Dan Ashlock, Ann Stanley, and Leigh Tesfatsion, Iowa State Universi W

Think You U_lderstand Chaos? Think Again, I
E, Atlee Jackson, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

=
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Toward_ a Theoretical Foundation qf Simulation
Steen Rasmussen, Los Alamos National Laboratory/SFI

Direct Gas Dynamics in Cellular Automata
Karl Eloranta, Helsinki University of Technology

lntroducto_ Biology from an Advanced Point of View
Harold Morowitz, George Mason University

Value and Information (A Profit Maximizing Strategy .tbr Maxwell's Demon)
Randall Morck, University of Alberta

Traffic Jams, Cellular Automata, and Self.Organization
KaiNagel,LosAlamos NationalLaboratory/UniversityofCologne/SFl

A Visit to Hungarian Mathematics
Reuben Hersh and Vera John-Steiner, University of New Mexico

Methods and Considerations Concerning tlle Use of Molecular Epidemiology to Trace iI!v Tran,_mission:
The Case of the Florida Dentist in Retrospect

Bette Korber, Los Alamos National Laboratory/SFI

Extinction of the Dinosaurs: The Mexican Impact and Its Effect on the Earth System
Walter Alvarez, University of California, Berkeley

World Population Growth (An Essay on Dynamics of the Global Population System)
S. P. Kapitza, Institute for Physical Problems, Moscow

An Introduction to the Theory of Quantum Computatio_z
Tmo Gramss, California Institute of Technology

Ca-Waves and the Contractility it_ Glial Cell Networks: Creative Tension in the Nervous Systenl
Mark Cooper, University of Washington

The Emergence qf Complex Society in Ancient Hawaii
Robert Hommon, Naval Facilities Engineering Command

The Collaboratory
David Padwa

Evolution qf Universal Principles of Mind: The Emergence of Representation in Complex Systems
(6 lectures)

Roger Shepard, Stanford Universtty/SFl

Experimental Approaches to "Real" Fitness Landscapes
Andreas Schwienhorst, Max-Planck-Institute, G6ttingen/Institut fi.ir Molekulare
Biotechnologie, Jena

: Optimal Brain Surgeon and Connectionist Network Pruning
David Stork, Ricoh California Research Center

A Sensitivity Parameter for Cellular Automata
Philippe Binder, Wolfson College, Oxford

Sensory Integration for an Artificial Lip-Reading System
David Stork, Ricoh California Research Center

Percolation Phenomena and Critical Environmental Conditions Associated with Woodland Ecotones:

Bruce Milne, University of New Mexico

Cooperative Magnetic Interactions in Organic Molecules
Scott Silverman, California Institute of Technology
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Algorithmic Information Tt_eory
Greg Chaltin, IBM Yorktown Heights

Mathematical Aspects qf Emergence
Nlls Bass, University of Tronheim

Evolving Cellular Automata to Perform Computations_ Mec_nisms and impediments
Melanie Mitchell, 9ants Fe hmtitute

Earth's Evolution as Autopoietic Complexity
Elizabet Sahtouris
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APPENDIX VI

LIST OF 1993 WORKSHOPS

March 7-11 Reinforcement Learning in Robots: The Challenge of Scaling Up
Ntis Nilsson, Stanford University
Melanie Mitchell, Santa Fe Institute

May 9-13 On Learning ,and Adaptation in Robots and Sitt_tefl Agents
Melante Mitchell, Santa Fe Institute

May 22-24 On Maturaflonal Windows and Cortical Plasticity in Human Development:
Is There Reason foran Optimistic View
Bela Julesz, Rutgers University/California Institute of Technology
George Cowem, Santa Fe Institute

May 30-June 25 6th Annual Complex Systems Summer School
Lynn Nadel, University of Arizona
Daniel Stein, University of Arizona

June11-13 Project 2050zCrude Look at the Whole
Murray Gell-Mann, California Institute of Technology

June 28-July 10 Scientific Meetin 8 of the SFI External Faculty

July 11-15 Plastic Individuals in Evolving Populations: Models and Algorlfluns
2,1k Belew, University of California, San Diego
Melanie Mitchell, University of Michigan

July 21-30 and Theoretical Neurobiology Working Groups
August 9-19 Nancy Kopell, Boston University

Michael Stryker, University of California Medical School, San Francisco

September 7-15 The Economy as aComplex Adaptive System II
Kenneth Arrow, Stanford Llniversity
Philip Anderson, Princeton University

I

September 9-12 Fluctuations and Order: The New Synthesis
Mark Mtllonas, Los Alamos National Laboratory

September 19-21 Immune Memory in Theory end ,Experiment
Polly Matzinger, National Institute of Health
Avidan Neumaru_, Santa Fe Institute
Al_ul Perelson, Los Alamos National Laboratory/Santa Fe Institute

October 30- Founding Workshop on Cultural Evolution

November 3 Marc Feldman, Stanford University

Tim Kohler, Washington State University

November 7, 10-11 University of Michigan/Santa Fe Institute Annual Seminar
John Holland, University of Michigan

November 11-14 Artificial World Models
David Lane, University of Minnesota
Walter Fontana, Santa Fe Institute

December ,3--5 Workshop on Adaptation and Learning in Organizations
- Kenneth Arrow, Stanford University

Michael Cohen, University of Michigan
Murray Gell-Mann, California Institute of Technolog3'/Santa Fe Institute
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Dec_nber 6--7 SFI Business Network Workshop
Ed Knapp, Santa Fe Imti_te
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APPENDIX Vll

ROSTERS & SCHEDULES OF1993 WORKSHOPS

Roster for Workshop on Reinforcement Learnin8 in Robots: The Cludlense of Scaling Up, March 7-11,
1993

Prof, Christopher G, Atkeson M_sachuaetts Institute of T'echnology

Prof, Andrew Barto University of M_sachusetts

Dr, Jonathan ConneU IBM

Mr, George John Massachusetts Ir_titute of Technology

Dr, Sridhar Mahadevan IBM

Dr, Melante Mitchell Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Andrew Moore Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Prof, Nils N_lsson Stanford University

Mr, Pete Sandon Dartmouth College

Mr, Anton Schwartz Stanford University

Mx',Satinder Pal Stngh University of Mass

Dr, Steven Whitehead GTE Labs

Program for Workstmp on Reinforcement Learning in RobotszThe Challenge of Scaling Up, March 7-11,
1993

All formal tallc_and discussions will be in the mornings, 9:30-12:00, followed by lunch for the working
group participants, Ali mon'd.ng sessions are open to ,'myone at SFI,

The schedule for each rnoming is the following',

9:30 Talk

11100 Break

11',15-12:00 Discussi on

SUNDAY, MARCH 7

Steven Whitehead, GTE Labs

"Reit!forcement Learning: Where We Are, What To Do, and There We Fit lh"

MONDAY,MARCH8

Nils Nilsson, Robotics Lab, Department of Computer Science, Stanford
"On the Problem of Reinforcement Learning of Teleo-Reactive Trees"

TUESDAY,MARCH 9

Andrew W, Moore, MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
"Two Skirmishes ,vith the Curse of Dimensionality "

WEDNESDAY,MARCH 10

Sridhar MM_adevan, IBM T, J, Watson Research Center

"Rapid Task Learning for Real Robots"
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THLFRSDAY, MARCH 11

Andrew G. Barto and Satinder P. Singh, Department of Computer Science,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
"Behavior-Based Reinforcement?"

Roster for Working Group On Learning and Adaptation in Robots and Situated Agents, May 9--13,1993

Prof. Randy Beer Case Western Reserve University

Prof. Scott Benson Stanford University

Dr. Bruce Blu_berg Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Media Lab

; Lashon Booker The MITRE Corporation

Prof. Lisa Desjarlais University of New Mexico

Prof. Marco Dorigo Politecnico Di Milano

Dr. Gary Drescher Thinking Machines Corporation

Prof. Stephanie Forrest University of New Mexico

Dr. David Hiebeler Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Ron Hightower University of New Mexico

- Prof. John Holland University of Michigan

Dr, Terry Jones Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Leslie Kaelblmg Brown University

o Dr, Krasimir Kolarov Interval Research

Dr, Christopher Langton Los Alamos National Laboratory and Santa Fe h_stitute

Dr, Pattie Maes Massachusetts Institute oE Technology/Media Lab

Profo Lisa Meeden Indiana Universityz

-_ Prof. Jonathan Mills Indiana University

Dr, Henry Mmsky Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dr, Melanie Mitchell Santa Fe Institute
2

Prof. Nils Nilsson Stanford University

Dr. Steen Rasmussen Los Alamos National Laboratory and Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Mitd'_el Resnick Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Media Lab

Prof, Rick Riolo University of Michigan

Dr. Stewart Wilson Science

Prof. Brian Yamauchi Case Western Reserve University=,a

Program for Working Grovp On Learning and Adaptation in Rob,,',_sand Situated Agents, May 9-13, 1993

_ SUNDAY, MAY 9

9:30-10:00 A.M, Co.-'tinental Breakfast

_
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10:00-10:15 MIKE SIMMONS, Vice President for Academic Affairs, SFI
Welcome and Introduction to SFI

10:15-10:30 MELANIE MITCHELL, Resident Director, Adaptive Co_putation Program,
SFI

Overview of SFI's Adaptive Computation Program

10:30--12:00 JOHN HOLLKND, University of Michigan
Building Blocks, Parallelism, and Learning in 'Adaptive Agents

12._0 noon Lunch

2:00-3:30 P.M. STEWART WILSON, Rowland Institute for Science

Landscapes and Canals along the Animat Path to Al

3:_'_3--4:00 Break

4:00-4:30 LISA DESJARLAIS, University of New Mexico and Sandia National
Laboratory
Linked Learning Classifier Systems for Adaptive Robot Control Title

4:30-5:30 Discussion

MONDAY, MAY 10

8:30-9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00-10:30 RANDY BEER, Case Western Reserve University
A Dynamical Systems Perspective on Agent.Environment Interaction

10:30-11:00 Break

11:00-12:30 JONATHAN MILLS, Indiana University
"Let A Thousand Insects Loose"" Toward an Adaptive Colony of Adaptive
Robots

12:30 P.M. Lunch

2:00-4:00 Individual work, smaller groups, SFI activities, etc.

4:00-4:30 BPdAN YAMAUCHI, Case Western Reserve University

" Sequential Behavior and Learning in Dynamical Neural Networks

4:30-5:00 LISA MEEDEN, Indiana University
Emergent Control and Planning in an Autonomous Vehicle

5:(K)-6:00 Discussion
_

TUESDAY, MAY 11

8:30-9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00-10:30 PATTIE MAES, MIT

- Issues in modeling Adaptive Autonomous Agents

10:30-11:00 Break

11:00-12:30 GARY DRESCHER, Thinking Machines
The Schema Mechanism: Steps Toward Artificial Infancy

12:30 P.M. Lunch

2:00-4:00 Individual work, smaller groups, SFI activities, etc.

-
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4:00--4:30 BRUCE BLUMBERG, MIT

Brio: An Ethologically-lnspired Toolkit for Modelling Animal Behavior

4:30-5:00 HENRY MINSKY, MIT

Building A Visual System With Active Perception, Using the Schema
Mechanism

5:00-6:00 Discussion

WEDNESDAY, MAY 12

8:30--9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00--10:30 MARCO DORIGO, Politec._xico di Milano

Robot Shaping: Learning to Control a Real Robot By Distributed Learning
Classifier Systems

10:30-11:00 Break

11:00--12:30 LESLIE KAELBLING, Brown University
Hierarchical Reinforcgment Learning

12:30 P.M. Lunch

2:00-5:00 Individual work, smaller groups, SFI activities, etc.

5:30 Picnic dinner, Patrick Smith Park, East Alameda

THURSDAY, MAY 13

8:30-9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00-9:30 SCOTT BENSON, Stanford University
Agent Architectures Integrating Teleo-Reactive Trees and Planning

9:30--10:30 Discussion

10:30-.11:00 Break

11:00-12:00 Wrap-up discussion

Roster for Workshop On Maturational Windows and Cortical Plasticity in Human Development: Is
There Reason for an Optimistic View, May 22-24, 1993

Dr. John Allman California Institute of Technology

Dr. Antonella Antonini University of California, San Francisco

Dr. Elizabeth Bates University of Calit'ornia, San Diego

Dr. George Cowan Los Alamos National Laboratory/SFI

Prof. Bela Julesz Rutgers University

Dr. Avi Karni National Institutes of Health

Dr. Mark Konishi California Institute of Technology

Dr. Ilona Kovacs Rutgers University

Dr. Michael Merzenich University of California, San Francisco

Dr. Tim Pons National Institutes of Health--NIMH

Dr, Vilayanur S. Ramachandran University of California, San Diego

....
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Prof,JeffShrager Carnegie-MellonUniversity

Dr, Joan Stiles Universityof California,San Diego

Dr, Paula Tallal RutgersUniversity

ProLEdward Taub Universityof Alabama

. Dr, LeslieUngerleider NationalInstitutesof Health

Program forWorkshop On MaturationalWindows and CorticalPlasticityinHuman Development: Is

There Reason for an Optimistic View, May 22-24, 1993

SATURDAY, MAY 22

8:30-9:00A,M, ContinentalBreakfast

9:00-9:15 GEORGE COWAN, SFI President (Retired)
Welcome and Introduction to SFI

9:15-10:00 BELA JULESZ, Rutgers Uuniversity
Introductory Talk. Learning in Early Vision

10:00-11:00 MICHAEL MERZEN1CH, UCSF

Cortical Plasticity: Shaped, Distributed Representations of Learned
Behaviors

11:00-12:00 P.M. JOHN ALLMAN, Caltech

Learning to See Embedded Visual Figures: A Fast, Robust and Lasting Form of
Me.lory

12:00-2:00 Lunch
i

2:00-3:00 ANTONELLA ANTONINI, UCSF Medical School

Development of Cortical Columns and Their Thalamic Inputs

_- 3:30-4:00 MARK KONISHI, Caltech

" A "Critical Period" in Birdsong Learning

4:00-5:00 EDWARD TAUB, U. of Alabama, Birmingham
Behavioral Plasticity Following Central Nervous System Damage in Monkeys
and Man

SUNDAY, MAY 23

8:30-9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00-10:00 GYORGI BUZSAKI, Rutgers University
Memory Consolidation and Sleep: Physiological Perspective

10:00-11'.00 AVI KARN1, NIH

Where Visual Experience Makes Visual Skills: The Functional Localization
and Temporal Course of Learning a Basic Perceptual Task

11:00-12:00 P.M. TIM PONS, NIH

The Plastic Brain of Adult Primates-

- 12:00-2'.00 Lunch
=

2:00-3:00 V.S. RAMACHANDRAN, UCSDi

Plasticity in the Adult Human Brain: Phantom Limbs and Scotomas
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3:00-4:00 LESLIE UNGERLEIDER, NIH

Development and Plasticity of Cortico-Limbic Circuits in Monkeys

4:00-5:00 PAULA TALI,AL, Rutgers U,
In the Analysis of Speech, Time is of the Essence

MONDAY, MAY 24

8:30-9:00 A.M, Continental Breakfast

9:00-10:00 JOAN STILES, UCSD
Constraints on Plasticity in the Development of Language and Spatial

Cognition I,

10:00-11:00 ELIZABETH BATES, UCSD

Constraints on Plasticity in the Development of Language and Spatial
Cognition II.

11:00-12:00 P.M. JEFF SHRAGER, Carnegie-Mellon
Modeling the Development of Cortical Representations

12:00-2:00 WorkiJ_g Lunch

Roster for Sixth Annual Complex System_ Summer School, May 30-June 25,1993

Faculty

Dr. David K. Campbell University of Illinois at Urbana

Dr. Susan N. Coppersmith AT&T Bell Laboratories

Prof. Brian L. Keeley University of California, San Diego

Dr, Catherine Macken Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, Jay McClelland Carnegie-Mellon University

Dr, Bartlett Mel California Institute of Technology

Dr, Cris Moore Santa Fe Institute

Pro, Lynn Nadel University of Arizona

Dr, John Pearson Los Alamos National Laboratory

: Dr, Bruce Sawhill St, John's College

Dr, Olaf Sporns Neuroscience Institute

Prof, Daniel Stein University of Arizona

Dr, Randall Tagg University of Colorado

Dr. Kurt Thearling Thinking Machines Corporation

Dr, Matthew A, Wilson University of Arizona

Students

Eric Anderson Duke University

Philip Auerswald University of Washington

_ Wendy N, Baldwin University of New Mexico
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Ann M, Bell University of Wisconsin

Gregery Buzzard University of Michigan

Ajay Chitnis The Salk Institute

Vincent Darley University of Cambridge
/

1

Rajarshi Das _ , Colorado State University
, /'

Mark William ,Day,iii' , New Mexico State University

Benoit Desjardins University of Pittsburgh

Karl Diller University of New Hampshire

Irina Eckardt Harvard School of Public Health

Arne Elofsson 201 Molecular Biology Institute, Los Angeles
i

William J, Fortin Florida Atlantic University

Christopher Fuchs University of New Mexico

GySngyi_ Ga_l Brown University

Liane Gabora University of California, Los Angeles

Afshin Goodarzi NYNEX Science and Technology

Art Hershowitz Yale University

Allen Hjelmfelt Standord University

Maureane Hoffman Duke University Medical Center

Takashi Iwamoto Mitsubishi Electrical Corporation

Tom Johnson Popular Scierzce

CaMn Johnson Los Alarnos National Laboratory

Kisto Karjalainen University of Pennsylvania

Timothy Keitt University of New Mexico

Jan T, Kim Max-Planck Institut

James Kittock Stanford Unversity

Jochen Kumm Stanford University

Ladislav Lhotka Laboratory of Biomathematics, Institute of Entomology CAS, Czech
Republic

Pietro Lio University of Firenze

Jose Lobo Cornell University

Michael Lowensteh_ Stanford University

Xiaowu Lu Emory University

Michael Lyons California Institute of Technology

Armando Machado Duke University

L, Mahadevan Stanford University

Kenji Matsuoka State University of New York at Stony Brook
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David McCormack Bullard Laboratories

Bre_ McDonnell Stanford University

Carrie Merkle University of Arizona

William Farrington Miller Armstrong Laboratory

Jim Oliver University of Pennsylvania

Arjendu Pattanayak UniversityofTexas

PenioPenev RockefellerUniversity

ShirleyPepke Universityof California

Marcelo S,T,Piza New York University

Kenneth S, Ray aexpert

Marshall Rockwell Pacific Palisades, CA

David Rosen University of Nevada

Klaus Schmoltzi Institut ftir Theoretische Physik

Andrew Sonnenschein University of California

Zvezdelina Stankova Harvard University

Janet Stites Omni Magazine

VTilliam Sulis McMaster University

Ma_,¢red Tacker Institut f6r Theoretische Chemie

Xianzh_ Tang College of William and Mary

Patrick L, Tufts Brandeis University

Ken Umeno University of Tokyo

Andreas Wagner Yale University

Clay Williams Texas A&M

DongjunWu University of Pennsylvania

Program for Sixth Annual Complex Systems Summer School, May 30--June 25,1993

Each week includes two full series of course lectures, In addition there are daily seminars (one-two per

day), and research collaborations with fellow students, A computer laborato D' is available on a 24-
hour day basis,

MONDAY, MAY 31 TO FRIDAY, JUNE 4

"Introduction to Nonlinear Phenomena" (series of five lectures)

David K, Campbell, Physics, University of Illinois, Urbana

"Neural Models of the Visual Cortex" (series of five lectures)

Olaf Sporns, The Neuroscience Institute, New York

MONDAY, JUNE 7 TO FRIDAY, JUNE 11

"Single Neuron Computahon" (series of five lectures)
Bartlett Mel, Biology, California Institute of Technology

J
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"Instability and the Origin of Complexity in Fluid Flow" (series of five lectures)
Randall Tagg, Physics, University of Colorado, Denver

MONDAY, JUNE 14 TO FRIDAY, JUNE 18

"Complex Structures and Dynamics irt Condensed Matter Systems" (series of five lectures)
Sue Coppersmith, AT&T Bell Laboratories

"Adaptive Evolution on a Rugged Landscape" (series of three lectures) '
Catherine Macken, Theoretical Biology, Los Alamos National Laboratory

"Connectionkqt Models of Cognition and Learning" (two lectures)
Jay McClelland, Psychology, Carnegie-Mellon University

MONDAY, JUNE 21 TO FRIDAY, JuNE 25

"From Network Models to Network Recordings" (series of five lectures)
Matthew Wilson, Arizona Research Laboratories, Neural Systems, Memory and Aging Division

"The Computation Paradigm of Complexity" (series of five lectures)
Cris Moore, Santa Fe Institute

ADDITIONAL SEMlNARS

"Self-Organized Crlticalit)," (two seminars)
Bruce Sawhill, Human Interface Technology Laboratory and Santa Fe Institute

"The Genome', A Helical Tale" (two seminars)
Catherine Macken, Theoretical BiOlogy, Los Alamos National Laboratory

"Massively Parallel Computing and Complex Systems" (two seminars)
Kurt Thearling, Thinkh_g Machines Corporation

Roster for Workshop on Project 2050: Crude Look at the Whole, June 11-13,1993

Prof, Brian Arthur Stanford University

Dr, Rob Axtell Brookings Institution

Prof, Nazli Choucri Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dr, Rob Coppock World Resources Institute

Prof, Marc Feldman Stanford University

Prof, Murray Gell-Matin California Institute of Technology/Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Valerie Gremillion Lr,_sAlamos National Laboratory/Santa Fe Institute
r,

Mr, Joseph Jaworski Shell International Petroleum Co,, Ltd,

Prof, Geoff McNicoll Australian National Universi'ty

Prof, John Miller Carnegie-Mellon University

Dr, Avidan Neumann Santa Fe Institute

Mr, Roger Rainbow Shell International Petroleum Co,, Ltd,

Dr, Bruce Sawhill St, John's College/SFl

Dr, G6rard Weisbuch Ecole Normale Sup6rieure

- AVI1-9
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Program for Workshop on Project 2050: Crude Look at the Whole, June 11-13,1993

No program available,

Roster for Scientific Meeting of the SFI External Faculty, June 28-July 10,1993

Prof, Philip Anderson Princeton University

Prof, W, Briea-_Arthur Food Research Institute, Stanford University

Prof, Aviv Berg,nan Stanford University/Interval Research

Prof, William Brock University of \ lisconsin

Prof, James Crutchfield University of California, Berkeley

Dr, Robert Faa'ber Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, J, Doyne Farmer The Prediction Company

Prof, Marcus Feldman Stanford University

Prof, Stephanie Forrest University of New Mexico

Dr, Murray Gell-Mann California Institute of Technology

Dr, Jonathan Haas The Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago

Prof, Alfred Hubler University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Dr, Erica Jen Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof, Stuart Kauffman . University of Pennsyh, ania

: Prof. David Lane University of Minnesota

Dr, Christopher Langton Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, Alan Lapedes Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr. Seth Lloycl Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof. John Miller Carnegie-Mellon University

Prof. Richard Pahner Duke University

Dr. Alan Perelson Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof. David Pines University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

-_ Prof. Peter Schuster Institut _r Molekulare Biotechnologie

Prof. Gdrard Weisbuch Laboratoire de Physique statistique, Ecole Normale Supdrieure
z

Dr. Wojciech Zurek Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

=

: Program for Sci"ntific Meeting of the SFI External Faculty, June 28-July 10,1993
_

No program available
=

Roster for Workshop on Plastic Individuals in Evolving Populations: Models and Algoritluns, July 11-
15, 1993

Dr, David Ackley Bellcore

Prof. Richard K, Belew University of California, San Diego

AVII-10
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Dr. Avlv Bergman interval Research Corp,

Ms, Esflaer Dyson EER,enture Holdings, Inc,

Ms, Liane Gabora University of California, Los Angeles

Mr, William Hart University of California, San Diego

Dr, Nick Littlestone NEC Research Institute

Mr. Michael Littman Brown University '

Mr. Fillippo Menczer University of California, San Diego

Mr. Orazio Mig_o University of CaLifornia, San Diego

Prof, Melanie Mitchell Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Stefano Nolfi National Research Council

Prof, Domenico Parisi Institute of Psychology

Prof, Jonathan Roughgarden Stanford University

Prof, Johnathan Schull Hayer/oral College

Dr, Sharoni H, Shafir Stanford University

Prof, Charles Taylor University of California

Dr, Peter Todd The Rowland Institute for Science

Dr, Stewart Wilson The Rowland Institute for Science

Program for Workshop on Plastic Individuals tn Evolving Populations: Models and Algorithms, July 11-
15, 1993

SUNDAY,JULY 11

_ 8',30A,M, Breakfast

9:00 Plenary: Overview

12:30 P,M, Lund-_

2:00 Working Groups

MONDAY, JULY12

8:30 A,M, Breakfast

9',00 Plenary: Biological Issues

12:30 P,M, Lundl

- 2:00 Plenary Behavior Issues

TUESDAY,JULY13

8',30A,M, Breakfast

' 9:00 Plenary: Computational Issues11

12:30 P,M, Lunch

1:30 Sol Y Sombra Tour

AVII-11
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2:00 Off (individual writing)

S_O0 Picnic

WEDNESDAYs JULY 14

8_30 A,M, Breakfast

9:00 Working Groups: Reports ,

12130 P,M, Ltmch

2:00 Working Groups: Reports

THURSDAY, JULY 15

8:30 A,M, Breakfast

9:00 Plenary: Recap

12',30 P,M, Ltmd'l

2',00 Mee_'lg Adjourned

Roster for Worktng Groups on Theoretical Neurobtologyl Dynamic Control of Stability and Flexibility,
July 21-30, 1993

Dr, Larry Abbott Brandeis University

Prof, Anne Bekoff University of Colorado

Prof, Hillel J, Chiel Case Western Reserve University

Prof, G, Bard Ermentrout University of Pittsburg

r'rof, Mimi Koehl University of California, Berkeley

Prof, Nancy Kopell Boston University

Prof, Gilles Laurent California Institute of Technology

Prof, Shawn Lockery University of Oregon

Prof, Thelma Williams University of London

Program for Working Groups on Theoretical Neuroblologyl Dynamic Control of Stability and

Flexibility, July 21-30, 1993

TUESDAY, JULY20

6:00 P,M, Get together at NK's place

WEDNESDAY, JUt.Y 2"1

10:00 A,M, Hillel Chiel will talk on the "Dynamic_ of Adaptive Behavior," including

bistabilty in cultured neurons, neural basis for switching some behaviors, and
the role of the periphery vs, central networks in enforcing stable gaits,

THURSDAY, JULY 22

: 10:00 A,M, Mimi Koehl will discuss interactions between the nervous system and its

mechanical/peripheral context, from the point of view of biomechanics,

AVII-12
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3:00P,M, Shawn Lockerywilldiscussself-orgtmizationintheleech(bending)and
nematode (chemotaxis),

FRIDAY,JULY 23

10:00A,M, LarryAbbottwilldiscussactivity.dependentregulationofchannelsand

non-Hodgkin-Huxley behaviorofionicchannels,

SATURDAY, JULY 24

Free

SUNDAY, JULY 25

11:00A,M, GillesLaurentwilldiscussoscillationsintheolfactorynervous sytem ofan

insectand dendriticmechanisms forgaincontrol

MONDAY, JULY 26

10',00 A,M, Thelma Williams will talk about work on the lamprey central pattern
generator, including comaections to muscle mechanics and fluid dynamics of
swimming

3:00 P,M, Nancy Kopell will discuss mathematical mechanisms associated with self-
organization in the nervous system, illustrated by case histories relating both
ionic channel level and small circuit level to larger network behavior,

TUESDAY, JULY 27

2:00 P,M, Bard Ermentrout will discuss various topics concerning oscillatory and excitable

systems related to the CNS,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28

10',00 A,M, Anne Bekoff will talk about "Development of Motor Patterns in Chick Embryos
and Newly Hatched Chicks: Continuities and Transitions"

THURSDAY, JULY 29

10:00 A,M, J, Bower will have the last (official) word,

Roster for Working Groups on Theoretical Neuroblology: Visual Object Recognition, August 9--19,1993

Dr, Shimon Edelman WeizmaIxn Institute

Dr, Terrence Sejnowski Salk Institute

Dr, Michael Shadlen Stanford University

Prof, Michael Stryker University of California

Dr, Hiroshige Takeichi RIKEN

Dr. Keijt Tanaka RIKEN

Prof, Shimon Ullman Weizmann Institute of Science

AVII-13
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Prof, MalcoLmD, Young University laboratory of Physiology

Prof, Steven Zucker McGill University

l_gram for Working Groups on Theoretical Neurobloiogy_ Visual Object Recognition, Aulc_st 9.19,1993

The topics in which the workshop participants work include, in addition to the stated workshop topic,
aspects of lower-level vision, visual development, adult plasticity, shape and stereo vlsione and issues
in perception and perceptual learning,

Talkswillbe scheduledfor10A,M,and i_00P,M,,withsomedayshavingonlytheA,M,talks,

MONDAY, AUGUST 9

P,M, Orientation(SFIstaff)

Zucker',Overviewofcompetingcomputationalapproachestoobjectrecognition

TUESDAY, AUGUST10

I0A,M, MichaelStryker:Biologicalconstraintson how thebraindoesobject
recognition',theorganizationofcortexand how thisorganizationmight
develop

1 P,M, Mid_ael Shadlen: Object lessons in MT (medial temporal) cortex

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11

10 A,IVl, .John Assad: (adult plasticity) How the brain might represent that
something is moving in space

i

THURSDAY,AUGUST 12

.1.0A,M, Steve Zucker: Shapes, shocks, a.nd deformations

1 P,M, Sl_hnon Edelman', Representation, similarity, and the chorus of prototypes
(Tech Report avalable by anonymous ftp from 132,76,80,53)

FRIDAY,AUGUST 13
!

10 A,M, Keijt Tanaka: Object recognition and neuronal responses ia inferotemporal
cortex

MONDAY,AUGUST16

10 A,M, Shi.mon Ulhnan

1 P,M, Htroshige Taketchi

"IUESDAY,AUGUST 17

10 A,M, Terry Sejnowski (& Zucker on curvature detection)

WEDNESDAY,AUGUST 18

10 A,M, Malcolm Young
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THURSDAY_AUGUST 19

10 A,M, Summary and Conclusions

Roster for Workshop on The Economy as a Complex Adaptive System_ lls September 7-1S, 1993

Prof, Philip W, Anderson Princeton University

Prof, Kenneth J, Arrow Stanford University

Prof, W, Brian Arthur' Stanford University

Dr,PerBak BrookhavenNationalLaboratory

Prof, Michele Boldrtn Northwestern University

Prof, William A, Brock University of Wisconsin

Dr,GeorgeCowan LosAlamos NationalLaboratory/SantaFc Institute

Prof, Giovanni Dost fondazione assi

Dr, Walter Fontana Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Jol'mGeanakoplos Yale University

Dr, Valerte Gremtllion Los Alamos National Laboratory

Mr, William H, Janeway Warburg, Ptncus Ventures, Inc,

Dr, Stuart Kauffman Santa Fe Institute

Mr, Henry Lichsteh_ Citicorp

Seth Lloyd Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, Ben Martin Harvard University

Mr, Robert Maxfteld Saratoga, CA

Prof, John H, Miller Carnegie-Mellon University

Prof, Melanie Mitchell Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Richard G, Palmer Duke University

Mr, James Pelkey Atherton, CA

Prof, Roberto Perazzo Universidad de Buenos Aires

Prof, David Pines University of Illh_ois

Prof, Josd A, Schetnkraan The University of Chicago

" Prof, Martin Shubtk Cowles Foundation

Prof, Glen H, Swindle University of California, Santa Barbara

Prof, Mtguel Virasoro Universita di Rome I, La Sapienza

Mr, Barrett Walker Walker Foundation

Mr, Thomas U, Walker Walker Foundation

Mr, Martin Wildberger Electric Power Research Institute
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Program for Workshop on The Economy as a Complex Adaptive System, II, September 7-15,1993

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7

8:30-9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00--9:15 ED KNAPP, SFI President
Welcome and Introduction to SFI

9:15--9:30 Introductions

10:00-11:00 PhilAnderson

11:00-12'.00P.M. Ken Arrow

12:00-12:30 Brian Arthur

12:30-1:30 Lunch

1:30-5:00 Talks to be announced,

5:00 Welcoming mini-reception

' WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

8:30-9:00 A.M, Continental Breakfast

Morning Session

9:00 A.M, Glen Swindle

Josd Scheinkman

12:15 P.M. "Lunch

Afternoon Session

1:00 P.M. Giovanni Dosi
Ben Martin

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

8:30-9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

Morning Session

9:00 A.M, Stu Kauffman
Buz Brock

12:15 P.M. Lunch

- Afternoon Session

1:00 P.M. John Miller

: Short Presentations:
Phil Anderson

George Cowan
Others to be announced

3:30 Tea

3:45 Discussion and planning session

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

- 8:30-9:00 A,M. Continental Breakfast

AVII-16
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Morn/rigSession

9:00 A.M. Miguel Virasoro
Martin Shubik

12:15 P,M, Lunch

Afternoon Session

1:00 P.M. Brian Arthur/Richard Palmer
Michele Boldrin

3:30 Tea

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

8:30-9:00 A.M. Continental Breakfast

Morr_ing Session

9:00 A.M. Michele Boldrin
Per Bak

12:15 P.M. Lunch

Afternoon Session

1:00 P.M. Discussion of the "Great Questions"
A, Facts

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

8:30-9:00 A,M. Continental Breakfast

Morning Session

9'.00 A.M, Continued Discussion of the "Great Questions"

B, Concepts

Roster for Workshop on Fluctuations and Order:. The New Synthesis, September 9--12, 1993

No roster available; workshop coordinated by CNLS, Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Program for Workshop on Fluctuations and Order. The New Synthesis, September 9-12, 1993

No program available.

Roster for Workshop on Immune Memory in Theory and Experiment, September 19-21, 1993

Dr. Russell W. Anderson Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr. Franco Celada Hospital for Joint Diseases

Dr. Gundi Ertl Wis_ar Institute

Mr. Michael A. Fishman Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof. Stephanie Forrest University of New Mexico

Dr. Byron Goldstein Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr. Gamett Kelsoe University of Maryland School of Medicine

Dr. Thomas Kepler North Carolina State University
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Dr, PoUy Matzinger National ,Institutes of Health

Dr. Ramit Mehr-Grossman Weizmann Institute

Dr..George Nelson Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, Avidan Neumann Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Mihaela Oprea Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, Alan Perek_on Los Alamos National Laboratory

Mr. Randall Rose Santa Fe Institute

Dr. Lee Segel Weizmann Institute

Dr. Philip Selden IBM Research Center

Prof. Eli Sercarz University of Califon_ia

Mr. Derek J. Smith University of New Mexico

Dr. Paul Stolorz Jet PropuLsion Lab

Dr. Bernhard Sulzer Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr. John Tew Medical College of Virginia/VCU

Program for Workshop on Immune Memory in Theory and Experiment, September 19-21, 1993

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

6:00-8:00 P.M. .Get..together reception at the Neumanns' house

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

8:30 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00 Welcoming Remarks

9:15-12:30 P.M. • Phenomenological Definition of Memory
• Memory Cells

12:30 Lunch

2:00-5:30 .Mathematical Models in Immunology
• Network Memory

7:30 Dinner at the Perelsons' house

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

8:30 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00-12:15 P.M. ,Retairled Antigen
•Memory Transfer

12:30-4:30 Picnic and Hiking Session at Pecos

5:00-8:00 .Vaccines

• Memory in More Specific Cases
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

8:30 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00-12:30 P,M, .Germinal Centers

• Affinity Maturation

12:30 Lunch

2:00-6:00 Concluding Sessions

Roster for Workshop on Cultural Evolution, October 30--November 3, 1993

Prof, Robert Boyd University of California, Los Angeles

Dr, Li.nda Cordell University of Colorado

Mr, Michael W, Diehl University at Buffalo

Prof, Joshua Epstein Brookings Institution

Prof, Stephanie Forrest University of New Mexico

Dr, Murray Gell-Mann Santa Fe Institute

Dr, George G_tmerman Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Jonathan Haas Field Musettm of Natural History

Dr, Barry Hewlett Washington State University

Dr, Robert Hommon National Park Service

Mr. Terry Jones Santa Fe Institute

Dr. Stuart Kauffman Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Timothy Kohler Washington State University

Prof, Joseph Lambke Illinois h_stitute of Technology

Dr, Stephen H, Lekson Crow Canyon Archaeological Center

Dr. Mats Nordahl Chalmers Tekniska H6gskola

Prof, Ann Stanley Iowa State University

Dr, G6rard Weisbuch Ecole Normale Sup6rieure

Program for Workshop on Cultural Evolution, October 30--November 3, 1993

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31

8:30 A,M, Continental Breakfast

9:00 Introductions and welcoming remarks
Murray Gell-Mann: Welcome and background of SFI
George Gumerman: Archaeology program to date at SFI
Andi Sutherland: Administrative details

10:00 Analytical models for culture change, and their limits.
Informal presentations and moderation by Marc Feldman and Rob Boyd

12:00 P,M, Lunch

1:00 Complete discussion of analytical models for culture change
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2:00 Case studies of culture change in the prehistoric Southwest (possible foci for
building simulation models),
Informal presentations by Tim Kohler and Jonathan Haas; moderation by
_rge G_.unerman

5:00 Adjoum

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1

8:30 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00 Spatial games and evolutior_ary dynamics
Mats Nordahl

10:30 Presentationdemonstration of Epstein-AxteU Sugarscapes
Discussion

12:00 P,M, Lun_

1:00 Presentationdemonstration of SWARM
Discussion

3:00 Presentation/Demonstratio_: ECHOi

Terry Jones; discussion

5:00 Adjourn

6:30 Group Dinner

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2

8:30 A,M, Continental Breakfast

9:00 Discussion on representations of culture and possible operationalizations,

including neural nets
Moderation by G_rard Weisbuch

10:30 Concluding discussion of knowledge/culture representation issues

12:00 P,M, Lun_

1:00 Towards a coherent plan for simulating social changecultural evolution on
landscapes in small-scale societies

4:00 Adjourn

Roster for University of Michigan/Santa Fe Institute Annual Seminar, November 7, 10-11, 1993
i

No roster available.

Program for University of Michigan/Santa Fe Institute Annual Seminar, November 7, 10-11, 1993

No program available,

Rosier for Workshop on Artificial World Models, November 11-14, 1993

Prof, W, Brian Arthur Stanford University
=

Prof, Leo Buss Yale University

Prof, Giovanni Dosi fondazione assi
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Prof. Smart Dreyus University of California

Dr. Walter Fontana Santa Fe Institute

Prof. George Lakoff University of California

Prof. David Lane Universite di Modena

Prof. Blake LeBaron University of Wisconsin

Prof. Daniel Levinthal University of Pennsylvania

Prof. Franco Malerba Bocconi University

Mr. Robert Maxfield Saratoga, CA

Dr. Ashoka Mody The World Bank

Prof. Richard Nelson Columbia University

Prof, Luigl Orsenigo Bocconi University

Prof. John Padgett University of Chicago

Mr. James Pelkey Atherton, CA

Mr. Leland S, Prussia Bank of America

Prof, Charles Sabel Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Prof. Sidney Winter University of Pennsylvania

Prof, Jonathan Zeitlin University of Wisconsin

Program for Workshop on Artificial World Models, November 11-14, 1993

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11

8:30 A,M. Continental Breakfast
z

9:00-12:00 Introduction: David Lane and Walter Fontana

12:00P,M, Lunch

_- 2:00-5:00 John Padgett
Leo Buss

Jim Pelkey

5:00 Welcoming Reception

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12

8:30 A.M, Continental Breakfast

9:00-12:00 Brian Arthur
Blake LeBaron

Stuart Dreyfus

_" 12:00 P.M, Lunch

a_ 2:00-5:00 Giovanni Dosi
Dan Levinthal

- Sid Winter-

5:00 SWARM presentation
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13

8:30 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00 Richard Nelson

Ashoka Mody
Franco Malerba

12:00 P.M, Lunch

2:00-5:00 Discussion: George Lakoff and Bob Maxfield

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14

8:30 A.M. Continental Breakfast

9:00 Discussion: "Where do we go h'om here?"

12:00 P,M, Adjourn

Roster for Workshop on Adaptation and Learning in Organizations, December 3-5, 1993

Prof. Kerrneth J, Arrow Stanford University

Prof, W. Brian Arthur Stanford University

Dr, John Seely Brown Xerox PARC

Prof. Michael Cohen University of Michigan

Dr, Femando Flores Business Design Associates

Mr, Richard N, Foster McKinsey & Co,, Inc,

Dr, Murray Gell-Mann Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Mark Gerstein Perot Systems Corporation

Mr, Joel Getzendanner Joyce Foundation

Ms, Tracy Goss Goss-Reid Associates

Prof, Michael Hannah Stanford University

Ms, Susan Haviland Palo Alto, CA

Prof, John Holland University of Michigan

Prof, David Lane Universite di Modena

Prof, Daniel Levinthal University of Pennsylvania

Prof, Thomas Malone MIT Sloan School

Mr, Morton H, Meyerson Perot Systems

Mr, Charles Miller Transamerica Criterion Group

Prof, Jol'u_ Padgett University of Chicago

Dr, Richard Pascal Perot Systems

Mr, James Pelkey Atherton, CA

Mr. Jacques Rah'nan General de Sen, ice Informatique
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Prof. Massimo Warglien University of Venice Ca'Bembo

Prof. Sidney Winter University of Pennsylvania

Program for Workshop on Adaptation and Leamlng in Orsan_ations, December 3-5,1993

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3

8:30 A,M. Continental Breakfast

9:00 Ed Knapp, SFI President
Welcome

Andi Sutherland, SFI
Administrative Details

Brief Self-Introductions by Participants

Ken Arrow, Stanford, and Murray Gell-Mann, SFI
What the Workshop Can Achieve

_ Mort Meyerson, Perot Systems Corporation
What the Workshop Can Achieve

_

11:00 Break

11:15 Sidney Winter, Wharton School
Total Quality Management as an Organizational Learning Strategy

12:30 P.M. Lunch

" 1:30-5:00 John Seely Brown, Xerox Corpor_ tion

: Organizational Learning as Leveraging the Social

Brian Arthur, Stanford University
Bounded Rationality, Adaptation and Organizations

5:00 Welcoming Reception

__ SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4

8:30 A,M. Continental Breakfast

_ 9:00 Michael Hannan, Stanford University
Adaptatio_,_ and Its Limits in Populations of Organizations

- David Lane, University of Modena
Connections to Other SFI Projects on Complex Adaptive Systems

-- 12:30 P,M, Lunch

1:30-5:00 Tom Malone, MIT

Tools for Inventing Organizations: Toward a Handbook of Organizational
Learning

Dan Levinthal, Wharton School

Adaptive and Non-Adaptive Properties of Organizational Learning

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5

__ 8:30 A.M. Contir_ental Breakfast

-
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9:00 john Padgett, University of Chicago and Michael Cohen, University of
Michigan

A panel organizing a closing discussion: Themes from the Workshop; Ideas for
the Future

12:00 P.M. Adjourn

Roster for S,bl Business Network Workshop, December 6-7,1993

Mr, Bruce Abell Santa Fe Institute

Ms, Catherine Allen Citicorp Technology Office

Prof, W, Brian Arthur Stanford University

Ms, Susan Ballati Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Michael Cohen University of Michigan

•Mr, Colin Crook Citibank, N.A,

Ms. Es'her Dyson EDventure Holdings, Inc,

Dr, Doyne Farmer The Prediction Company

Mr. K; Winslow Farrell, Jr, Coopers & Lybrand

Mr, William F, Fulkerson Deere & Company

Dr, Edward A, Knapp Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Christopher G, Langton Los Alamos National Laboratory and Santa Fe Institute

Mr, Dean LeBaron Batterymarch Financial Management

Dr, David Liddle Interval Research Corporatior,

Mr, Thomas Linkas Batterymarch Financial Management

Mr, Mike McMaster Center for Organisational Learning (UK)

Mr. William H, Miller, III Legg Mason Mutual Fm_d

Dr, Melanie Mitchell Santa Fe Institute

Mr, James Pelkey Ather_on, CA

Ms, Janet Ruggles SENCORP

Dr, Daniel Schutzer Citibank

Mr, Howard Sherman Center for Organizational Learning (USA)

Dr, L, M, Sirmnons, Jr, Santa Fe Institute

Mr, Kenneth Slocum SENCORP

Mr, Henry S, Vaccaro TXN, lnc,

Dr. David B, Weinberger The O'Connor Partnerships

Mr, Martin Wildberger Electric Power Research Institute

_ Mr, Andy Zimmerman Coopers & Lybrand

!
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Program for SFI Business Network Workshop, December 6-7,1993

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5

7:00P,M, Dinner

Keynote by Colin Crook, Sr,, Technology Officer, Cittcorp

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6

-- Morning Moderator', David Liddle, Co-fo_nderl Interval Systems

8:30 A,M, Continental Breakfast

9:00 GeneralIntroductions

10:00 Break

10:30 MichaelCohen, UniversityofMichigan InstituteforPublicPolicyStudies

Learning in Organizations (talk and general discussion)

12:00 P,M, Lunch

Afternoon Moderator: David Weinberger, General Partner, The O'Connor

Partnerships, and Managing Director, Swiss Bank Corporation

1:30 Brian Arthur, Food Research Institute, Stanford University

Adaptation and Complexity in the Economy (talk and general discussion)

3:30 Break

4:00-5:00 Busi.ner,s Network members talk in detail about their key interests

7:00-9:00 Dinner

° Keynote by Doyne Farmer, Fotmding Scientist, The Prediction Company

TUESDDAY, DECEMBER 7

Morning Moderator: L, M, Simmons, Jr,, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Santa Fe Institute

-- 8:30 A,M, Continental Breakfast

9:00 Melanie Mitchell, Resident Director, Adaptive Computation Program, Santa
Fe Institute

Adaptive Computation (talk and general discussion)

10:15 Break

_- 10:45 Business Network members talk in detail about their key interests

12:00 P,M, Lunch

_. Afternoon Moderator: Esther Dyson, Editor & Publisher, Release 1,0

1:30 Chris Langton, Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
_ Artificial Life (talk and general discussion)

3:30 Break

4:00-5:00 Follow-up planning for next Business Network meeting

J

=
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APPENDIX VIII

RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

Facilities

The Institutecurrentlyoccupiesofficespaceinthreebuildingsat1660Old PecosTrail,SantaFe,New
Mexico, Thisleasedfacilityprovidesapproximately11,000squarefeetofspace,includingseveral
smallseminarrooms,a conferencemeetingroom seatingup to60,administrativeofficesfora staffof17,
computerfacilities,libraryspace,and sharedofficespaceforup to30scientists,

InSeptember1993theInstitutepurchaseda 32 acresitewitha 12,000-square-footfacilitywhich will
become SFI'spermanentcampus,The currentfacilityiswas originallya privatehome, constructedin
thelate1950s,builtina rectanglearoundan atrium,The vastopenmiddleofthehousemay be oneofits
bestrearm'essinceitisveryconducivetoinformalinteractions.Thereisadequatespacetoaccommodate
meetingsofup to50 people,a wellasseveralseminarrooms.The move tothenew campus willtake
placein Spring,1994, Initiallyresearchersand staffwillfindthenew spaceboth inspiringand
confining,The inspirationcomes fromthe32 acresofhillsidewhichsurroundthenew campus;the
confinementcomes from tryingtofitintoa house withfewer,butlargerrooms thanSFIcurrently
occupiesinitsofficesuites.TheInstituteexpectstobuildadditionalspaceassoonasfinancespermit,

-- Computational Environment

The computing system at the Santa Fe Institute was greatly expanded during 1993, The primary area of
expansion was in the area of desktop UNIX workstations which provided additional CPUs, faster
CPUs, and minimal additional storage space, The total expansion amounted to nearly doubling the
total processing power .and file storage space available at the Institute,

Intercoxu_ectivity plays an hnportant role at the Institute, As much of the research supported by SFI is
conducted by teams of researchers spread _round the globe and visitors with diverse computation and
communication needs, the ability to commtm:_catewith distance computational resources is crucial to the
success of these endeavors. This is particularly important for those needing access to supercomputing
resources, which the Institute cannot currently provide. A 56-kb link to New Mexico TechNet provides
SFI's connection to NSFNet and, thereby, to worldwide Internet, Local connectivity is provided by
Ethernet and Appletalk local area networks,

Current intermediate-range plans for the computing system entail establishing a minimum performance
threshold in terms of computing power while maintaining compatibility and available resources, This

; requires making the administration and research networks more homogeneous, With a more
homogeneous computing base, concern can be turned towards software and other computing concerns,
Currently the Institute has only about six gigabytes of storage space available for user data files,

=. Withintwo yearstherewillbe a needtohaveover30 gigabytesofspaceavailable.The Institutealso
- needs to acquire a fully integrated programming environment, Internet access connectivity is always
- increasing so a faster Internet connection is needed, The Institute will have a need for a full T1 within

two years, The minimum performance level will be used when evaluating or purchasing any new
software or hardware items, This minimum performance level will then be increased as technology

_ progresses and items become available and will be used to direct future purchases,

Library

: The Institute has been building its library resources since 1988 through purchases and as the recipient of
several donated collections, The current collection includes about 4000 volumes. New acquisitions have
increased by 50% each year, and in 1993 approximately 200 volumes were added to the collection.

-:- SFI maintains a growing preprint collection of relevant literature in the sciences of complexity. Among
the 29 current journal subscriptions are Nature, Neural Computation, and Science, Library facilities are

-2
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supplementedby interlibraryloanarrangementswith Los Alamos NationalLaboratoryand the
UniversityofNew Mexico,

SFIlibraryresourcesaremanaged by apart-timelibrarian,

Collaborative Environment

The Irmtitute's administrative policies aim to create an open research environment dominated by a
multidiscip1/nary and multigenerational approach, Planned coUaborative meetings aside, research
visits are clustered in time to provide optimal windows for interaction, Prior to their residencies,
visiting researchers inform SFI as to their anticipated work, and this il_ormation is made available to
the residential research community in order to speed the collaborative process, Office assignments
consciouslyjuxtaposeresearchinterestsand mix disciplines,
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APPENDIX IX

1993 PUBLIC LECTURES

G_'orge Gumerman, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale/SFI
Anasazi Prehi:.tory Reconsidered

Blake LeBaron, University of Wisconsin
What Does the Stock Market Tell Us About Real-World Behavior

Oliver Sacks, Albert __2nstein University and New York University
Neurology and the Soul

Will Wright, MAXIS
Software Toy_: Computer Modelling for Everyone

David Campbell, University of Elinois, Urbana-Champaign
Chaos, Order and Patterns: Paradigms for Our Nonlinear Universe

Charles Stevens, Howard Hughes Medical Institutes and The Salk Institute
The Brain as a Computer

Robert McCormick Adams, Smithsonian Institution

Reflections on Ancient and Modern Iraq

Dee Hock, Founder, VISA

On the Nature of Beasts: Adaptation and Learning in Institutions

John Homer, Museum of the Rockies at Montana State University
The New Age of Dinosaurs

Roger Shepard, S_anford University
Perception, Pictures m:d Paradoxes: What Illusions Reveal About the Mind

t
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APPENDIX X

SFI _T_,NAL FACULTY

Prof.PhilipAnderson PrincetonUniversity

Prof.Kenneth Arrow StanfordUniversity

Prof. W. Brian Arthur Food Research Institute, Stanford University

Dr. Per Bak Brookhaven National Laboratory

ProL Michele Boldrin Northwestern University

Prof. William Brock University of Wisconsin

Prof. David Campbell University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Prof. Jack Cowan University of Chicago

Prof. James Crutchfield University of California, Berkeley

Prof. Rob De Boer University of Utrecht

Dr. Robert Farber Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr. J. Doyne Farmer The Prediction Company

Prof. Marcus Feldman Stanford University

Dr. Walter Fontana Interval Research Corporation

-_ Prof. Stephanie Forrest University of New Mexico

Prof, John Geanakoplos Yale University

Dr. Murray Gell-Mann California Institute of Technology
o

Dr, Jonathan Haas The Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago

Prof. John Holland University of Michigan

o Prof. Alfred Hubler University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Dr. Erica Jen Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof. Stuart Kauffman University of Pennsylvania

Prof. Thomas Kepler _'_orth Carolina State University
°

Prof. Timothy Kohler Washington State University

- Prof. David Lane University of Minnesota

: Dr. Christopher Langton Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr. Alan Lapedes Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

- Prof. Blake LeBaron University of Wisconsin

__ Prof. Kristian Lindgren Chalmers University=

Dr. Seth Lloyd Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
=_

_- Dr. Melanie Mitchell Santa Fe Institute
_

_. Prof, J:,hn Miller Carnegie-Mellon University

Prof. Nils Nilsson Stanford University

-_ Prof. Mats Nordahl Chalmers University
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Prof. Norman Packard Universit 3, of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Prof, Richard Palmer Duke University

Dr. Alan Perelson Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof, David Pines University of nlinois, Urbana-Champaign

Prof. Thomas Ray University of Delaware

Prof, ]os_ Scheinkman University of Chicago

Prof. Peter Schuster Institut fiir Molekulare Biotechnologie

Prof. Martin Shubik Yale University

Prof, Peter Stadler Univer_i.ty of Vienna
i

Prof, Daniel Stein University of Arizona

Prof. Charles Stevens Salk Institute

Prof. G6rard Weisbuch Laboratoire de Physique statlstique, Ecole Normale Sup_rieure

Dr. Wojciech Zurek Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
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APPENDIX XI

SFI SCIENCE BOARD

Prof, Philip Anderson, Princeton University
Vice Chairman

Dr. Robert McCormick Adams Smithsonian L_sfitufion

Prof. Kenneth Arrow Stanford University

Prof, W, Brian Arthur Food Research Institute, Stanford University

Dr, George I,Bell Los Alamos National".aboratory

Prof, Felix E, Browder Rutgers University

Prof, David Campbell Univer3";_y of Illinois, Urbana-Champalgn

Dr, Albert M, Clogston Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, George A, Cowan Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof, Jack Cowan University of Chicago

Prof, Partha Das Gupta Stanford University

Dr, J, Doyne Farmer The Piediction Company

Prof, Marcus Feldman Stan,rord University

Prof, Stephanie Forrest University of New Mexico
/

Prof, Hans Frauenfelder Uxdversity of Illinois, Urbana-Champa_gn

Dr. Murray Gell-Ma_r_, California Institute of Technology
Co-Chairman

Prof, Brian C, Goodwin The Open University (UK)

Dr, Ronald Graham AT&T Bell Laboratories

Prof, George Gumerman Southern Ill_ois University at Carbondale

Prof. Johr, A, Hawkins University of Southern California

Dr, Sig Hecker Los Aiamos National Laboratory

Prof, M, Peter Heilbrun School of Medicine, University of Utah

Dr. W. Daniel Hillis 1hinking Machi_e_-Corporation

Prof. John Holland, Co-Chairman University of Michigan

Prof. C, S, Holling University of Florida

Dr, Erica Jen Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

: Prof, Bela Julesz Rutgers University

Prof, Stuart Kauffman University of Pennsylvania

Dr, Edward A, Knapp Santa Fe Institute

Prof, Jobn R, Koza Stanford University

Prof, Nancy Kopell Boston University

Prof, David Lane University of Minnesota

Prof. Simon Levin Princeton University
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Dr. Nicholas C, Metropolis Los Alamos National Laboratory

Prof. Harold J, Morowitz George Mason University

Prof, Richard Palmer Duke University

Dr.AlanPerelson TheoreticalDivision,LosAlamos NationalLaboratory

Prof.DavidPines UniversityofI11ino_s,Urbana-Champaign

Dr. Theodore Puck Eleanor Roosevelt Institute

Prof, David E, Rumelhart Stanford University

Dr, L. M. Simmons, Jr, Santa Fe Institute

Prof. Jerome Singer Yale University

Dr.RichardC. Slansky LosAlamos NationalLaboratory

Prof.DanielStein UniversityofArizona

Prof.HarrySwirmey UniversityofTexas

Prof.G(_rardWeisbuch Laboratoirede Physiquestatistique,EcoleNormaleSupdrieure

Prof.PeterWolynes UniversityofIllinoisatUrbana-Champaign

I
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APPENDIX XII

SFI BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Mr, Bruce R, Abell Santa Fe Institute

Dr, Robert McCormick Adams Smithsonian Institution
Vice Chairman

Prof, Philip W, Anderson Princeton University ,

Prof, W, Brian Arthur Food Research Institute, Stanford University

Mr. Armand F, Bartos Bartos & Rhodes, Architects

Dr. Erich Bloch Council on Competitiveness

Mr, Stewart Brand Global Business Network

Dr, Stirling Colgate Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr, GeorgeA, Cowan Los Alamos National Laboratory and Santa Fe Institute

Gordon K, Davidson, Esq. Fenwick & West

Prof, Carl Djerassi Stanford University

Ms, Esther Dyson Release 1,0

Prof, Marcus Feldman Stanford University

Mr, Jerry D, Geist Public Service Company of New Mexico

Dr, Murray Gell-Mann. California Institute of Technology

Prof, John Holland University of Michigan

Mr, Lawrence S, Huntington Fiduciary Trust international

Prof, Stuart Kauffman University of Pennsylvania

Dr, George A, Keyworth, II Hudson Institute

Dr, Edward A. Knapp Santa Fe Institute

Mr, David Liddle Interval Research Corporation

Mr, Dan Lynch Interop Company

Mr, Robert Maxfield ROLM Corporation and Maxfield Foundation

Ms, Christine Maxwell Research On Demand, Inc,

Mr, Charles Miller Transamerica Criterion Group, Inc,

Dr, Darragh Nagle Los Alamos National Laboratory

Mrs, %-illiam Nitze Ann Kendall Richards, Inc,

Mr, James Pelkey, Chairman Sa_ta Fe

Mr, Thomas F, Pick Pick Associates

Prof. David Pines University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Mr, John G, Powers Aspen Center of Contemporary Art

Mr, l.eland S, Prussia BankAmerica Corp,, Bank of America NT & SA

Dr. David Z, Robinson Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, & Government
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Mr, Ray D, Sena Shuttlejack, Inc,

Dr, L, M, Simmons, Jr. Santa Fe Institute

Mr, J, I. Staley Staley Oil Company

Mrs, Jeanne Sullivan Idustrial Alcoholism Institute

Dr, David B, Weinberger The O'Connor Partnerships and Swiss Bank Corporation

Trustee Emeritus

Mr, Arthur H, Spiegel Fiduciary Trust Company of New York
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